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This book is about drug abuse prevention. It showAhat each of
us can do to help the mpg people we know grow up without drugs.
It is for parents, for teachers, and for othersorvho want to be
involved with youth.

. And its about peoplethe people Who have discovered how to
, reach across age and social barriers to connect with youth, to wor,I

with thc!n, and to help them live without drugs. We hope you will
see yourself in theie pages. We hope you will find the time totry -

some of the described here with the young people in
your life.

You may find this book helpful in your personal contacts with
youth. You Way find in it ways to start. or to improve drug Abuse
.prevention activities in your own community, in your school.

Organizing efforts to help young people within your community
and schools is critically important. They represent the future of our
country and we need them to be strong, to be able to handle the
problems they. will have to face.

But individual efforts are also equally important. We must make.
room-in our society for youth. We must help them to assume re-
sponsible positions, totake control of their own lives, apd in turn
to help their friends. Adults must lead, must guide, must set limits
and exercise responsible discipline, must help America's youth to
grow into tomorrow's adults. Free of,dependence on drugs.

Robert L. DuPont, M.D.
Director
National Institute on Drug Abuse
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Wendy French
By the time Weict' French reached her senior year of high school in Boise, IdahO. she had
*Are dy established herself as an active member of her commuhi:ty. She had won a Ilitlional .
Mer scicolarshko. chaired several high school clubs, and. been Chosen Miss Idaho Teen-
,dge :She had also served as a peer Counselor in a program designed to provide yoursg
/people with alternatives .to drug abuse. The program was sponsored by an ggerrey called

---/ Community Coordination qn Drug Abuse CoptrolTCODAC which was set tit? in 1972
as a response to widespread concern about drug 4iause among the community's youth.

'Wendy even served a
it,"

president of the C2ODA,C board of directors,
"1 really enjoyed it, Wendy.said. thinking about her years with C2ODAC one warm

summer day following her high, school gradtration. '-'I-think as peer-counselors we were
friends more than counselorsY1 was amazed bY the last &irl I worked with. She was sex

-., to C2ODAC,by her probation officer and at the beginning she would hardly talk to me.
She was in her shell. Then she started opening cep a little, She told me she wasn't getting
along with her mom and dad, She was having trouble with several of her teachers. We
always tried to fihd Outswhat kinds of things the liked to do and !,discovered after \
we'd been togethef a while that she liked dogs, I had two dogs I waVgetting ready to show. 1
so we'went to dog shows together:1 had heard that.the counselor at herschool was very -,

good and I suggested-she talk with him. Then&a Very little timeshe was getting .

. straight As and she was on the volleyball teem and the team took one of the tournaments-.
She started getting along with her parents better 'arid she didn't feel so much that.evetrne
was dotvn on her It was like before and after. AU she.needcd was a friend who was will-
ing to show 'some interest in her." .

',ft
any 4-the kids who came to C2ODAC v',,eie from .troubled homes and ometimes.

Wendy oikerved. "They-could be so distrustful. They wondered what our game vas and
why we wanted to work with them. This girl wasn't used to having anyoir take an Interest -'
in her. The pressures of society..flei to these kids. You've got to be strOnt in'ioday's
societyor Ise you suffer." '`'" ..... ..

_ _ _ .

ANendy w choien-t0 represent the peer
two

on the C2ODAC board when her,
name was drawn ftom a hat. In the nearly:two years.that follpwed,beforp she left, Boise
for college, she'never missed a board meeting, It was.a vivid lesson in the panics of youth
service organizations. Wendy became board president by default when alf of the other --

board Thentibers resigned in the middle of-a crisis.

4
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The high point in W ndy's lerm as board presidept came when she and*C2ODAr direc-
tor a presentation to the,local jaenile justitor Stanton Tate te review committee as

_part of 0200AC's rec uest for renewed funding, whfch some members of the col-mince
td %.41i1lenged. "It 'aS a littte scary, 1, Wendy recalled. *:Here" I was. a youlh. cony

mg to talk about the workings and finitnces of,die agencxwithfa_group of professionids.-.
But Wendy. and Tate j)re% aired: they cork inced the committee that itsmain argutnedt

. against refunding C2ODAC wastased ori'a mistake made by one of the committee's
auditors: "Oneethey admitted that,- Wend& said. we made them put it iii writing. 1 went
and typed up a gletter for them to sign before we left the hearing. The hearing took four
hours. It was exhausting. but we won.'"

I.

4oe Harden \-The West Dallas Community Centers Drug Education and Preve\.ion Program is-based
in a masske housing project built in the post-war years by the Dallas Housing Aut.hbriW.
Today West Dallas is literally a colony of poor black and Mexican-American families
struggling for survk al-employment. and self-respect. Beyond the rooftops of the dilapi-

;dated two-story brick buildings of West Dallas. the skyscrapers of dowittown Dallas seem
toloom over thicommunity.like a giant fist sticking up out a' the flat surrounding
prair., 0 c.

t .

Rt_ . a handsome black youthof eighteen. is,one of those whom the WDCC Drug Edu,
catit and Proention Program has helkd.`Roy is on his way to

.
making it. His chances

/are good. . ._
Three years ago the opposite was true. Roy hardly o& went to school. Instead. he/

spent most of his time_looking for drugs. using them. stealing. andletting into any ofher
fro le he could find. Now the is attending a nearby community college and he has hope
and onfidence. When asked what aspect of the Drug Education and Pretenlion Program .

madc he difference for him, Roy answers very simply, **Big Joe.-
Big e is Joe.Harden,_a robust black marl in his early thirties who has spent most of his ,-:

quit lit working with y9u , people. Big Joe is a Model of gentle. good-humored tough
ness. Ha roes a.tfreia dear() his most dffecticedrug

.
abuse prevention work while he is

...
i!. ;oan,Portg out on street Carne s.. . . 1,:a.

"I cameo Dallas rom`k l a,
-way west and I Sto ped to build up my funds. t4vas hired by West, Dallas Community .
Centers as a co' NO*, my title is 'caseworker.' We started oucown movement iii the .
staffWe were ng more thil beingeopches: we were dealing with behavioral problems.;

. .
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The organization is still chancing and were still working au it. Were all becoming much
more aware. We've,roduced the number of dropouts from high school and junior high
school. Were letting,he kid's know Alia; they need credentials because we live in a cre-
dentialed society. And were also letting them know that they have to becomo active
members of their community by broadening their horizong and raising, their awareness
levels. That's the only way rhey re going to survive. A lot cif kids are born with fifty
thousand alternatkes. Their daddies have a`checkbook full of alternatives. Not our kids.-

«
Cleve Cunningham
It is a ictribi% hot summer day' iii City, California. a fast-growing egmmuniq in
the Sierraf00thills whtsfe lin'organiza4ion (sailed Youth Self Help is making its mark as .

one of the outstanding rural dru'g abuse prevention and youth sec ice programs in the .- *---
count ry . Under)ts hew' dl-ector. Cleve Cunningham. Youth Self Help ha:, entered a period. ,
of reorgani/at ion and new 'growth. requiring extra effort from all of its staff. .

Cunningham has been working day and night:lespcially this week, beWirse a niN. effort
01 Youth Self licit). A (i% eitinp that Costs families only 11 dollar a iveek and is sraffed
target\ by %olunteers, is waking its debut. Cunninghain's wife; Claudia. is the eantp,
director,. His teenage daiii!hter and on are counselors. MO too haw. be n wilting in ling.
exhausting dais. The cam ), it appsar:s. is'a area stheeess and-is alreath %%inning new , .

respect for 'YOutli Self He p arioni... commuility leaders. : . , ,.

-Yesterday. after the day eahip session' w as 0% er.- Cunningham in_ . (laugh( ercame
0% er to me and rust .kind oi collapsed on the'ground and said. Tye et' been so hot and
tired in ni%,Ilifel I don't kntn wh% I'm doing this!..' Cunningham saN.irs 'the-pause, -1 just ( 1
told her. 'I think thislis what's called paving your dues. Soven oaten Ears ago someboth
did a for %on and 1 w enty years front non k.otriebod 1% t11.(10 it for ylnir children....

Al Duca . . .

One rule of thumb in the field of drng abuse pre% ent ion is that start iiie.up a new progr'am
is never easy. It takes time, energy. and commitment. Few people in the licki haAq fearne`d '

/ this lesson a thoroughh as Al Duca. foundir of the Glotteest& Fxperiment in 04)m:ester.
NLksaehusetts.
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A prominent painter. sculptor. and metallurgist mho wat`raised in Boston and who*.
served tor several Nears on.the faculty of the 1Classachusts institute of Technology. Al
Duca decided in l%2 to illake his permanent home in Glt)ucester. fort miles north of
Boston on a rugged neck of land known a Cape Ann. Nei had a long: hiStorN of working.
with A OHO organizations on a Nolunteer ha. 's anal often e played young people to assist
him in the construction of large sculptures. T to moke w A not a turning. aNN av from the.
problems and stresses of urban life so much as a \\a\ of dealing with very similar problems
and stresses in a different setting. .

Gloucester was not exactly a picturebook fishing village. It had its areas of comfortable
sunnier homes. but it also had pockets of pm ert) . high unemployment. deteriorating
commercial buildings. and other charactcrislics commonly associated with urban blight
incluqing a significant portion of ,N °toilful drug abusers and high school dropouts. Duca
nroceededlo look for Na4s of providing the young people of 610t:ester with construct iN e
actiN tugs and. more important. of creating positiN e changes among the commtm its's youth
b changing their environment. Duca, calls his initial strategy "the'search.-

s

,

It -was a search for a project that could eventually havean impact on the total .commu,
nity not just young people. but their fanqies. The schools, and local government, spread-
ing continually outward in a rippfe effect. The search began in the falj of 1970 and cul-,

-- 'rigged three years later in a project that-is still ini4eration and promises to have
- ;nationwide impact. In between, Al Duca. hig wife and children..amd a circle of friends and

colleaguestalked rogether-, experimented with projectswrote letters and proposals to
potential supporters, organized meetingsworked hard,' in short, until they knew they had
a project that would create the kinds of changes that were needed.

Looking back on the search from a vantage point of several years and a continuing ripple
4, of Success (in 1973 the Gloucester Experiment became a model for a new experiment in

program model replication fun'ded jointly by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the
I . -,-
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Prudential Insurance Company). Duca illustrated the intensity of the search by referring
to a'1972 calendar. Pft lsfdays. he pointed out, were filled-,with appointments with city
officials. legislators. businessmen, school people, high school students,private and pub
funding agencies, and almost anyone else who might he sympathetic or helpful to the
cause. Duca indicated a large whitewace in which there,here were hardly miy appointments.
"See this month?" he sail with a smile. 'That's one of the months when 1 had to stop so

could take on a commission for a sculpture wind earn some money."

Lin Woodard and Denzil Plorr sey.
Project INFO, a drug abuse preve ion program based in- Whittier, California. specializes
in improving coMmunicat ion within families. In four years. more-than 1.000 families have
participated in the projects seven-week training course: -

Although Ppiject INFO is an independent. nonprofit corporation. the classes meet in,
school buildings, and the project's offices are located in on of the high schools. In effect.
Project INFO is a collaborative effort of the Whittier school district and the project's
eiaergetic.director. Lin Woodard. and her staff. Like so many other drug abuse preven-
lion orograms. this apparently smooth collaboralion took time to achieve.

-This is a.conser%ative'coniniimity.- says Woodapi. It's difficult to build tip trust
a conser% i% e community and we vcbeen very cautious:" Woodard began planning for
Project INFO tts long ago-as 19.68. when. as the mother of live adolescents who were no
ha% ing drug problems, she decided to take the posit it4 approach of asking several friend
who:vere similarit blessed. "What are, parents like us doing right?" The answerhich
Woodard began to explore with a group of community leaaers and school distdct staff
members. led to Project INFO's premise that effective family communication can be a
factor in preventing drug abuse.

Denzil Morrisse took the job of superintendent of schools in Whittle fter.severat
wars as a 114 school principal in Santa Cruz.California. vluke the Usug'crisis of the
1960s hit particularly hArd,. "The newly 'established university in Santa Cruz attractedt.
people who were part of the drug culture: Morrissey' remembers. "It Was very disruptive'
in hat had been a quiet. establishe'dsornmunity..1 met with our schools PTA and I said.
'This problem is bigger than we are. We need some helpTheir reaction shocked me. AA
the parents wanted to ddlwas blame the sChoors for not doing anything about the problem.
I found miself continually on-the defensive. confronting very angry parents. Bat I was
also disturbed by the way the adults lashed out at ale kidsthis was a symptom of a .,
deeper problem. seemed to me that everywhere I went-people kept telling me how ter-'
raile the kkls've Theadults were.cannibalizing the kids.

In Whittier. Morrissey found the situation was altogether similar. Young people who
used drugs were vieed ziouteastsin Morrissey's view. they were -totally rejected.

Morrissey decided to combine energies with Lin Woodard and her grotying coalition
-

who wamea to see a "'total community Approach to drug abuserevention. Now five
aars later. it is.an 4pproaeh that has begurr to produce new. alliances among community

agencies and, according to Morrissey. a recognition in the community fhat "people needs'
deserve a high priority.

_

"It wouldn't have happened without Lin's personality and approach.' says Morrissey, ..

"At the beginning she gave me a forum to'say that this is that the school district and the
community wanted. She helped me io convince Ihe rest of the community. She helped me
push for prevention instead of rsprisals:"

Project INFO held its first meetings in Lin Woodard's livingrcom and was run entirely
its a volunteer prograjn. When.ft project's first grant was finally approved. Lin Woodard

was ready to ask the superintendent of schools for a favor. -I called Denny and asked if
he had a place where we could meet.".says Woodard.hfle helped us get our first room
in the ygifschool.'We didn't want it to be a storeitoni That just wouldn't have woaed .

here..1 know' this community and it woulOn't haye worked."

4 .
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Jane Kim ,

in the last decade the ethnic and cultural cinposition df Los-Angeles, California, has under-
.

sone dramatic changes as the "'city has been swept by waves of immigration and Upward,
or outward, mobility. Visitors to Los Angelis, and even 'many people who live there; tend
to thin of the vast metropolis in simplistic termi; to thlm Los Angeles is 'Smog and movie
stars, freeways, and sunshine. Yet, in the central city the Asian-American Drug Abuse
Programwith a staff of 30--struggles daily to Mairilain contact withNand provideservices
to its vast and far-flung conttituency, spread across a city so large that it can rarely be .

crossed by automobile on high-speed freeways in tinder an hour.
The constitutency of AADAP is cotnprised of 21 different ethnic and c4ural groups, .

many *I which hive lift* in,sommon except fQr a racial and cultural heritage root- 1 to
---a corner of the Pacific region. It isrimaril3ra political alliance. Chines >, pa e,

Koreans, Vietnamese, Samoans,-Filipinos, Guam:mansall are sizable minority
within the Los Angeles city county population of seven.miiiim 'All ha e urgent needs for
a variety of services. "Most-of our work4endeto gravitate totiards the, entral ciol.`"-says
Ron Wakabayashi, director of AADAP's prevention component, ',That ay,-we can tie
in better with existing systems: We Lan suve as a bridge. Inthe Asian- commAity, there's-
great distrust for majority cyltuie institutions." .

One of-the largest Asian groups in Los Angeles is the-Koreans. In1r0, there were 7,000
Koreans in the city; today there are. more than 80,000. Jane.Kinj, a receiLUCLA gradtAate.

Ovides services to Koreanouth as a full-time staff member of the AMIDAi" preventicin
co tponent. The Korean youth program is one of several different prevention programs
oper d by AADAP. It was established because Of a' significant lack of youth services in
the. Koran comp_unity. Jane does individual and group counseling', leads recreational

\ activities, visits nrean.students at iheir high schools, translates instructional materials
from English to Korean, andr-with co-worker In Hwarr sperids several hours.a day at

ADAP's Korean Youth Center, in the heart of the Korean districthat spreads out on
I it side of .Olympic Boulevard, one of the city's major,streets:t- . -

riving along Olympic Boulevard on her way toAhe youth center, Jan§ points out,a
gaudily decorated building at a main intersection. The building is topped by a huge 'neon
sign announcing ':American Burger'," Thdre is a Korean youth igang,named American
Burger, Jane observes, and one of the projects Of the youth center is to involve -this groin)
in activities like soccer and basketball an alternative to :igetting into fights all the
time."' Another activity being sponsored/by thi youth center is Korean Senioir Prom an .
alternative to cdnventional high school proms for Korean you who feel alienated from .
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the mainstream of high school social activities. The prom'will be held at a good Korean
restaurant on Olympic Boulevard. "We're going to have a group called Hiroshima play at
the senior, prom. 'Jane says. They do contemporary Asian jazz. They're Japanese, but
KoreanAkids like them. Korearfs eat a lot of Japanese food, toomany of these restaurants
serve hol(b kinds.-

As she drives, Jane describes the variety of activities she and In Hwan have initiated
through the center: transportation for Kiyean youth to athletic and cultural events: meet-
ing;s for parents: a resource fair for adults'ilnd youth,°demonstrating how to gain access
to,t he Various social services and other resources'available in the city. The list goes on.

Jane herself grew up-in a "majority culturesetting. "I had feelings of rejection and
,/ isolation,- she says. "I'was ashamed of. being Asian, especially Korean. Now I feel differ -

ently. And I know how these kids feel. The schools don't have any bilingual teachers or
counselors and lots of the kids have problems just communicating. They don't have
friends: They don't want to to school. I'm a mediator for them. advocate.',

ANA

Jonnle McLeod
A pediatrician who specializedn health education for the Mecklenburg County Health

\ Department in Charlotte, North Carolina. Jonnie McLeod gravitated naturally toward
prevention activities when the youth of her community began to experien% severe drug
problems in the late 1960s. "I knew treatment didh't prevent drug abusg,' say McLeod:
"I krrew from my experience counseling families where the problems begitt:They begin
in the family system. I could almost predict someone would getinVolved in self-ylefeating

. behavior by knowing the family background. I had a strong hunch that prevention was the
answer. but in the ,beginning I didn't have anything except my experience and my hunch
to back me up." ,

Now McLeod has some fairly systematic evaluation data to support herhunches. She
also.has five yearis behind her as,director of the.Charlotte Drug Education Center, one
of the most comprehensive and innovative drug abuse.prevention programs in the
country. In 1971, when the Charlotte program received its initial funding,AcLeod faced
a 'difficult decision: whether or not to leave her medical practice, take a cut in salary,
and accept the positiodof executive director of the newly funded programa position
that was not only less secure than medical practiee, but one that promised longer hours
and the continual frustration of experimenting with something new and untried.

Why did she make the move? McLeod hesitates before answering. "It, was the logical
thing to'do. I was already spending so much time in prevention as a-volunteer. We had
kids coming to our house in crisis and we were bedding them down.'I was talking with
people about prevention and attending meetings and organizing. I believe in prevention.
Isbelieved in tryi this. I decided that rather than do two things and divide my_energies
between them, ould do one thing well."1

.13 7
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This is i book about drug abuse prevention.' It is also a book about people. One of its
major premiges is that effective drug abuse prevention depends on people who understand
the problem'and who want to do something to solve it. This book was written in order to
increase that understanding.

The people who have brought hope and strength to the field of drug abuse prevention
iri recent.years are similar to thOse who'are profiled in the preceding pages. More and
more of them can be found in communities across the country and in settings as diverse
as classrooms and courtrooms, playgrounds and street corners. This is a book about these
kinds of people. and the programs in1which they have been involved.

Although this, book focuses at times on individuals, it is not intended as a series of
personal tributes. Those wit° work in drug abuse prevention programs rarely'do it for the
glory; in 'truth, there is very little glory. There'is bard work and usually a profound sense
of personal satisfaction.
_he purpose of this book is to show other people who are similarly inclined that drug

abuse prevention is more than a vague idea or a distant goal. It is happening now and
has already demonstrated its effectiveness. Yet this is not a "how -t'o' bOok or a recipe
book. It offers illustrations instead of piescriptions, principles-iestead of rates. Throukh- -I
out it is based'on documented-examples.

,Program managers and others 'Milt in these pages fOr precise steps for.sening up drug
%abuse prevention programs will be disappointed.The most significant lesson this book an
' offer is that there are no precise steps, Rather, there is an abundance of experience and .
there is the benefit-of knowing about the successes, the failures, the problems, and the

.
challengeS.

.More than anything else, this book is a descriptiO'n ()IA' e state of thiait of drug abuse
prevention in the past year:It'draivs on the experiences bf several,dozen drug abuselire-'
verition programs that were either visited or assessed, as part of an int9nsive research and
review process. It also drawron interviews with numerous leaders in the field, many of
whom have focuted their energies on drug abuse preventionlor a decade or more. Due to
inevitable limitations on time and resources, many excellent programs were not-visited.
There are an estirnated 9,000 to 15,000 drug_abuse prevention programs in this country
and the research for this book"couldonly attemta.to include a few, relatively, of the best.

To whom is the book addressed? The realm of drug abuse prevention`grows constantly
wider and now encompasses a variety of disciplines and professions. Juvenile justice, edu-
cation, itleditine; recreation, the arts, community organizing, mental health, volunteerism,.
politics, organized religion, and business are a few of them. Anyone in These or related
fields who is interested in dealing with drug abuse, Particularly by irriproving the livesof
young peoplethe primary target of most drug abuse prevention programs, will find this
book a.potentially useful tool. Atiyone at al) who is interested in improving the qualiq of
life in his or her community. and who is in a positipn to exercise real leadership will also
find this book of interest.
'`The main audience is people who want to help other people, either working with

-- them d
b

irectly or by making real contributions to the betterment ofzur society. As this -

bookdemonstrates, there appear to'be more of them than the glo9inier analyses of bur
present -and future prospects suggest. Even more will be neededto ensure that drug abuse

we raise and"educate our children.
prevention have a chance of creating lasting, positive changes in the way Ameri-

. cans live, and in he way,
It
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CHAPTER 1 . .
, The Past, Present, and 'Future of Drug Abuse Preventiop

. .
Until relatively recently, drug abuse was considered to be a problem that affected only a
small minority of Americans. Yet within the last year, when separate groups of parents .

and teenagers were surveyed to find out what problems of growing up today are the most
difficult and challenging, bOtIti groups cited drug abuse a the leading one.1 Clearly he
age of innocenceand ignolianceaboutdrug abUse in America has ended. New k owl -'ti
edge has created what a cabinet subcommittee has described as an "environment of oppo\r-
tunity" for drug abuse prevention.2 . .

The idea of drug abuse prevention has gained legitimacy in a, very short time. ?hi could
not have happened, however, withot2...aientral recognition that a problem exists.

1$0 Vee' of Drug Abuse
Througehosut the last cftntury patent medicines containing opiates, a form of narcotic, ere
legaliand were taken without prescription for a variety of ailments. Although addictio
to (latent medicines was not uncommon, it was not viewed at the time as a form of cri inal
behavior.3 Passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act in 1906 required accurate labeling
these drugs, but the act proved to beonly a minor deterrent to continued narcotic use.
Eight years later, in 1914, the Harrison Narcotic Act sparked crusade against the use dt.
all narcotics and a massive law enforcement campaign that has continued to the'presentl;

The main effect of-the Harrison Act was to remove narcotics from the realm off, respect .

lability. For roughly half a century after the Act was, assed, the "drtig user" was generally
perceived as a narcotic user and a hardened criminal. Both perceptions were frequently
correct. .

The 1960sand Changing Attitudes"
The youth rebellion of the 1960s, with its flouting of conventional attitudes toward illicit
drugs, shocked and outraged the older generation. Never before in the Nation's history had

. , rebellious behavioj among large numbers of youth been so.intense and disruptive. Neyer '

before had so many young people embraced such a wide 'range of unconventional values.
Drug abuse was onlyone of the issues. Yet it was as abrasive and disturbing as any.

. .
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uptions bf the late 1960s subsided, the Nation had attained a new level
ess out drug use and abitse: One example of this new awareness, and of the

han v- the last decade. is the attitu,dof the general public toward marihuana:
Ely's the earl)} 1960s, marihuana use was still associated almost entirely with

ov y. criminal behavior. and alienation from the mainstream of American society
u . It was widely believed that marihuana use inevitably led to heroin addiction.

, gnificant %umbers bf Americans accept marihuana use andsome advocate marl-
a as amalternatite toh alcohol for achieving a mild "high.; Possession of small amounts
arihuana haf been decriminalized in several states. During the summer of 1977; Presi-
Jimrny Carter.. in his message to Congress on drugs, urged possession of an ounce

ess of marihuana for personal use no longer be a criminal offense under Federal law,
rather be treated as a misdemeanor.

On the other hand, Americans,are beginning to be much more aware of the potentially
rmful effects of a wide variety of foods and Chemicalt that they once considered,rela-

t vely harmless. Most people who smoke tobacco do not think of themselves as drug abusers .;
pvhenever they light up a cigarette, but the negative effects and growing unacceptabi ity
of cigarette smoking are almost unavoidable. In short. the idea is gaining curre icy at a
drug's legal availability is na guarantee that it cannot be abused. According to statistical
surveys, in fact. licit substances liominate all reported drug crises. Recent studiesindicate-
that overprescription and unnecessary prescription of licit drugs,00nstitute a major
health hazard.4 More people die from the effects of barbiturates and other prescription
sedatives than frOm herpin each year.

The Extent Diug Abuse ,
The ease with which a wide 'variety of drugs can bepurchased is a fact of life in-today's
society. Moreover, two drugs that are among the most widely used and easily ofitained
alcohol and nicotine (tobacco) have the most serious effects. Alcohol-related problems
account for an estimated lost-to the economy everyyear of more thal $25 billions Cigar-
ette smoking has been4inked with 300,000 deaths annually from respiratory diseases and
cancers Although marihuana is not a legal drug, it is also widely used and eviderie -

exists that it may be harmful-to. physical functioning.?
The ubcommittee on Prevention of the Cabinet Committee on Drug Abuse Prevention,

Treatment,,and Rehabilitation identified alcohol, tobacco, aind marihuana as the three
"gateway drugs," the ones that are most commonly used and with .which young people
usually first begin experimenting.. One of the Subcommittee's major policy recommenda-
tions was that prevention should focus on moderating the effgcts of drug taking wherever
possible. Such an effort requires a full understanding of ihe extent and nature of the
problem: the drugs most commonly used, their effects, and the patterns of use among
different parts of the population.

For thelast three years, the National Institute on Drug Abuse has administered a sur-
vey Of drug use in America that has'begun to provide a eomplete picture of the Nation's
drug-using practices. According to the latest national survey:8

0 55 percent of young'people ages 12-17 and 82 percent ofall adults surveyed
have used alcohol.*

o 59 percent of the young people and 67 percent of the adults have,sm'oked
cigarettes.

.
4

0 22 percent of the young people and 21 percent of the adults have Used
. Marihuana. .

Thsurvey also revealed that If 'perctt of the young people and 15 percent of the
adults have used prescription.drugs for nonmedical ieasons._

'Unless otherwise indicated, Oercentages refer to those whoibave ever used the drug. In most cases. the percentages ofthose who have
userfhe drug within the year covered by the survey are lower.
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T e following list includes some major drugs of abuse:
S inndants, known as "uppers" and "speed," are drugs which speed up the central

new qsystem. In strong doses, they produce a rili\d of euphori well-being often Val-
lowe b* sudden withdrawal (''crashing ")..

B biturates, known as "d6w.p1ers" and ''reds." are among t e most commonly abused
and da serous prescription drugs. primarily because of.their int action with alcohol, in
which th effects of both drugs and the possibility of dangerous verdose are greatly in-
creased. B hiiurates'are often prescribed as sleeping pills,but ey are usedinonmedically
to prOduce a "mellow" high..
' Other sedatives, generally called "tranquilizers'" and 'rni arin.their effects to bar-
biturates, are commonly prescribdd in order to quiet peopl rves or relax their mustlessz :
The tranquilizers Valium and Librium are among the best sell' g prescription drugs made.. .

Cocaine, a white powder usually sniffed through the nostr' , a drug taken from the
.Jeaf,of the coca plant that grows in South America. It produc s a high similar to that of
synthetic stimulants. Though not addictive, continued use of. ocaine can result in severe
irritation of the nose. throat. and sinuses. According to the survey. three percent of the
127 age group have used cocaine and four percent of the adults have used it.

Heroin is usually injected into the bloodstream and is highly addictive. Although the
. actual percebtagd of Americans who use heroin regultirly is smallless, than one-half of

one percent inr all age groupsthe social and financial costs of heroin addiction are dis-
proportionately high.

Inhalants are much more likely to be used by.yoUng people than by adults. This cate-
gory includes glue, aerosol propellants and other chemicals with strong vapors, such as
gasoline. Eight percent of the youth and three percent of the adults surveyed have used

414, inhalants.
Hallucinogens, another major category of drugs that are commonly abused, include

LSD, peyote. and PCP (used more among youth than adults and known as "angel dust")
All the hallucinogens have powerful potential for altering the functions of the brain and _

*e senses. Hallucinogens are categorized as those that are manufactured artificiallyLSD,
"STP," and othersand those that are derived from plants and mushroomilike peyote,
mescaline. and psilocybi, n. The synthetic hallucinogens are much more dangerous than
the natural ones, since often it is impossible to know exactly what chemils are in a drug
being sold "on the street" as a hallucinogen. Five percent of both the your and,the adults
in the survey have used hallucinogens other than marihtiana.

The survey referred to here should not be takenas the final or definiti e word on the-
and nature of drug abuse. Even the most methodical surveys cin n rovide little more

than a map of the territory. Its significance lies not so much in its ability to define the
exact extent to which each particular drug is abused, but in the fact tha it Supports, 1,ith
reliable drripirical data, several commonsense notions ab ut drug abuse

O The drugs that are most widely abused and most h ful are al 6 those that
are the most readily` available throughout the popula On.

0 Certain illicit drugs, such, s LSD, while able to attract eat eal of atten-
tion because of Their association with rebellious youth, are as widely
abused aS other drugs that can be found in many. family media e Cabineti.
Although drug use among the Nation's youth contributed to n atrpdsphere f,
of fear and panic in the late.1960s and early _1970s, no single ge greup has a

. corner on drug abuse. The panic of the .19s has abated, b t the problem .

1
. of drug abuse persists, affects the entire population. and wi continue to

have an imitact As long astlrugs are-widely available.
Treatment: A High Priority
One of the immediate effects of the rising incidence of drug abu e in the 1960s was theme
need for greatly increased treatment facilities for physical and otional drug-related
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crises. Almost of ernight. community -based counseling centers. crash pads, and mire -

tensiv e treatment facilities such as increased capacities in hospital psychiatric wards ush-
roomed all over the country. Federal funding of treatment -slots-- the equivalent of
support for one person in treatment for one year7increased frbm,approxiemately,20,000
in 1972 to 95.000 in .1974. Presently there are 102,000 federall} fundethreatment slots, *0
providing approximati:I} 30 percent of the drug abuse treatmentin the United States.?
Treatment of drug-relatedcrises was the most readily accepd!bre solution to the drug(
abuse emergency of the late 1960s and treatment continues to;oCeupy a prominent pl*ce

.on drug abuse polky and funding agendas. - . 4

The emphasis on treatment is likely to continue. A recent comprehensive analysis of .
health care evenditures found that the equivalent of S6:38iis spent every year for ever}
nian, woman, and child in Anierica:This amounts to roughly S140 billion. or 10 percent
of the gross nzttionai product. Yet less than onehalf of one percent of the tnone} spent
for health care in the United States goes to health education and prevention activitieslo

Growing Support for Prevention .
As one comniunitybased drug abuse prevention agency pointed out in its report of a major
conference on prevention in the fall of 1976, "A gram of prevention is worth a kilo of
treaiment.-1I The translation of this faniiliar chestnut from "old- to new measurement
standards suggests that it is far from ouilivinig its usefulness. Accordint to one estimate, .
98 percent of drug abuse funds are spent on two percent of the populationhard-core
addicts in need ortreatment who easily cost this country SlO billion per year in social

, costs of crime. health care. and lost productivity. The remainder-, twd percent of the funds.
is allocated to prevention efforts, which attempt to reach 98 percent of the population.".__
This has prompted a new initiative in the drug abuse field to seek opt effective ways of
preventing &Viz abuse before it begins. . 0

In 1975. the bojnestic Coundl Drug Abusg,Task Force argued strongly for prev6irion,
in its White Paper on Drug Abuse:

.1
- . .

We now realize that 'cures' are difficult to.attaii. This is especially true if we define
cure as total abstinent from drugs.:.. even treatment which dpes not result in,perma-.
nent abstinence is wOrthwhile from society's point of view..... .

But treatment afore is not enough. Once someone reaches the point at which he ,
needs treatment, a serious problem has already developed and permanent improve-
nient is extremely difficult. It is far better to prevent-the pyoblem before it slevlops.

Therefore, the Task force believes that greater emphasisst be placed on educa-
tion and prevention efforts that promote the healthy growth of individUals and dis-
Courage the use of drugs as a way to.solve (or avoid) p- Coblems. v °

..

More recently, the Cabinet Subconimitiee on Prevention came tip with specific recommen-
dations for a major three-year experimental effort. These recommendations represent the
collective thinking of nine different Federal agendas charged with the control and pre-
vention of drug abuse and are the farthest reaching chug abuse prevention policy recom-
mendations ever made at the Federal level. According to the Subcommittee, the reduction
or prevention of drug abuse depends on an ekpandedpotion of prevention health care.' ,
inorder to assure INtter general health.ihroughout the opulation tviihoutincreasing the.

.costs.I i
The new initiative for prevention is not confined to the Federal level. It is gaihing

strentfh in,State ?gencies concerned with drug Act alcohol abuse, in county and munici-
pal governments. and among cemmunity-based drug abuse gencies and programsAtsis

primary goal4of the Penns,ylvania Governor's Council on Dri 7 and Alcohol Abuse'in 1977
also being refclecteali growing budget allocations for prel;e ion activities. One of the

was to expand drug abuse prevention activities; that year the ouncii allocated S6,5
I

million for prevention. Willy other State agencies have inereas 1 their spending on pre-
vention in recent years, as Well. Significant portions of new reverkue-sharing budgets have
gone to prevention activities. And.community-based programs tht forinerly concentrated

-exclusively on treatment have begun to develop prevention components..
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Two Ways of reventing Drug Abuse . ,

Although there is rowing support for drug abuse prevention, th idea of prevention is
sesircely new. The arrison Narcotic Ad of 1914 represented a 1 7isiative effort to pre-
ve t drug abuse. So id the,18th Amendment (Prohibition). Bot were based on the .,

. 'premise that effectiv enfOrcement of laws conifolling the man facture and distribution.
of certain drugs woul . deter people from using those drugs. Both embodied the concept .

of "supply reduction" art remains a cornerstone of dru abuse policy in the United SCates.,

'sary. Without such controls, the extent of drug abuse "uld probably be even gfeater than
Unquestionably, legal controls of the manufacture a distribution of drugs are neces- '

it is. -. ny.
0

,, Another way of preventing drug abuse is to reduce the demand for drugs. In the years
since the abuse of illicit drugs spread rapidly among,middle-class yeuth, with consequent
changes-in the public's awareness about drug abuse in general, this approach has been a
primary goal of drug abuse prevention activities.

The 'background of the Crisis atmosphere of the 1960s is instructive. It became clear
soon after the initial 'outbreak of the drug abuse epidemic that law enforcement alone ;
would not be sufficient to control youthful di rig abuse. The question thin arose of how to
reduce the demand. The answer seized upon by many was to provide young people with
information' about the dangers of drug abusenot just the dangers of the drugs themselves,
but the clangers of the legal consequences Of using them.' i.

Evidence quickly began to accumulate; however, that detailed lectures on which 'drugs
should be avoided and why served to stimulate curiosity about and, increaseexperimenta- .
ti with those very drugs. The source of the informationoften a school teacher who
ectured young people about dIfugs in a highly moralistic fashionfrequently detracted

from its-credibility. And the information itself bred distrust as much as it ii} tilled fear.
A study, of informational materials on drugs Iound that "about 80 percent oNhem con-
tained factual errors. More than a third contain so many errors we label them scientifically
unacceptable, and some-are so bad, we think they are more dangerous than drugs. For
nearly a year, beginning in April 1973, the White House Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention called a complete moratorium on the production of federally funded
drug information materials.'4 . .

The use of so-called "scare tactics* as a deterrent to Irug abuSe has come into sivide dis-
favor among drug.abusb prevention professionals. But there is empirical evidence .that
accurate information, iti combination with other approaches, can be a useful prevention
too1.15-As discussed' in chapter 2, it must be the right kind of information presented by the

.
'right kind of source. . , .

: \
p

0

The "Now" Drug Abuse Prevention Strategies
The early 1970s were a turning point for the'fieldof drug abuse preventionin a sense,
a new beginning: Several strands of thought about huafa-n development, adolescence, and
the pressures of modern society-came together to influence those who were seeking ways
to prevent drug abuse. This coming together of approaches, philosophies, arid strategies
was neither systematic nor planned. However, it was a logical consequence of trends that
had previously been taking place independent of each other.

Among the various strands of thought were the following:
0 Humanistic psychology and the human potential movement. Based on the new ap-
proaches io human development and the new forms of psydhotherapy developed by Carl
Rogers, Fritz Penis. Abraham Maslow, and others, humanistic psychology emphasized the
mpoance of the individual ifrthe "here and now" as an active, decisive factor in his or

rhther own behavior. Theumanistic "new therapies" were commonly used)) drug abuse
therapeutic treatment settings. They also attracted clients at growth cerifers and in non -
drug therapeutic grdups.liiic the Esalen Institute in Big Sur, CAlifornia. 1
O Dissatisfaction with traditional forms of schooling. The rrublic schools, once the

con of democracy, bad come jntfor a greV deal of criticism by the early 1970s. This,
ned the way for new approach dvocatled by a variety of school critics and school
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reformers who sought to "open up" the ed ucatipnal process and "humanize" the curriculum.
Aftetiye education. Similar to the progressive education movernent of the 1930s, affec-®

the education generated a groundswell of support (and also considerable opposition) in
the early 1970s. Respdndingto the widespread Criticism of the schools at the time. the main
tenet of affective education a shift to more personalized classroom activities designed
to bring students in touch *wi *their feelings, values, and attitudes. Affective education
strategies frequently used theirechniques of humanistic psychologynonverbal commu-
nication exercises, for example. and intensive group meetings to enhance interpersonal
relationships.

The concept of "ahernatives..:.Whether associated with the -countercultur e" or with
"alternative schoqls." the notion this peOple's developmental needs could not be satisfied
entirely' within institutional settings became widely accepted by the earlye.-1970s,
OA rising awareness of ethnic identity and civil rights. For the first time in America's
history, the concept of the melting, of and the desirability of assimilasion into the cultural
mainstream began to be questioned 'by large segments of the racial. and ethnic minority
population. Ethnic pride was both a.logical consequence of political and economic ad-
vances made during the civil rights movement of the 1960s'and a tool for organi7ing and
raising the consciousness of minority communities.

The importance of these trends may haveAveen exaggerated by the genera, atmdsphere
of self congratulation they produced. Nevertheless, they contributed to a richer wide!:
standing or the drug abuse phenomenon. At first, implementation of the :stsw;' cyug abuse
prevehtion strategies centered mainly in4he schools and school-based fug education
increasingly began to incorporate such affective techniques as values clarification and
exercises designed to impr e,self-esteem and decision-making skills. But -alternariks"
strategies were also imple ented in nonschool settings. An alternative could he virtually
anything at all that would b ore attractive to a youth than drugs.'
A Rationale for Drug Abuse revention \
The popularity of the new preventi n strategies in the early 1970s reflected a high degree
of like-mindedness among profpssi pals in various fields, rangin from educatiOn to law
enforcement to psychology. The b st way to understand this rata vale is io folio* the
line of questioning that led to it. T 'e first and most obvious qyest n, of course, is;. Flow
can drug abuse beprevented? Sup ly reduction' discussed earlier i ;an important iiartof
any prevention strategy and will c ntmue to be so. Demand reduction, ilieother half of
he equation. is more complex. T e failure of the informational approach, as impletneted

the late 19b and early 1070s,. uggests that knowing about,the dangers of using a drug
i only one of miry factors d in an inclividual's decision to use it or not.,

Why; then, do people use drugs fbr other than ifiedical reasons? Among the most impor-
t factors: . 1.. .

,People use mind-altering' s because they find the experiehce pleasurable. lo

Drugs make them "feel go d' ; drugs ?et.them "high." Drugs may even be a'
. part.of mystical or religion experientes. ,

,.

. ,,E1 Using drugscan be a relief from.tension and stress.
.

. la; Among young people .parti Ularly, peer pressure is Often very strong to experi-
went with, and continue to use, a variety of drugs. In a sense, experimental

- . drug use has become a rite f passage in our society.
°Americans learn from a very early age that drugs are part of th vast array of

,technological wonders that can "make life a little easier." Powerful-messages and
forces in the society, certainly including advertising, teach people to turn to
drugs as a way of solving problems and relieving pressure. One national cctrp-

apiAioh
studying the drug abuse problem in the 1960s estimated that by the

ke'ot 18 the average Ameiican has seen 180;000 television commercials that
deli*er this message.' 6

In fact,*tht usgpf licit drugs is an acceptable and common phenomenon2eople use
drugs becaus it is 'okay" to do so. Illicit drug use is different in that it isficit okay and

.
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volves considerable risk, but even this.ean bepan of The thrill of the drug-taking_experi-
( ence. especially among teena,gers, Who typically engag in high risk behavior. ..,

Dr abuse is another matter. Clearly, many peopl are capable of using drugs without
ahusi , them. But what precisely is drug abuse? Doe abuse refer to the quantity of a
druiz.a individual uses? 6rdoesit' Eder to the drug's effects?

At times. the distinction between use an
the recommended dosage of a medicine; f
.hql drinking.. on the other hand: vary groat
another: ,'

abuse cah be stated very clearly. Exceeding '
exampled would be abuse. The effects of ako-.
from one person and one situation to

Accordingto Line widely accept d definition;17 abuse of a drug is use Rua results in the
"physical. mental. emotional, or so ial impairment- of the individifai user. Other defirli-
t ions link abuse to asocial contex use becomes abuse if it has negative effects not just
on the user. but on others.

Why do people abuse drues? The reasons yary from one individual to another. Accord-
ing to extensive research into the corre4ites of (ha; abuse. however, most drug abusers
have at least one thing in commtkrt,: drugs are a substitute for something they lackgood
feelings, conipetency, peace of mind. the feeling of being liked just for theniselvei, or
other aspects of what are generally rvarded as universal hliman needs.is,

,What.are the basic hUnizin needs?
-fGenerations of anthropologists. philosophers. and psycholOgists have debatA this

question and of viously there's no clear. scientific' answer. Certainly everypne needs
adequate food. clothing. and shelter. Other needs, howeverpsychological and emotional
needs are almost as important. These include:

0 The need to be accepted by others one looks up to. the need to be loved.
This is often described as the need for self-esteem.

O The need for competency or skill. Thisincludes a wide variety of skills
social,intellectual, and physical
The ifeed for power. Wealth, achievement. control of one's destliiy. respect

. from othekeopleall of these are elements that can contribute to a feeling -

of power.
Whether there are three basic needs or a hundred is not an issue here. All of the

needs essential for emotional health amount to a single. notion: a basic need to be able
to say. with confidence. "I am somebody' I really matter.-

This has become increasingly difficult for many people .to sa/ in today's complex.
rapidly changing society. One of the favorite mottos of student protestors in the 1960s
was."( aw a -human berg. Do not bend, fold.spindle. or mutilate... .

The ecotiomic. political. and technological challenges of modern life are awesome
enough iritheniselves. Other factorsclosely associated with the larger economic, politi-
cal. and technological forcesare more immediate and troublesome. These include: ,

0 A decline of nurturing in the fam41P.seiting. Today's family is extremely vul-
nerable. According to a major stuify of the family by the Carnegie Council on
Children. the divorce ratehas increased 700 percent since the turn of the
century and an estimated four out of ten children borh in the 1970s will
spend part of their childhood, in'a one-partner family. More ilnportant work
patterns have drastically altered the nature of child rearing. The Council's
report. All Our Children: The American Family Under Pressure, states that

in,1948...only 26 percent of married women with school -age. children
. worked at anything but the job of keeping house and raising children.

Now that'figure has more than doubled: in Marcti 1976, 54 percent
worked outside the home, a majdritty of them full-time. The increase
in labo -force participation is even fill:5re draniatic for married women
who have preschool ihildren.onee considered too young to be without a
parent during the day: the proportion of such mothers who work.rose
from 13 percent in 1948 to 37 percent in 1976.19
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Bycause parcrits has e 1ps tinikto spend snit h their.41dren, the Council pets out.
The responsibilit) for nurturing children has pas§edificreasinglyoto instittitirins. other than the family the schools, fa example.'which are hard pressed 19 Meet ail"
the demands that are Made of them. Telex ision. top, has.ofte'n'limonie-. for lack of

.abetter alternative.'a substitute parent. In the'opinionof 11441V. ii js a moss
inadequate substitute. t - _ .

..

\ , da.s.s..piscrituinalion is a perhnial fact (4110e fOr many. people. Particstarl) for
, minority children. handicapped chililren and poor chililreb, discriniination can he

4
.0-A sen4,4 powqrles,sness bawd fin diAcriminalkctacic(erding uS race. vex. or social

. the principal response of the world outside the hopte.. producing exidiess self-fulfilling

. prophecies andlreckidig any chance (t det eloping apositive self-concept. ,
lAccording to (1% Carnegie Cpunci,1 on Children 17 mitlikin childreif in America

1.. .- grow up in "unofficial- poverty and have Jew other role models than-struggling.
b chronically unemployed adults. For these chilliPen' Lh,:que;t ion "What do-)ou wzint

to be when you grow up may; be afsource of corifusion' hovIkring on despair..
0 The declitie of a 3eime of tradition. culture. clad community. Mietipeans are et-

.. tremely mtrbile. The great majority of Americans not onlyni(iye eyeey fi've years
or so. but the also c9mmutelong distal-ices to iyork.,,Fo rime the home is literally

... a bedrooni and the communit) a road to,a,parking spira. 1.14 stark contrast to the
small town of the past. with' its nt.imacy and sense of community. the modern

. 1 subprb in which (W snajorit f mericans lice is a coninitillity of strangsrs. The
hub of the modern suburb is t so mach the home or (fie rival rant and pop
storeit is the shopping mAc with its chain stqrestandfast- ood- franchises. .

o A prolonged adolescence. The yoUng persorrerbwit up, ttodity'ssociet'y is ...
denied the opportunity to assume adult roles precisely whea he or she is biologicallx. : -
and emotionally ready to eriierge from the shelter of childhood: Where once chil-
dren and young adults worked alongsjile their,pareMs in-the fields, shops, and et'en

1 -, factories, today they are virtually forNd to remain in school. Moreover, in view of
tir high rate of umploymenkthat has plagued the aluntrytin receent years. it has, .

become increasingly diffiCu,li 'kir youngpeop15 to test put adult role'fin the world
of work. even on a part -time bads' and theretiNev'elop a sense of purpose and
direction. During the summer of 1977 the unemplqment rate among white-youths
was:17 percent: among black youths.iit was more than 40 per eiri....'17--

Tfielogi,cal conclusion of this line of reasoning might well be that the ideal way of pre-
venting drug abuse would be to bring about significant changes in tkentire society -In
fact, the Carnegie Council on Chtldren recommends chang,es.in. the tats lay.: based on the
concept of a guaranteed minitim income, changes in work patterns that would free both
parents to spend more time with their ehilaren, and changes in health care. jegarservices, '
and many other areas of modern life that have a direct bearing on the exterftthwhich the.
basic human} needs of all Americans are met within jhe family settig. l .

.
A -

A Strategy for Drug Aduse Prevention : t
, , i

The rationale for drug abuse prevention d ribet in the preceging pages represents some
of the basic premises of drug abuse preventi n programs today: It translates intda

4 strategy that has gained wide acceptande. 'i ' .
0 Improving the various social conditions th t affect die family most 4ii long-rang,e
effort, involving jmportant p ical and ecpnomicAceisions. Therefore itIcanbe.on+y
one aspect of a realistic drug abuse prevention stlategy.Equally import nt are program-
matic efforts that can immediately benefit the segment of the populatiOn-that is most at'
risk in relation to drug abuse. Essentially, according to the Cabinetkubcommittee on Pre-
vention, this is "the group of individuals who are not yet-using drugs, oc'tbose who are
experimenting or just Veginning sustained drug use." Therefore, ,t_htoprirnAry target of most
drug abuse prevention programs island will continue to.be, young ncoplc themselves. Th
target population specifically identified by the Cabinet Subcommittee b. ...young people_
between the ages of 8 and 20.,Secondary targets of drug abase prevention.programs woul

i . .



natura be adults who are involved in the education -and nurturingd young people: pri- t
maril parents. of coarse, but also teachers; Counselors, and othersat professions that
have an impact on youth. . . ,- , L

. a Drkratitise prevention aims at affecting the environment and Conteiaof drug use and
abuse This includes such broad goals as strengthening and supporting the family and the
schools. Italso includes more specific intermediate goals such as influencinaegislation
that affects drug usethe regulationotdrug achiertising, for example.'
0 Drug abuse prevention aitus-at strengthening the personal and social skills of individuals,'
providing straightforward factual information about drugs and their effects is one aspect
of such a strategy. Strengthening skills in personal competency areas stichkas values clari- ..

jication and decision-making are other approaches. Developing competency -in basic' ....\
literacy skills and job skills must also be included... , \ . .

0 Drug abuse prevention programs fit into a spectrUm rarigig from primary prevention
on the one hand to early mierventhan on the ot.her. Primary-prevention is any drug abtoe
prevention activity that attemptsto, influence-drug-using behavior before patterns of drug
atiuse have developed:Programs that aim to provide parents of young children with effec-
tive,parenting skills or better ways of educating their children.about personal. health
would be examples of primary prevention. Early intervention activities /ocus on situations
in which some pattern of drug abuse or other dysfunctional behavior clbsely associated
with drug abuse hisbegun to develop. A counseling center for high school truants and
dropouts, for example, would be a form of early intervention/ >
Q Drug abuse prevention\takes place in a wide variety of settings. The family,,thee peer
group, and the school are primarysevings. Secondary setting include the church, the
media, recreation agencies, and the orirsiihal justice systeri .:.
'0 Since so many different agencies affect the development of tip primary target popula-
tion (youth betvVeen the ages,of 8 and 20), an effective drug abuse prevention strategy
creates linkages and commonalities within and among these agencies. Ideally, drug. abuse
prevention is a comprehensive community-wide effort aimed at develophig a fully coor-
dinated system of youth and family services. )

ID The Federal governmenuand the State governments can take the leadership in devel-
. Oping and.sharing resources and ideas pertaining to.eltitig abuse prevention: The States
Usually have the rilain responsibility for fiscal-and programmatic management of Statewide
preVention programs. Services are delivered primarily at thecortimunity leyel. Regional'
and national networks suppgrt and catalyze local prey efforts.

This summary can only begin to suggest. the possibilities inherentn a national drug
abusp prevention strategy. The purpose of the following chapters is to ilkisfiate specifically
what,happens whensuch a strategy is translated intaactual programs.

,
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. CHAPTER 2 .

Six Drug Abuse Prevention Strategies ,

Suppoited by a rationale that has emerged after many years of experimentation, the field
J of drug abuse prevention is growing in sophistication and professionalism. It is also

changing. One important new direction is the tendency:of several well-established drug
abuse prevention programs to encompass At variety of problem areas in addition to drug

* abuse. ThiOs only logical if yougfi are the target popularMand drug abuse is understood
to be a complex phenomenon suggesting deeper problems. Programs that enhance ihdivid- .

ual competencies and coping skills or improve the environment of families, schools, and
other youth-serving institutions will also help to prevent many other negative or destruc- =
tive kinds of behavior associated with .drug abuse -for example, truaney,.vandalism,
juvenile crime, runaways, and similar probleme. . ,

The trend toward more generalized goals reflects an awareness within drug abuse pre-
Vention programs that broader goals not only make sense, but greater opportunities
for financial andpolitical support. Many drug abuse prevention programs across,the

, country now receive State and Federal juvenile justice and delinquency prevention funds i

in addition to funds for drug abuse prevention. .
While the goals of drug abuse preventiop programs have broadened in recent years,

their actual activities, often referred to by those in the field as "strategies.' have remained
fairlyconsisterit since the early 1970s. Affective education has become the mainstay of
school-based chig education programs. Programs that prbvide young people,with alterna-

r tives to drug use and other negative behavior, usually through community-based agencies,. -. are widespread. And a number of different training programs to improve family commu-
nication now exist that have helped many thousand; of families. Of the six strategies de-
scribed "n this chapter: only one --life career planningis relatively new. However, the
conceptof life career planning represents a composite of activities that have worked well Z .

with young people for tiecades. . .
.

#

% Each oithese six strategies encompasses several different techniques, approaches, and
curricula that have been developed by staff members of programs and agencies across the
countiy.There is scarcely room to list all of those that are worth.mentioning, much less

, ...
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to describe them-in detail. In the resource section, selected readings and relerencesInay
be found for obtaining further information about each 'strategy.

In a sense. the delineation of six.strategies is kirtifici4j, and is done here primarily' fQr
conNenicnce and clarity. In actual practiCe these strateVies may overlap. Affective educa-
tion programS", for example,- frequently incorporate informffitotraboat drugs as part of
role-playing and de'cision-making exercises-And alternatives eon easily be viewed as eine...-'
avect of life career planning. -

.,- s

Clearh , the account of drug abuse preNenrion strategies in this chapter is limited in its
point of view. It does not deal with efforts to change either the environment of drug use -

S or broader societal influences that affect the family bind the individual. Thefocus here
on shorter term 'strategies does not mean that other approaches to druglabuse preventior'
are not worth AFfiipting. Rather. it reflecNs the intention to provide the readers Of this
book with practical approaches that can be implemented within rea4tic limits of.time and
resources.

. INFORMAT1014
, ...

The moratorium on the production of federally funded drug information materials called
for 1)% the White House peci0Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP)
In April 1973 opened the way for a total rejection of informaiMn as a prevention strategy.
This was not SAODAP's intent. Eft months after the moratorium was announced.
SAODAP published official guidelines for theproduction of federally funded drug,in-
formation materials. The guidelines distinguished between messages that "have been ...-

found to he generally counterproductive. and. as such, should be excluded from use in
general inforniationalmaterials." and messages that were considered appropriate. Among

I the messages to exclude were: .

0 "Thp use of drug X always causes cOnditiOn Y."
0 "The use of drug X never causes condition Y.:
ID "Drug are the only' problem." . ,*

.4

r.'
.. 0 ''Drug abuse is exclusively a youth problem"'

T ,
0Any message couched in terms which tend to scare the subject and make-- 4"..,:s.,

fear tl.),Femain deterrent to future use.
..: ,

0 Stereotypes for interviews and settings: businessman in will young people in
sandals. black man as pusher. 42nd Street. Haight-AshburyAet.

0 Demonstrating The proper use of illegal drugsglue sniffing and mainlining.
- Arno% tkose at SAODAP encouraged were: . .

. 0 The drug problem is complex. There are no easy answers. N,otwo drug users
are alike. _ ..--1

0 Socie' has an inconsistent position regardingThe use of chemicals to alter , ./an individual's mood. Some. like tobacco and alcohol, are legal while others
are illegal.

0 People can help to solve the drug abuse prbblem by p'romoting the Tollowizig
'conditions: better youth-adult communication; youth having a feeling of
control Dyer their own lives and a purpose in living; an acceptance by adults ,
of the validity of alterpative lifestyles; value structures in which immediate
gratification is not at Che top of the list. -'

Renewed enthusiasm for information as a prevention strategy did not folloW the lifting of
the SAODAP moratorium. The idea still lingers that "information doesn't work" and this
has produced a tendency among people in the field to reject any kind of informational
approach to prevention. The careful and judicious use of information about drugs and

s their effects can and should be an important component of a prevention program, how-
ever. The critical questions to'congider.pefore the strategy is used are: What kind of in-
formation? In what setting will it bevresented? And, who will do the presenting? . sf-0 'What kind of informat ion 2 The.SAODAP guidelines are as reliable as any in suggest- -

ing an appropriate trine and topics for dru elated-information. Even the most straight-
forward drug information, however, shot be carefully delivered, in small doses, and in

, .

"Only illegal drugs are abused."
y4)
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responsg. to a perceh ed needfor it: Past extlerience has detnonStrated that.too much
infornititionethout drugs may be worse than none at all. Several sources of drug informa-
tion are listed in the resource section of this Nook.
alit what .setingIcill it he pre,senreg? Ode of the most appropriate and logieal places
in w hich,oung p&Tpie ean.learn tiboutrdkults is the family. Sensitive parents will always
be'alert to a child's euriosityakiout topics like drugs,-and they, will be ready' to answer

,the4r children's tiiistions openly andshonestly. They should also I.?e able, to admit' when
t4ey do not have sufficient information to answer a question, If, as often happens. both
thlt,achitts and the young people in a family do not feel comfortable discitssing drugs or '
siniaar,Ay'sensithe topics, other sources of information must be made mailableli6chool-
based drug ihforatation *grams are worihwhile in that they can conveniently reaCh
large number of young' people. Almost an), other.setting, where young people reularly
congregalerecreat ion centers. counseling centers, or ehurch.programg. for exalhple
is an appropriate place for con%eying km-key factual information about drugs. osually
in the form of pamphlets and-other drug literSture. -

0 tiltotd/ do the presenting:11:01'1mo asophisticated research have been compiled
OR the elements that contribute to making the so.irees of a giwn piece of information
credible, It has been demonstrated. for example. that a piece of information will he
belie.e0 when it conies,from one source. but disbelioed Dlieti it conies. content tin= 44

changed. from another-LThe %ariables that affect theeretribility of information are so
cortiplcx that they are best left to athertising and market research companies. Common
sense dictates, home. that w here young people are concerned. factors eontributink to
the credibility of information,Meltide personal knowledge of and trust in the communi-
cator and the communicat'oes Own knowledge of the information. Teachers in school
settings w ho hay el!een "drafted" to teach about drugs, but w ho are uncomfortable with

subjecroad litie no real inclination to teach it. are among the least credible sources
of informatiCh. Adult presenters of drug information must be knowledgeable. comfortable.
-ar41 skilled in presenting it in order to avoid the negative effects of the information

/ strategv discussed earlier.
'Builaing on these premises, drug..iibuse pre.etion 'programs can imrodttee drug infor-

motion through a %oriel) of teOiiques.,The following examples are offered -as,i1p4trations
of how seieral programs ha% e att9mpted (6 offer drug information in a posithi; non-
judgmental way. - .Straight Talk toPartnis
Plr'D (Parents-Youth-Drugs). a program jointb sponsored by the Boise, Idaho, schools and
seieral community- based youtlfserviceorganizations. offers a six-session training pack:lige
foi parents of elementary khool children. The program aims at 'equipping wents -to deal
effecthely with drug-related situations, both in relation to their children annAh other
adults."2 Three of the pro =ram's six sessions ire ofiented around drug information.
Topics include plharniacoltgy. State and Federal laws relating to drug use; the effects of
advertising on,the drug problem-and peer pressure to take drugs.

The purpose of PYD's specific drug informatiOn component is to present definitions
and factsithat: are "broad, utilitarian, sciFn'tifically a)e6rate, and de-sensationalized." In
introdneing parents to a brief overview of drug pharmacology, for example, the PYD
manual explains that lack of knowledge about drug effects has resulted in "much inaccu-
rate information ab091 what drugs can and cannot do." According to the PYD manual,
a typical American cocktail party offers,an accurate idea of hilly mind - altering drugs work..

At suAh a gathering, people of approximately the same age and body size consume
the sane amqunt of the diug alcohol over the same period and yet behave in markedf51'
different ;ways. Some become boisterous or even agressive; some passive, withdrawn,
or sleepy...some amorous, .flirtatious, or lascivious: and same show no particular
change from their nondrug state.

et: . The saris diversity of reaction Can be found with all of the mind-altering drugs
with which this program is concerned.

I
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In 1 section ondrug laws, the PYD'manual presents objective arguments for and against
decriminalization of marihuana Withidut taking skies, then. as a "homework assignment."

. asks the participants to prepare for a debate about the issue during the,next session.
Turning to reasons win people,use drugs. including the effects of advertising,-the,manual
stresses the fact often' difficult for paren4,to acceptthat for many young people.drugS
are a source of pleasure. . .

According to Gary Slee: health education coordinator for the Boise schools, "lnforma-
" tion is a great ploce.to start but a poor place to finish. Slee points out that most parents ,

who attend the .PYD se.ssions-want and need current information about drug use,Itat.n.that
-the final sessions of the program, which introduce familx communication techniques and .

- refer parents to a wide variety of youth:services in the community. are justas important.
When parents first come,into the program.' Slee,"mainly they want to get acqUainted

with the jargon and current fads about drugs. The real issue is how the parent and the
. kid feel about each other. but we.wait until they feel more comfortable to deal-with.that.-

Kids Ask Questions .. ,
'The Orange County (California) Department of Edu.eation Drug Abuse Prevention Educa-.

. tion-Center iDAPECd. in operation since 1972. Provides a variety of services to public
schools. private schools. and community-based youth service organizations throughout the
county. One service is a series of_ ten-week accredited workshops for teachers, parents, -
administrators. mental health workers: nurses, and law enforcement personnel. Another

:::' is a youth involvement 'peereounseling program in the schools. The Center has also pro.
duced and published curriculum materials based on meeting human needs in the classroom
and developine.more effective parenting skills. , .

.

. The Center recognizes the importance of information about drugs by Sponsoring presen-
tationvof drug information in school district classrooms. During th 1976-77 school year,

. the DAPEC staff members made presentations in Over 700 elementary and secondary class-
rhoms. In anticipation of these sessions,students from the third through twelfth grades.
wereasked to submit written questions, which were then answered by the DAPEC staff in
a factual manner apptopriate toe student& grade levels. Following are selected ques-
ticds that the students asked. Clearly, they reflect a certain amount of knowledge as well
as ignorance. .-. ., /
Third Grade:Third

WhaNif your mom gives drugs to you when you are sick?'
Why do people at drunk why they drink?

'0 If someone smokes poi once do they get'crazy:l
What does sniffing glued() to you?

0 Should you take drugs wben your mother or father clte not know?
Are drugs like vitamins;),

O How Mitch time does one cigarette take from yourlife?
What happens when you mix drugs acrd alcohol?

. 0 Can you die from Bloody Marys?
How do you use drugs and m"edieine the good way?

Fourth Grade;
Q How many drinks would it take to get you drunk at the age of nine?

Would a persOn cominit suicide if he couldn't get his drugs? . . .

I have a grandma and her-sister has a problem with her mind, I-wanted to know if
there is a pill that canittelp her?

0 What are uppers and downers? - -
..

, Why does cocaine Cost so much?
What are rainbows?

-Do people phi,t do'pe in candy on Halloween?
- 0 Why do people sniff paint?

.1 0 'Why do people hit their kids when they get drunk?
Why doesn't President Carter, stop the people from taking dope?

0 Why, when people smoke pot,do they kill people? Because when I was at a rock
w,
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' concert a guy that Smoked pot stabbed another man.

O Why is alcohol legal.and drugs aren't? .

O How many drinks should an adult have a day?
O What do you do if your dad is drunk'and he spent all of his dimes and the bar

doesn't have a phone and you are too small to drive yOuisself home?
O Why are you teaching us about.drugs? ,:

.
0 If you mix alcohol with Valium is it dangerous?
0 Why do kids listen to people who tell them not to abuse drugs, and then they do it

1 ' anyway? . ...

O What are the chemicals in glue that make a person fall unconscious?
O How powerful are Black Beauties?

° 0 Why tie, teenagers mess with drugs? .

0 Which is worse, cigarettes or marihuana? .

Fifth Grade:
- 0 What should you do if Kw mother smokes? A

. *
.

0 Is there really any difference between low-tar cigarettes and the others or do they
just say that to gell more? . , ..

0 Can Thai-sticks kill you?
0 Where do yolt get pills, heroin, cocaine, and LSD? . .

O My mother doesn't like beer, but she it to keep -my dad company. Could.
.

you help her with this? , -, . .

O If people know that they are going to get drunk, why do they drink so much?
0 Is it all right to smoke, not to be neat, but for medical reasons?
O For someone who always has to be chewing gum, could you call that a drug?
O Why do junkies put 'rubber bands-around their arms?
O Do reds.haye a bad effect on a person if they don't take whites with them?
O Ita personlakes drugs for a long, Jong time, is it true that their brain turns into a

. ' sort. of jell? . .
0 If your parents don't want you to smoke why do they do it?
O How can 'stop my 11-year-old friendfrom smoking and drinking yet not become

involved? . . * ,a ,

Sixth Grade: .

(:1 My friend says that you can have a ounce of marihuana, but he doesn't know if .

that's an ounce a day or in your wIole life, which is it?
0 Are even good drugs a little bad?
O Why do people feel like they are in'heaven after they've taken drugs? ,
0 When did start happening?..... . . 14Seventh Grade:
0 Was Judy Garland a junkie?

.. ;. 0 I. it true that in Spain kids over five years of age are allowed by law to smoke
% and drink? .

O Does pot stunt your growth?
0 What is a flat kilo? , , .

El If your boyfriendlises drugs and you don't, how should yob fly to,make your boy-
friend stop using 21(tigs? Or should you start?

.
Information Oriented Claisroom Activities .,

An unconventional technique for presenting drug-related information in the classrMm
'setting is,represented in Deciding, a curriculum publication of thiAlameda County
(California) SchoSI Department. Deciding was developed by the staff of the Department's

-Training and Development Center (formerly the Drug Education Center) as a way of pro-
. .. viaing students with activities for exploilng information about alcohol on their own. "Each

activity is self-directing," the introduction to Deciding states, "and students may been-,
. -. couraged to do teamworloIn response to student/questions about how to do an activity,
, we suggest that teachers give very limited additional explanation in order to encourage

students' creative and exploratory behaviors." Deciding emphasizes that its ten activities .

4 ' . .,
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- are op-en-ended and that there are no right or wrong answers. In short, the teacher is re-
mo%ed from the role of the omniscient, didactic purveyorof facts.

The Duckling aqivities include an investigation of patterhs of beverage consumption
natio-nay% statewide. and within the class; a game similar to bingo, played with factual
statementsabout alcohol printed on small squares;.a varlety-of activities`designed to en-
coutage investigations of the effects of media and advertising on alcoho. I drinking; and an
e yloration of alternatto.alCohol use. Also included in the Deciding module are a pre-
test and a post-test of knowledge of alcohol-related-information.

An assessment of the 'module's impact in a test'sehool district indicated a high degree
of student interest and involvement and general enthusiasm among the teachers-mho used '
Deciding in their classrooms. There was also. according to a report of the study. "a
marked upgrading of the knovledge of the effects of &oho] use' at all grade levels in

" which it was used.1
, . AFFECTIVE EDUCATION

10 the uneasy atmosphere of today's schools, affecti4 education is not merely an interest- '
ihg development or a usedi strategy for drug abuse prevrrn programs. It has become a
,movement and. in some iustptces, a crusade.

, 'Affective education is a logical respcthse to the observation, common among the "school
-critics- ,of the 1960s, that although school districts invariably adopt as their universal goal -
the eeThcat ion of the "Ogle person.- schools usually devote most of their time and energy -

to the education of the cognitive. intellectual parts only. Affective developmentthe
strengthening of self-4stecm and interpersonal skills, for example tisually just happens.
.without ritueh deliberate,attention oriNhe part of teachers.

Affective education is not an isolated trend. It has much in common with the human
potential mo% ement that was taking shape in growth centers and training laboratories
around the vountry in the.1%0s. techniques that stimulate fantasy and role playing, that
help people to "get in torch with their feelings- in order to communicate better with others
and to understand themselves, that enable participants in a small group to understand the
group's dynamies,That call attention to "body language" and "eye contact; these
can be found in school-liased affective education prograins and in programs fof individual
and group development in nonschool, adult lettings as well. All stem directly from the
ideas. psychological theories, and methods of a small group of leading humanistic psy-
chologists anil teachers who',canie into sudden prominencein the 1960s.
, The rationale for affective educat iorrand humanistic techniques also applies equally to
adults and to youth, Prior to the 1960s, the most acceptable vehicles for improving self-

. esteem and social 'interpersonal skills were individual courieling and psychotherapy.
These approaches are expensive and. because they rely heavily on one-to-one client-coun-,
selor relationships. they reach a very limited clientele. Alt houtik affective education N not
the equivalent of psychotherapythe advocates of affective edlcation are always very '

uick to point this out it is based on the premise that the great majority of young people
Fncounier normal developmental problems, such as low self-esteem or communications
proBlengs. and that the most efficient way of helping them gain more awareness is in a
su port i ve' grosip setting.\'

Thus. affective education in the schools is usual() seen as being relevant not just to
"high risk- students, but to all students. According to the proponents of affective educ3-
tion, merely growing up in today's tense. pressured society creates new risktat did not
exist even as recent ly as a generation ago. jr

Many affective education programs have Been implemented in the Nation's schools, it
is important to note, without ever being identified as a 1*m of drug abuse prevention. A
particular exercise might be used in one school as part of a.class in English or communi-
cations and in another school as part of a drug education class.

What exactly is affective education and.what techniques does it use? By now a decade
after affective education began to be widely used in schoolg, a complete affective eduda-.

tion reading list, including curriculum materials, would fill a sizable library. Several of
.the best or most authoritative books and curriculum materials are listed in the resource
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section, Anyone who took the time to go through the entie affective education opus, how-
ever, would soon recognize.a repetitiordf themes and learning activities. Several of the
most important affective education techniques are described below.
Values Clarification
Developed by Louis Raths, Sidney Simon, Merrill Harmon, and several colleagues:values
clarification has become a staple of affective education. and techniques and learning activi-
ties devised by Ratits, Simon.. et al., in their pioneering books on the skbject,have been
widely duplicated and imitated. Values clarification is based on the pr?mise that only on
the basis of clearly.recognized values can people make conscious, well-informed choices
and decisions. The procesS of values clarification can be described as three basicsteps:
0 Choosing freely from alternatives after carefully considering the consequences of each
alternative.

Prizing: fieling po'sitive'ly about the choice and publicly affirming it.
Acting: manifesting the choice in action repeatedly and consistently.4

Some values.clarification activities ask the students to go through these steps Kivately--.
by keeping a 'values journal," for example, or by writing personal responses to topics
and situations that need not'be shared with classmates; Other activities are oriented more
'toward public affirmation of values. These activities include: '

A continuum. Students are asked to indicate where they. stand on a continuum covering
any one of wide variety of topics, ranging from, extreme advocacy to extreme disapproval,
and to discuss their reasons for their choice. One end of a continuum relating to mari-
huana laws, for example, might be, "Marihuana is a dangerous drug and anyone who pos-
sesses it should receive a life term in prison:" The other might be, "Marihuana is less
haniful than alcohol, which is legal; therefore even little children should be able to buy
it whenever theyworlt." to `2)

Value's voting. The teacher asks_for "thumbeup' or "thumbs down" votes on selected
values or issues that pertain to the olasg discussion topic.

Rank ordering. The students are asked to rank order selected items that are related
-.to each other. In an exercise on "Things. I like tt dO with, my leisure time," each student
'might be fsked to rank order a minimunolikan-activities, for example. An additional step,
commonly used in this activityjs.to-di.aw a grid next to the, items and fill in the grid with
symbols for each item-indicating factors such.as: "`$': costs more than S5.00"; "'A':
usually do this alone"::"`V: have done this within the last year": and so on.,
SelfEsteem Building 3113/4,

Several current programs, bdoks, and curriculum guides center on classroom techniques
aimed at enhancing students' self-esteem through a variety of technkittes. These include
recognizing and accepting feelings such as joy, anger, fear, disappdintment, or affection:
sharing aspects of oneself with other group members; and encouraging:acceptance of in-*
dividual differences.

Self-esteem building classroom activities vary considerably from one program and one
grade level to another. DUSO (Developing Understanding of Self and Others), for example,
is a kit designed for the primary,grades that relies heavily on story-telling puppets; audio-
tapes, and songs. Magic Circle, a program dig is more appropriate for the upper elemen-
tary grades, requires more- oncentration from the student and more focused listening
skills than DUSO, since the main activity involves childien talking and listening to each
other. At the intermediate and secondary levels,.tbe topics for discussions related to self-
esteem tend to be more sophiqicptedfocusing, example, on peer pressure, ethnic
identity, and seXuality. OmbudSman; an affective curriculum developedty the Charlotte
Drug Education Center in Charlotte, Northtarolina, includes nonverbal exercises aimed
at developing twi tind confidence in the group; discussions on racial stereotypes; and an
exercise that-ass students to demonstrate the different dancing styles of varibus ethnic
groups repregented in the class.

-Classroom Meetings
Usually in the form of open-ended discussions in Which the students arrange their, chairs
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in a circle, classroom meetings are a common affective education technique; Often the
teacher. playing the role of facilitator, will join the students in the circle in order to remove
himself 'herself from the more traditional authoritarian role. Meetings may be regularly
scheduled either 1!I the beginning or the end of the school day, for exampleor held on
an impromptu basis as a way of dealing with igimediate probleitis that require the attention
of the entire. class.

The Schools.Without Failure program, an approach to implementing affective educa-,
lion schoolwide developed by psychologist William Glasser, uses, classroom meetings a
basic technique. Meetings conducted as part of a Sghools Wjthout Failure, program follow
a common set of rules:
0 Only 'One person talks at a time.
0 The class sits in a tight, circle.
0 EKervone listens to everyone else-

Judginents are not allowed: there is no grading. criticism. or correction of statements
made during the meeting.
0 There are no right or wrong answers.
Glasser suggests three'basie kinds of classroom meetings.
0 Oen-ended meetings are a way of exploring feelings, values. and issues of personal
concern,, covering such tapics as:

0 If each of had.enough money right now. would you continue going to school?
EP if you had the power to eliminate oneTarniful thing'in the environment, what'

would it be?
0 Educational diagnostic meetings are held for the purpose of-exploring curriculum con-
tent areas and assessing what the students know or need to learnt For the teacher,these
meetings can be an. indirect way of assessing whether he/She has successfully taught a
particular conceptthey,might be held at the end of a unit, for example. instead of a quiz
or`test. If the class has just completed a unit on anthropology, the teacher might ask the
following kinds of questions in a diagnostic meeting focusing on "cultures-:

0 Are some cultures better than.others?
0 What factors'rniike a culture whit it is?
0 Of the different cultures we have studied, which is your favorite?

0 Problem-so/ring. meetings. Since an innovative approach to school discipline is one of
the most important aspects of the Schools Without Failure program, Glasser also recom-
mends prdblem-solving meetings that deal with fictionalized situations or with.actual prob-
lem situations when they occur.

In order to run an effective classroom meeting, Glasser points out, the teacher must
be not only highly skilled in group leadership and sensitive to the dynamics of the group,
but ready to go through as many as 30 practice efforts before getting it right. In short,
Glasser warns; classroom meetings may sound easier to bring off than they actually are.
Without the proper supervision and control, they can degenerate into aimless chitchat or,
,worse. noisy chaos.

Role Playing
Role playing is usefulto help students understand problem situations or value conflicts
thrpugh simulated experience. It enables students to emphathize with people in positions
that may be dramatically diffetent from their.own and it is also a way of getting "close-
to a sensitive problem and testing solutions without taking any great risk. Following is a
typical role play situation centering on a drug-related issue.: ,

0 Mary has never smoked marihuana. Tecitakes her to a party one Friday night
and most of the other kids are smoking. When a marihuana joint is passel around -
the room, it finally comes to Mary. Tetkkas just smoked the joint himself and
Mary wants to impress him.because she hopes hell ask her to go steady.

In'addition to.assigning, or asking for volunteers for the roles of Ted and Mary. the
- teacher might also ask other students to play the roles of other teeriagers at the party.
Following the role plaY.'the teacher might open upa general discussion about what hap-
pened, asking the plOyeis in particular how they felt about being in Clifeir roles. A teacher
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who knows the students well can gain extra "mileage-411.6m an exercise like this by assign-
ing to particular roles people whgse actual behavior ifidicates that they might be quite
unlike the roles they are being asked to play.; !

..

Role playing can also be used to enhvice subject content areasfor example; as a way
a of helping students to identify more cldgely with historical figures or characters in

literature.

. . - Decision-making and.problem thing techniques are generally quite similar. Decision -
making activities

,

making activities`focus on indi idual problems or conflicts, While problem-solving activi-
ties usually deal with group problems or conflicts. Whatever the level, individual decision-
making and group problem- solving inxolve a series of readily identifiable steps:

1. Define the problem or conflict. N\
.2. List the possible choices or alternative ways of resolving the problem or conflict.
3: Investigate the consequences of each of the alternative resolutions or choices.
4. Choose the alternative that is most satisfying to the individual or the group.

Although there are numerous variations on these problem-solving steps in the literature
on affective education,

situation describe ove might lead.Iogically to an exeeducation,

these four ste represent the essential process.
The role playing in decision-

making..The student who plays "Ma y" is required to come up with a solution to her di-
lemina during the course.of the role play. In the discussion following theyole play the teacher
might ask the class to define the decision, think of alternative ways of making it, investi-
gate the consequences of each alternative, acid consider whether another decision might
have been afore beneficial. .

. '
-Role-playing is, requently useful in group problem-solving exercises as well. A common

grOup problem-solving activjtY, for example, asks six to eight people to pretend that they
are thepassengers in a light plane that has run out of gas and landed safely in a desert
hundreds of miles from the nearest town. They have a(specified list of supplies, but noth-
ing else. What will they do? In another popular exercise the group is asked to imagine
that they are a committee of Presidential Cabinet members. They have just received word
that a bomb is about to explode at a distant nuclear testing site and that there will be.roork
for only.eight people in the bomb shelter. They have half antour to chodse which eight
people will survive from a Hit of twelve. (This exercisq also forces the participants to
clarify their valueqy making them Choose one kind of "survivor" over another.)

The ultimate usefulness of decision-making exercises is their application to real life
situationst Again, the sensitive teacher who can use the technique skillfully may have a
variety of opportunities to apply it either to classroom ditciplinary situations or to non-
school situations that students share with the class.

There isa hazard in summarizing affective education techniqueI as.if they were little .

more than a series of off-beat classroom activities. The risk is that some readers may be
..misled into thinking of affective education as a diversion or a jiQvelty.

At its best, affective education implies a completely new arrnifferent way of teaching..
For many teachers, a full understanding of affective education cannot occur without days
and weeks of inservice training followed lily-careful experimentation with ,affeCtive educa-
tion techniques. Some teachers decide after exposure to these techniques that the strategy
is too much in conflict with their own personal teaching styles ever to be useful to,them.
In accordance with the principles of affective education itself,'a teacher's decision not to
use the strategy should be respected. Affective education works ohly when teachers believe

. in it, feel comfectable in the informal classrooM atmosphere it requires, and are sensitive
to andiconcerned about their students' nonacademic concerns.

Affective education can be a devisive influence when it is not handled properly. Indeed,
.- schrol administrators and teachers who favor the strategy must make a conscientious effort

, to ommtinicate with their students' parents about what affective education is and why
-1

they want to it. Usually the opposition will be minimal when parents have been care-
fully informed, and theirlucstionsand concerns responded to, before an affective curricu-
lum is implemented. .
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Finality, affective education should not be viewed as a subltitute for instruction in basic

skills or other curriculum areas that are important to cognitive development. A student
may be able to accept himself/herself in class because of a friendly, supportive-atmos-
phere created by the teacher

nd sense of or,and his/he ssmates. Nothing could, be more damaging
to that fludent's self-esteem
classroom into the real world as a fun nal'illiterate. Ideally, affective education and

his /he
however, than to emerge from such a

a

cognitive education will truly balance each other ;just as most school districts' statements
of goals say 'they will in educating the ,"whole person."

.
.

i

PIER AND CROSSAGE TUTORING AND COUNSELING
Although peer and cross-age tutoring and counseling are grouped here under a single
heading, they are distinct eaqh other in some important ways, discussed below. They
are similar, however, in their emphasis onstudent§working with other students and
assuming responsibility for part ofihe educational process. They are discussed together
to emphasize this point.

Peer and cross-age tutoring and counseling are baied on the premise that throughout
modern.society. adolescents encounter a dilemma. At a time when they'are beginning to
mature physically and emotionally, they discover that the role assigned them by society
is "student" and that it will remain them' assigned role for several years'beyond the time
when they are ready to make the transition to more functional roles. One of the traditional
tasks of schools has been to reinforce this role of student. Far toct often students in
schools are required Primarily sit, quietly, listen to adults talking to them, and commit
to memory, a huge quantity of a ract information in which they may find little or no
perso al meaning. ,

Pee and cross-age tutoring and counseling are ways of enabling students to assume
adult oles, if only temporarily; to become actively involved in their own learning and .

i so eone else's learning; and to take on a "real world" responsiblity,within the artificially
Mmpartmentalized world of the school. Few of the normal activities of schools allow this
opportunity, thus creating an environment in which, for some, the drug subculturebecpmes
'a more appealing form of "community involvement" and social status. ,

Peer and cross-age tutbrinand counseling programs can provide meaningful "work"
within the school setting to students who might otherwise suffer from low self-esteem and
a general lack of involvement with school or with other students. Research on the effects
of peer and crass -age tutoring and counseling programs on student participants his con-

, sistently shown that students who tutor and counsel makegains in self-concept and, when
tutoring others,'in the skills they are teaehing.6

It is ironic that, whenpeer and cross -age tutoring and counseling programs first began
41110 to attract wide notice in the 1960s, they were regarded as a major innovation. In the last

century, older students commonly taught or tutored younger students.not out of their
teacher's compulsion to innovate, but because their energies were needed. ;The over-
worked teacher in a country schoolhouse frequently had no choice but to rely on this form
of assistance.
Youth Tutoring Youth

,

A leading advocate of the concept of peer and cross-age ttitOring,ihe National Cominissiop
on Resources for Youth, was founded in 1967 primarily to promote acceptance of the idea
that youth can be "integrated into adult society at an earlier age. "6 One ofthe Com-
mission's major efforts toward this end has been the development of a program called
Youth Tutoring Youth (YTY). Since the beginning of the program, thousands of YTY
projects have been established in communities all over the country, and the Commission
has produceda variety of training materials, handbooks, did documentary reports.

In some ways, setting up a YTY program is relatively simple, since there are very few
material requirements. An adult supervisor is needed, but only, part-time. Under optimal
conditions the prograin should provide 'a comfortable, quiet space in which tutors and
tutees can meet and work together. Handbooks, for siiper3isors and tutors are available

4 -from the Commission at little cost (see resource section).
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Logistical arrange lents can become complicated. In one AA its earliest manifestations.
YTY was a summer roject of the Neighborhood Youth Corps and the tutors were [Aid for
their tim0Tutors m t their tutees at yolith venters and schools. Duribg the school year,
however, arranging fdr tutors,.and tutees to meet together can require elaborate scheduling,
and transportation arrangements. especially in sprawling suburban communitiestutors
in a high school ma) need to-be driven to the elementary school where their tutees are
located. Some districts using YTY. solve this problem by arranging -for the entire program
to be contained in a single buildingfor example, by having sevedth- and eighth- graders
tutor childr.en in the primary graces. Others arrange for tutors to have two-hour blocks of
time: this is usually sufficientseven.when travel is involved.

Resistance from counselors, teachers, and administrators is a'potential pr em. if fh
tutor is an underachiever or a problem student (which YTY encourages), histher teac rs
and school administrators may.be.skeptical about allowing him /her to take the time "4 way
from school" when he or she.rreeds "help." Yet reports on TY programs in which be th
the tutors jr'id the tutees are underachieving or troubled students have consistently d iori-
strated that tutor-tutee pairs will be loyal, faithful, and punctual with eachother eAl at
times when they are gking the adults in their lives nothing but trouble. The annals oT YTY
are filled with cases in Which a tutor, for example, will cut high school for a day, but Vk
make a point of showing up at an elementary school,to meet with his or her tutee.

According to a first-hand-account of one year in the lite of a YTY program.7 several
element were important in the program's success.,Nv the least of these was the easy-
going style. )f the supervisor. An equally critical factor was the supervisor's wi /lingness to,
"ledge the:kids alo9e., respect their ability to find their own approach to tutoring; land]
trust them to make their own.judgments and find their own answers.-

and of the tutors, a 17-year-old paired with a hyperactive.sixth-grader, put its:
Sometimes I'll be waiting here and see his head at, the door, but he turns and runs

waway. So 1 go after him, which is probat)ly what he wants. Only he knows NI never ',
run after him. 1ll just walk and take my time. Once Mrs. Miles {the supervisor! caught
him in the hall and just lit into him. She told me can't let him get away with acting
like that. But it seems to me that she treats him the way she says she wouldn't ever

. treat us. so I don't think 1 should treat him that way. She disagrees with me on this,
but I just told her to leave Tyrone alone and let, me handle him. 1 really think she's
wrong about him. So she lets me do what 1 think is right.

The tutor elaborated on his relationship with his tutee in an interview:
Q: What's y31.44,12b as a tutor; what's the most important thihg you.do? ..
A: Teach him responsibility. . .
Q: How do you go about that? .

A: His pr lem is transferred into English and reading skills like that. See, if he had
respon bility, he'd have learned it. But he OicIn't, so he needs the responsibility
now....

Q: What kind of help does Tyrone tieedmost?
A: Spelling. g

. .
Q: H ow do you know?

i

'A: When he's reading,to me, he'll pronbunde words that aren't thetig; he'll just say the
first word that comes into his head. He thipks I'll just correct hid! and he won t
have to do the work. He does the same thihg with spelling words....

Q: Do you think he'shappy in the program? How do you, know?
A: Half and half. He's moody; it depends on the day. Overall, he's happy in the pro-

gram; he comes. I know Tyrone; if he wasn't happy he wouldn't come. At first he
wouldn't come, he'd roam the halIs. Now, he's here at ten .every day....

. . $

Q: What kinds of improvement have you seen in him? ,

A: In reading, at first he was pronouncing words, soundirig them out; now he 'goes
through a book, just readihg it.

Q: Do you think his teacher should take credit for that, or do you think you played
a part? f'..
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A:tes half me, half the teacher`, From what I've heard,he doesn't pay attention tdo

much in class.
0: What do you like most about tutoring?
A: I get to tell other people bout ham like my mother, my girlfriend, my friends.

learning, too. I'm lea ing that I missed out on a lot when was in' his grade.
Like co4Onant blends, wets, prepositionsall these things Ifihould've learned
in the little-grades whe 1 was messing around. It helps mid better now. les
increased my vocabulary, too.... 1 love to read now. Like 1 couldn't stand mythology
in eighth grade: now I love it: tfiey're really great stories....

. .

- ACounselingPeer. 11'
A§ the above/excerpts from the interview with 11-y1W-tutor indicate, peer and cross -age .2
tuigtring need not, and probably cannot, be limited ekclusively to cognitive skills or infor;
illation. even when cognitive skill development is the primary concern of the tutoring-re-

, lationship. Peer counseling. on the other hand. deliberately focuses on affectivedevelop-
mentand'Irequently on personal problems. For this reason, it is a much more challenging
approach to implement and requires considerably more training of the staff and the coun-
selors A.who participate.

The rationale.for peer counseling programs is rooted in the feeling on high school cam-
puses several years ago that the gap between adults and adolescents had'become too wide
to bridge in many cases. Originally, many peer counseling programs were envisioned as a
way of providing frequently desperate young people with an \outlet for their anxiety or

1 with information about where to go'for further help in crisis situations.. .

In 1972, PRIDE (Professional Resources In D8telopmental'Education), a school -based
drug abuse prevention program in Dade County, Florida, initiated a peer counseling pro-
Aram that has served as a model for school districts across the country. According to /
PRIDES founder. Don Samuels, "Peer counselors have worked with over 20,000 students
in group situations and hundreds more in individual exchanges, helping them to identify,
clarify, and work out their own personal hassles. Tice program is a give and get one: While
the peer counselors are helping others, they are reinforcing their skill in interaction, be-
coming more aware-of their own feelings, and growing as they help others grow.-8 Samuels
envisions peer counseling as a "support,program" that Should seek to reach "that segment
of school population that might not go to an adult for help with a particular problem.
It should be designed to complement'and supplement the existing guidance program."
Through PRIDE. secondary level peer counselors work either with elementary students at
the fifth- and sixth-grade levels, or with their peers in rap rooms in their own schools...

i _PRIDE'S rap rooms are comfortable places designed and decorated by students, where
.other students,pn-Vrop in, alk about theirprobletris, socialize, and just have fun." Fail)
rap room is staffed at all ti s by at, least one trained. peer counselor. .

Training for the peer coupcounselors in PRIDE is rigorous. Eva' before training begins, the
resource specialists in charge of training make an effort to screen out voleinteers whp may
be interested in an easy grade Or unaware of the degree of commitment required. Also, ,

Samuels warns, students who attend the initial informational meeting are discouraged
s from participati% if they are considering experimenting with illegal drugs. Yet, as Samuels...
points out, the program is not concerned with wing just another outlet for honor roll
students: "Since the program should be available to all students, the peer counselors them-

AN,.
$
selves must be made-up of a cross-section Of the student body."9

Once selected, groups,,ot 12-15 prospective peer co nselors undergo a nine-week training
'course. The course provides the participants,with a Wi, e variety of skills and informatkr.
communication, listening, and counseling. skills; role -p1, ying situations; values clarification
exercises; And, finally, supervised practiceln the school rap room. The kinds of skills
and behaviors that the training program is designed to p mote are aptly summarized in
a 'counseling obsesvation form developed by PRIDE to ra a counselor s response to a .

client: ;
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*Helping/ facilitative Responses
Communicating caring
Showing support,'acceptance;and
understanding
ListeDing by atitentive
behAior; eye cont ct, "uh-huh," yes;
nodding,
Being honest and open, reporting own
feelings when appropriate

"

110

-

Nonhelpingllyonjacilitative. Responses-
Giving advice--,"you should'
Ridiculing, putting down

Responding in,a judgmental was, de-
, veloping anctnacapting climate

0IW

.gxpAsing sympat y or feeling sorry for.
the client .

Focusingon feelings, laing; restating; Formirig quick soligions for the iient's
paraphrasing, reflecting I " , problem. .

Avoids moralizing and rejecting, re- Asking irrelevant gistions for coun- ''
specting feelings and attitudes selor's benefit; notclient:s 4

Offering relevant information: , Talking about self instead of focusing
----*) on client

`Confronting client when discrepancy is
perceived between feeling and behavior
or when client denies, avoids,-or projects
responsibility for feelings or behavior,.

- Denying a client's feeling; missing the
point of client concern or responding to
something other than ?`What he is cbmtna-

snicating; not ivally listening
4

PRIDE's peer.counseling progiam constituted a primary source of ideas and inspiration._
. for a peer counseling progrdm in Washoe County, Nevada. The Nektada program, Project

-Promise, which also includes a pal ni, edtication component, has been recognized as QV
o the'outstanding drug abuse prevention progFams in the country:

"Peer counseling is a powerful soft revdlution,'-QommentsProjecit Promise coordin2tor
Marshall Newman. "It can transform the atmosphefeof a school. le dan change the vtWy
people in the school relate to.each'other." .

. , A .
This view is amply supported by TH. Lokke, the principal of Agnes Risley Elementary

School in Reno, a K-5 school within walking distance of a high school thattends peer /
counselors on a regular basis to work with the children at Risley. "Since the beginning of
these changes," saysLokke, "I've become much, less strict and, I think, much more under-
standing. The kids are happy, I'm jtappy, the kr' -like to qsme to School, and I like to
come to school."

Jerry Segar, a tall, good-lookinebiac
been a peer counselor for two years
working with little'kids, but, he sa
-PRIDE, Project Promise puts its p
and practice. "I think the trainingt
"It taught me.thingsrlike Why a kictg
way they do." One aspect of the train

°the IALAC story, a well-known affective
The story tells about a little boy who goes th

t first, he-
, "Now L hate

er counselors Ihr
Hy helped- ire clefi
es a teacher a har,

that made a pr
ucat n,te

a senior fit Hug High School, has
embers, he wasn't sure he'd like
lien I missy day with' them." Like

h a rigorous ptriod of training
my feelings better," says Jerry.
time, why people behave the

ound impression on Jeff
nique devised b S" y Simon,

airly typical da eriegin up in

I

S

vable And apable.
During the day t e boy encounters criticism, ostilit , and indifference; each time one of
these negative re s occurs, part of his 7. LAC in is torn,until very little remains

orthe signor his self-esteem.

the morning with a sign around histeck that rea >

"The IALAC sign helped me a 10t," says Jerry. "It mate me realize that if you,treat the
kids nice and give them confidepce it'll help them: I was squaredanting With some of the
kids in, class today and one of the kids, one of tote biggest kids in the class; couldn't get
anyone to,dance-,with him. So he jast%ulked. And I said-to him, 'If that's how you want to
.handle it, that's right foryou.' Another time the kids were making papa dolls and one of
the other boys came up to me and said, 'He's the only one making a baby c1611,' and I said,
That's okay, that's what he-feels like making.'-They were tearing Alp hig 14AC sign and
I was helping him put it together again."' , . '. , - . -; .
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LIFE CAREER PLANNING
For several generations, beginning around the turn of the century. the idea that prolonged
years ofschool would ultimately be rewarded by a satisfying, remunerative career dom-
inated the American consciousnessin a way, it was the American Dream. Other tradi-
tional avenuesinto,the job marke.(family, community; and ethnic group associations,
for examplewere also taken for granted. Except for periods of recession andvthe depress

ision of the 1930s. the job marker itself was fairly stable. Perhaps most important, the
principle of unlimited growth and energy resources seemed immutable. Within the last
two decades, all of these assumptions have been challenged.

Education. one of the Nations leading "industries." offers a striking illustration of the
changes that are happening in the world of work. For waves pf immigrants throughout the
first half pf this century, education was a profession that offered job security and upward
mobility. Then came the end of the postwar baby. boom and. with it. sudden declines in
enrollment in the Nation's elementary and secondary schools, and in the colleges and
universities as well. Since 1970-71.-a peak year, public school enrollment has declined by
1.7 million. According to recent estimates, by 1983-84 it will have declined by 12.5 percent.
or 5.8 million, from the peak year. By 1980. as many as 239.400 new teachers may be com-
peting for 90.000 job openings.'° These figures. combined with strict rules in education
and other public service jobs .governing tenure and layoffs, have produced a work force
in many professions, but particularly in education, that has become pkopeirtionately older
and. according to some studies, less satisfied with the work each year. I -

Why were all the people who are presently unable to find teaching job's never advised
to prepare for another career:? The answer is simple: no -tope really knew, and. in fact, no
One can be certain that minor changes in the birth rate (which took an pnexpected upward
swing in 1977l" may not alter the projections. Five years ago today' enekgy shortages were
anticipated by only,a small_minorify of Americans. Noyv 'they are a fact of life; they have
'begun to reduce the.work force in some sectors of the job market and a%o to create en-
'tirely new industries: new demands for people with specialized skills and training, and new
job markets,

In hortl change in modern society happens too fast for everyone alwawlo be prepared
for new trend. It is a situation that Alvin Toffler labeled "future shock" and that.
has given rise to such phrases as "learning how tolearn"an abbreviated way of saying
that there is so much to learn today thai knowledge can no longer be reduced to essentials
all well-educated individuals should 'posess. In the world of work, the equivalent of "learn-
ing how to learn" is represented by an ancient proverb: ';dive me a fish and I will eat for
today: teach me to fish and I will eat tor the rest of my life." Learning how to fish. learn-,
ing how to adapt to a changing job nfarket,learning how to learnall of these are skills

'..-that have only recently become necessary.
0

Life career planning is a concept and an increasingly important drug abuse prevention
rategy t ims at, helping young , Mile focus on long-range goals for life and work

- both through S ctured intellec exercises and through "real life" experiential learning
" in.the form of actin ,s or -the-job, training. Life career planning can be implemented

in a school setting, within a community-based agency, or in a combination of school and
community settings.

Often, life career planning goes by other namesAs described here, life career planning
is a composite of many different approaches that Share a basic rationale and some common
met ds, Life career planning may be similar, for example, to school-based career ed uca-
tion rograms like those initiated by the U.S. Office of Education under Commissioner
Sidn Marland in the earlyy 19.70s. although implementation of career education through
the arland program is still relatively limitedaccording to a survey of USOE career
education programs conducted by the-American Institutes foriResearch in 1975, "the
Nation has moved about 15 percent of the way toward the goal of comprehensive career
education for all young people12the USOE effort has been a catalyst for new ways in

-14r, which schools can help young people to plan for the future. Another approach to life ca-
reer planning is represented by several publications written by Richard Bolles and John

.10
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Crystal (see resource section). Bolles, iithis highly readable What Color Is Your Para-
chute?, uses a somewhat differeht phrase: "career and life planning."

In discussions of life career planning, it is almost as important to mention what life
career'areer planning is not as to define what it is. Life career planning, should not, be confused.
for example, with vocational education. Once vocational education was known in schqols
as "shop' ; it was even better known in the privacy of the teachers' lounge as a "slow
track" for students who were unable to meet the standards of the "academic trackt" In
*recent years, vocational education has begun to shed its image of being the refuge Of
second-claskcitizens. Clearly, the academic track, which has traditionally pfepared stu-
dents for professional and educational careers, no longer has much claim to invulnerable

-,,supremacy. k any rate. vocational education is only a small part of life career planning.
Nor is life carer planning a simple exercise in determining professional aptitude like the
paper and pencil tests commonly administered in high schoolsalthough this may be part
of it. Finally, life career planning is not a "one shor.gesture like the "career days" or
assemblies that many schools arrange in order to satisfy the requirement that they provide
their students with some awareness of career options. .

Life career planning is a systematic way of examining one's long-term goals, not just for
a,vocation, but for leisure and lifestyle. Correctly implemented, life career planning asks
young peoplesto examine who they are now and who they want to be le the future. It gives

.' them tools for assessing their strengths and weaknesses and 4 teaches them "how to fish"
by providing them with real world skills that they will always, be able to use even if their
goals and roles change. Life career planning is'a continuous process. It does not stop when
a person receives a degree or gets a job.. It is part of living an intelligent, informed life.
Life Career, Planning Techniques in the Classroom'
Some techniques for life career planning are useful exercises that lend themselves to imple-
mentation in a classroom setting and might be included, for example; in a unit on career

. education. These exercises and activities can also be implemented in nonschool settings.
of coursein life career planning workshop§, in recreation center programs, in counseling
programs, and in many other community settings.

The Simi Valley School District, located in a suburban area north of Dos Angeles, Cali-
fornia, has developed a career education Curriculum that uses "task cards" for the various
grade levels to involve students in career oriented activities. Fellciving are summaries of
several reprezaative activities:

O A task card for the intermediate level asks.studentS to investigate the topic "Fame
and Fortune," with the objective of developing attitudes toward school.andwOrk
"that will contribute toward achievement and advancement." The principal task is
to study the life of Abraham Lincoln and "try to explain how Lincoln became Presi-
dent of the United States, given that in his youth Lincoln was called a 'jack of all
trades and master of none.

O Another task card for the primary level is'entitled "Mommies at Work." It asks the
students and teacher to talk together about the work that mothers do and then to
create a collage showing women working.

0 "Hobby Hunt Questionnaire" is a task card fot the intermediate level that asks
students to interview other students about their favorite hobbies, finding out
among other things, how they learned the hobby, what supplies are needed, and to
whaticareers the.hobby could lead.'3

In What Color Is Your Parachute?, Richard/Bolles offers a series of exercises*t would
be more appropriate -to secondary.level students.,,Examples are paraphrased below:

OVIrite a diary of your entirp life. When the diary isdone,take a piece of paper
and put-two columns on it:
Things Which, On The Basis Of Past Things Which, On The Basis Of Past
Experience, I Want To HaVe Or Use In Experience, I Wart To Avoid hi My
My Future Career(s) . Future Career(s)'
When this is done ehoose the things you both enjoy and did well, underline these, and
rank Order them.
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O Write a detailed answer to the queition: What are the things that make me un-
happy?Then analyze what you have written in terms of two categories: 1) tbings that
lie within my control, either through a change of environment br a change if, my in-

- : terior life; 2) things that lie within the control of others, or-fate, or circumstance.
Write an 'article about yomcself entitled "Before I Die I Want To...." After the

Article is written, make three separate lists on a sheet of paper:" .

I 2. . . 3
Things alreAdy . Things yet to be Steps needed in order
accomplished - accomplished -.

to accomplish things in
. column 2 .

.
Activities like these are Oriented toward the more global aspects of life career planning

questions of motivation; aptitudel and goal setting. Lffe career planning can also offer very ,

specific, practical skilli, however. These include:
. 0 Resume writing

O InterviewitigTor a job
0,Findingothe right kinds of jobs for-one's abilities ";

. 0 Creating jobs of one's own - .

While a wide variety of stimulating exercises and activities can be implemented in a class
or workshop on life career planning, for young people classroom exercises should be .
viewed as a mere beginning. They are, after all, only part of the picture.
Experiential Life Career Planninvi -

.
,

,

Almost no one..would argue with the statement that adoleScents, even those who are
strongly motivated to pursue academic studies. can benefit from job and work experience.
In fact. the issue of jQs for adolescents has profound social policy implications. Studies

- have shown that increases in crime are directly related to increases in unemployment.14
Currently. youths between the ages of 10 and t7 are responsible for more than half of all
serious crimes in the United Stales. JuVeliile crime has risen at a rate more than twice
that of adult crime since 1960,,15 at a time when juvenile unemployment has also reached
alarming proportions. In short, jobs for youth may help-o.pntrol the sbethirig caul n of .

discOntent. aimlessness. and lack of purpose that is characteristic of most Amer' an youth,.
particularly nonwhite youth. who are not 'Making it" in the system.. , -,,

t
To regard youtteemployment as simply a way of "keeping the lid on. however.

overtook a deeper kind of discontent tharextends far beyond the confines of inner
city ghettoa discontent that irises from aseneral lack of purpose, dir onti" or sense of .

in goals among a wide segment of American,youth: Money for employment alone
will not satisfy the need that giyes rise to this discontent. As worker in ayouth cam
seling program pit, "I spent a summet as a counsel° the Neighborhood Youth Corps
and the kids got pad. but they really had nothin any value to do. They4_vere forced to
come in to the center every day and it was e than if they'd been hanging out on the .

corner. They would have been better they'd just had their cheAs mailed to them a' ,1

For young people, meaningful w can ke a form of life career planning and an experi-
ence in growth and self-disc v ry; jobs. on the other hand. are often just a way of filling

- time irf order'to pick u paycheck.
,

Ideally, life car p anning enables adolescents to explore

.

piore many,different kinds of mean-
ingful work to disvover work,that -they like to do and can do well. Ppviding this oppor-
tunity ne of the essential goals of the Gloucester Experiment in Gloueester, Massa-
chtt its.

;---- The Gloucester Experiment grew out oft hezefforts'of its founder. Al Duca. to involve,/ a group of young peOple in a work project that uld help them to "get high on life."4k
sculptor and artist whose flexible schedule allowed hitn to devote months at a-time to such .
projects. Duca explains the logic of his idea: "Ari Etfuscan happilyinvolved,in making
things would not have understoodat drug abils,e prevention means. It would have to
have been an obscure term to him." Duca believed that an experiment revolving around a
multifacei-ed Work progra/n for young people could have a significant impact not just on

'them. but on the total community. He believed so completely in this idea that he spent ...
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nearly two years getting the project launched and funded.
-The Qloucester Experiment became an actuality when Duca and the many friends'ind

colleagues who-were helping him to find an appropriate project in Gloucester finally
decided on the restoration of a lagal-burial ground. They also decided to seek the involve-
ment df thgentire,community. in addition to youlig people, by creating What they called
.a "community partnership" and inviting a variety of community resource people to assist

4 them, The project began as a volunteer community effort. Later the schools recognized it
.-- by -giving students cTdit for the work they did vith Duca. Finally the project became an

. elective course in t high school, For several nitnths 'Duca, two teachers, and some 30
students spend every Friday studying burial ground restoration techniques,. he history of
the region, Egyptian mummification, and anything else that would help them to understand
the task,pefore them. They visited museums, historical societiesond other burial-grounds
similar to the one cin which they.would be working.

By the time the group was ready to b4in, DUca had succeeded in'attracting najorfund-
ing from the National Institute on-Drug Abuseenough to pay some of the students a mod-
est stipend for /heir participation. %tie student recall the first summer's experience in ".

het4ournal:--.-1
Qne day it wass,eally pouring:out and we ma a b t with the city workers that we

Could load one of their trucks with dirtflrom t the burial ground before noon. When tie
were halfway through, two kids3.entro get hot coffee and donuts. By the time we
had finished it was just aff4minutesbefore noon and the coffee people, were back.
SO we went to ithesoit behind the cemetery and -all jumped in to wash off. When we
came outort--were big blankets and hot coffee waiting for us. It was a day that
bromhta Tot of us closer together:

One thing I found really interesting was doing research on some of, the stones: At
times I felt I sas writing a gossip column for the colonists and early settleis, So many
people were married tctmore than one person at.the same time that it makes today's
goings-on seem mild. 'At one point in the late 1700s, a small pox epidemic went
around and' illed many people, especially small children. It wasn t always the disease
that killed them; sometimes the cure was worse than the illness. For example, a cure
for "dropsy" was to fry a frog to a dark powder anal-flake tea ,out of it, or to put little It
bugs on their skin and let them suck an of the "bad blood" out.

As this excerpt indicates, fhe experience was not only fun'andprofitable for theyouth-
ful workers, but also helped them acquire a variety of skills. By the end of the first
summer, Duca and his co-workers had completely transfooned the burial groulnd, cre-
ated immeasureable pride in the project koughout the community, and learned, first-

. tland, among many other skills: surveying,travestone rubbing, archeological techniques,
stone restoration and repair, masonry, landscaping, writing and keeping of archival re-
ports, initiating a law to help preserve historic burial grounds and getting it enacted by
the Maltachusttts legislature, working with various departments of the city government,
and developing effective relationships with-the news media'. .

The restoration of the burial ground was only one of the Gloucester Experiment's several
missions. While the burial ground restoration was in progress, Uuca enlisted the aid of his
young colleagues in the construction of a mobile information center, using eighteenth-

!
century building techniques. Then several members of the group made a series of slide 4'
presenations depicting the work that had been accomplished. Finally, the Glow
Experiment crew built an educational resource center on a piece of land adjacen .12_ the
burialsround. The entire structure, as large as a two-bedroom home, was constructed by
high school students and otherstmong the 200 young people who had become attracted
.to the project. They assumed full responsibility for all phases of thekuilding's cotistruc -
lion: laying the foundation; framing the structure;'positioning the beams for the roof; and
installing drywall, wiring, plumbing, windows, and cabinets.

For the young.people who participated in the Gloucester Expe ent, there were
multiple benefits. One of these was the acty,al experience of l' career lanning. After the
coinpletion of the burial ground restoration,* the participants were askeA to submit a port--

,
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(ono dem'Onstrating things that they had leatned. Thedevelopment of:\a resuine was part
of the assignment. Following are some excerpts: .

6,
...I started as a Volunteer.... During the stammer of 1973 I became a paraprofessional
supervisor. This impressive title meant 1 got ro tell people _what to do in the cemetery.
It a'ls'o meant, much to my surprise, that 1.was to go to Charlestown (the historic site. ,
of Bunker Hill( and help them start a project there. This was done through the Bvorr
200 Committee, for a Heritage Trail. Also during that summer 1 worked on our pub-

.., lic"ationlof the Rockport Eagle, getting the stories the kids had written organii,g4. I
left the project the following September to find a job, but-the following April I re-
turned as an advanced trainee. Mete it is October already and I'm still here, not only
bei:anse I enjoy ii, but also because, it's the only job that ever taught me anything.

While Working at the cemetery: I have done a variety of skills. Along MI thegen-
.- 'eral physical work: clearing, desodding,,and mapping to be done in goo gather. .

[ worked on the recOrds kept of the maps in the winter. I alto worked wi a group on
dissemination. We planned workshops And spoke to public audiences. While.doing
this: r became very interested in the legal aspects of the program.

..: .
- When I WaS yoUnger, I was very interested in plants and the way they -grew. My

interests grew as I got older and .1 planted biggeit and better gardens and joined a
. horticulture club. When I first heard about the cemeterF project, I didn't think too

much of it. Then 1 decided to joi4 it to see how it was and (mod out that it was a
good learning experience and was a.fundthing to do. While working on the project. , ,

my fifecests changed to Landscaping, because I found it mbch 'Wore interesting than
. working with flowers. So I have decided to go on in this field.

. . , .

-Teri Tosi began participating in the GloacEster.,Experiment three years agO, white stiP6
was still in high school. She spent mare time outh.of high school than in, she remembers:
"I never went-toclass," Teri says, "unless liked the teacher. Then a friend of mine told
me about Al and the work that was going on at the buriaLground. 1 talked with Al and he
thought I'd do all right', so I started working here. I got credit for it from a local comma-
nity college, and 1 arranged to get all my assigniriants from the'higaschool so I didn't
have-to go to classesthey let me do my work 4t home. Ighingled a lOt of the roof of the
resource center and I did a poetfolioabout native wildfloVErs that I planted in the burial

ound." .

Teri also learned pottery-and ceramic .-She helped a local potter to build light fixtures
- for the resource center and by the fall o 1977 she was working as alt apprentice to two

; . different potters. She-also had a summer job that year as an assistant at the resource
center, helping W run a program for young children. "Working hew," Teli says, "I've met
a lot a epeople I never would havmet otherwise. I grew up in a very affluent town right

-, next to Gloucester: There are girls there who never wear the same outfit twice. Herd I met
.. - people who never had money. I learned to get along with lots of different kinds of people.

... Working on a project.like the resource center, 'you have to get along with people."
. 1ri the last two years, Teri has earned enough from different jobs to support' herself in

her own apartment-1'M completely on my (Avri now,"she says. "My parents were pretty
upset with me when I wasn't going to School, but now were getting along really well. They

. even had a birthday party for me last 'week. It was the best time we've had together in a
longtime." .... . , ..

. _ ,) . a,
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ALTERNATIVES .

In the early I970s, "alternatives" made its way into the vocabulary of people who were .

concerned about drug abuse prevention. It isa word that has-had a profound impact on the
field 'ever since. Yet, as a forth of drug'abuse prevention, the alternatives strategy is
paradox. On the one hand, it can be used immvdiately with high risk populations and re-

,
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quires no particular training; it is one of the easiest, most practical drug abuse prevention

. strategies to imple,inent. However, a successful alternatives program is a complex under-.
taking that requires a long-term commitment and unusual organizing skills.

The alternatives approach is based on several assumptions about drug-using behavior:
0 PeoPle use drugs voluntarilyArugs provide people with something they consider-

valuable. ' - a

0 Often people use drugs for what might be considered **positive" or "healthy" rea-
sons: to enhance the senses, for example; while listening, to music: to"achieval-
tered states of consciousness: to experience a sense of adventure.

ID Drugs are also ftl for what might be labeled "negative" reasons, or as a way of
'dealing with ne ive feelings or situations: to relieve bOredom, anxiety, depres-

.. sion, (ension,4ror other unpleasant emotional and psychological states; to rebel
against authority: to escape from feelings of loneliness or inadequacy; to-be ac-
cepted by one's peers.

ID Whatever the reasons for drug use, the
,

me effects can Usually be achieved
through alternative rheans that are prefekr/aable and more constructive.

0 An alternative involveinent should not beregarkg only as a substitute for drug .
use, as in the cast of a "natural high." Ideally, angternative'to drg "se will lead
to a long-term cons active activity, not just a short-term gratificati i

In Alternatives to rug Abuse: Steps Toward Prevention, Allan Y. Cohen abulates a
%ariety ;af levels of experience, types of gratification, corresponding motives, probable

,Nrugs of abuse, and alterinArs.16 The-following two, examples clearly illustrate the wide
range of possibilities. ,.,
Example #1:. .

Level of experience: Corresponding Most Probable drugs Alternative
Type of gratifica- Motives, needs,. of abuse example
lion - aspirations ,
Physicaltiertain- . 1) physical re2------- 1) alcohol, tran-

, Intro the general taxation I, :' quilizers, mari-.'
:feeling of. physical huana
well-being and experi- 2) relief from pain' 2) physician pre- .

Ience of the body or anticipated pre- scribed drugs
, . vent ion of sickness

3) increased physi- 3) stimulants - 3) training in pre- 0
cal energy, avoid- . ventive medicine:
ance of fatigue . . sitive health habits

)dietary andnutri-
.

...

ti al training and
t habi

.

5) physical. recrea-
tion: competitive., -

.., athletids (especially
for funk individtial

4
% physical conditions

. e.g., jogging, hiking,
nature study, certain
outdoorowork, etc.

1') relaxation exer-
cises, hatha yoga

dance and
movement training

36
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Example #2:
`Level of experience:
Type of gratifica-
tion -

e Social-Political:
Pergaining to exped-
iences generated by
identification or in-
volvement with
social causes or
political movements;
also reaction to
social and political
inertia or change

Corresponding
motives, needs,
aspirations
11 identification
with anti-estab-'
lishment forces
2) rebellionagainst
disliked laws
3) overcoming dis-
couragement or r
desperation with
social - political
future
4) induced change
in mass conscious-

,./---) ness, sometimes by
attempted disruption

. .4., of the system"

Most probable drugs Alternative
of abuse example

1) marihuana, I) partisan 41.

hallucinogens, political action, e.g.,
sometimes any helping candidate
illicit substance campaigns

marihuana; etc. 2) nonpartisan lobby-
3i.any ing, e.g., for ecologi-

4) hallucinogeits
. cal projects

r
3) field work with
politicians and public
officials
4) involvement in
social service
5) participation in
VISTA, pace Corps,
etc.

A thoughtful reader might conclude that 'almost any kind of constructive activity could
be considered an alternative to drug abuse. Most advocates of the alternatives strategy
Would agree with this. The sheer range of the strategy and its open-endedness, however,
can be puzzling at times to the uninitiated. As one parent commented in a general discus-
sion of drug abuse prevention, "People are calling things "drug abuse prevention' these
days that I used to'call 'camp' or 'music lessons." .

The difference between a camping experience that is "just" aMinping experience and a
camping experience labeled "drug abuse prevention" is primarily a difference in context.
Many parents send their children to camp, for example, without ever thinking of it as a
form of drug abuse prevention. They tyi4 do it simply because theyalSo were sent to cjarilp
and camp is part of their frame of ref*encecamp, in their view,. where children s
go during the summer instead of school. They may also, on the other hand, have so
concern 'about problems that theysee developing in their children; they may hope that
the camp experience will help them to get along better with other children and 'acquire
more self-confidence."Th)t latter example woullil be closer to thinking of camp as a form of
drug abuse prevel4ion, even if the parents never actually verbalize this idea.

Parents, teachpd, recreation leaders, youth Workers, and others who are familiar with
drug abuse prevention strategies JAve an added adv,antageover, those who are unaware of
'these strategies: they can placethe child's or young person's.behavior in a context that
a llows them to think more purposefully about the kinds of experiences,that might be most
helpful and suppOrtive. Camp might4be the best thing for a youth who is beginning to show
-signs of being troubled. Tutoring younger children, staying home and working on la car-
pentry project, caring for animals, taking 1, ions to develop skill in a particular Wort,

rnor learning how to make films might.he even more satisfying andshciWil. In short, a 'wide .

variety of options are available that the concerned parent or youth V.Orker might not think
. of without a clear framework for matching activities to young people's individual needs.

The alternatives strategy offers such a framework.
A number of traditional youth-serving agencies can -and do offer arlternah*s. These in:

citideille-YM-YWCA, the Boy Scouts and GirrScouts, 4-H*Clubs, 'church groups, Anckeven
schools. Depending on the community and the attitude of these agencies toward drug
use, however, new kinds of oiganizations may`also be needed. In many comm unities, the
youth who most readily use the available alternatives activities are the best adjusted, the
ones' who would be characterized as "low risk." Often traditional- drganizatioos have fe*
ways of reaching out to involve the "high .risk" youth need their help much more than
the ones they normally attract.
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Providing such opportunities is one of the primary purposes of Youth Alternatives,.a
program component of Community Coordination. of Drug Abuse Control (C2ODAC) in
Boise, Idaho. C2ODAC was launched in 1972 in response to general concern among adults
in the community aboukthe rising incidence of youthful drug abuse. As in many other
communities where the drug abuse problem came as something of ashock in the late
1960s, one of the organjzatibn's first efforts was to assess the extent of the problem.
C2ODAC volunteers canvassed their entire county first in 1973 and then again in 1975
for two of the most comprehensive surveys of drug use ever initiated by a local commu-
nity organization.

The findings might have been written it advance- by an expert on drug abuse prevention,
but they were not exactly what the citizens of Boise would have predicted -or liked to
hear. Primarily, they confirmed that a drug abuse problem did exist in Boise. In 1973, for
example,'more than six percent of youth between the ages of 9 and 12 indicated that they
smoked marihuana occasionally orregularly; for rh'se between 19 and 2-1, the figure was
54 percent.

The surveys also assessed many other factors related to druediiase. They found. for ex-
ample, that a-child's potential use of alcohol was directly related to parental drinking and
that the quantity of prescription and ova-the-counter drugs in the family medicine cabinet
was a reliable indicator of whether the children in that fatnily would become drug abusers.
The young:people who were most likely to abuse drugs. according, to the surveys, were
those who shared the fewest meals with their families grid were least invoked in commu-
nity andschurch activities. Significant percentages of those who did not use marihuana,
the surveys revealed, ;believed that "better and more accurate information would help to
correct the problem of drug Ouse. Among those who regulirly.used drugs, however, the
proposed solution %irks "better interests and activities for young people.; .
-"There's plenty foOids toile in this community," says Stanton Tate, who was director

of C2ODAC between 19nand 1977: "The only problem %vase° many of the kids didn't
know about these things. We probably have more cultural an activities in
Boise than most communities the same size. What we didn't'have was a systematic-way o(
Winging the kids and the activities t :ether."

As a result of the first survey, C D AC adopted two important intermediate &oals, in
,addition to its,basic missionsifdoordinating allicoMmunity efforts aimed-at 'cleating with
drug abuse-These goals were 1) to develop an effeCtive alternatives nf.tprograo.rnpet

`the needs of high risk youth; and,;) to act as a resource for informatiorrabout drug abuse
and alternatives to drugs. In 19733, C2ODAC published the first of a series..Of directories.--
of community y th services,in Boise and Ada County. Then some,two dozen of the pro-
gram's yout
tion of a fil>4t about t e ommunity's numerous alternative activities. Most important, the
Youth Alternatives p ogram itself was launchednot, however, without a good deal of

volunteers, most of them high school students, participated in the produc-

effort and some oppositio
At first the communi

Tate. -Pm sure sonf
to theconservat

,
wasn't convinced that alternatives were the way to go, recalls

pie thought I was.crazy to fight for alternatives. It was foreign
ho mind' One of our opponents wanted $60,000 to set u a_residen-

tial treatment program. We don't have a single treatment progr in.Idaho a d This one
would hive reached only teti adult Males-over the age of 18. But t hers of us It the
money would be better spent dealing ivith young people before th y got to be addicts."
Tate had been a rebel.and a`youth advocate for most of his adult life. He had worked asa
minister, a judge, a "srhakelomper" putting out fires in the forests of central Idaho, arcd
a youth ombudsman on the bampus of Boise State College. Not one to givc,u easily, fie
invited Allan Cohen, a leading proponent of the alternatives concept, to addr

%
a dinner

meeting of Boise's leading citizens; 150 people paid $7.50 each to attend. The ext day'
Cohen conducted a workshop for physicians, police officers, city council membe4, teach-

. ers, and other involved citizens, during which the partiCipants exaniined various strategies;
for dealing with drug abuse. 'Cohen helped us develop a rationale for hotv we were going
to ge about it," says Tate, "He made people delstand why prevention would be more
worthwhile than treatment. He sold the cone alternatives to this community."

to
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Co inning tiinake use of outside resources, Tate invited on Simile's, the founder of

the PRIDE program in Dade County, Florida, te. conduct a w rkshop in counseling
for Youth Alternatives volunteers. Fromihen on all the Volunteers received intensive
training modeled on the PRIDE peer counseling training (see page 29) bdore they were
considered qualified towork with "clients.

Youth Alternatives is not a gounseling program, however.." The rt.sionship between
the counselor and the client is very important," says Tate. "In fact. setting thein into an
activity isn't as'important.as just being with them. The Clients are kids who heed someone
to talk with. someone who can listen to them and understand what's bothering them. But.
i, estard to have a relationship with somebody if you don't have something in common to
share. Thaes.where the alternative activity comes in." Although the counselors cip&
f ollow any formal rules in establishing a, relationship with a client, generallyafter an
Initial meetingtheir strategy is 0 find out what kinds of activities the client might want
to try out and then to go along the first time to see if thie alternative meets the client's
needs. Frequently. one try is insufficient. Some clients some in to the Youth Alternatives
office, a comfortable "rap room'' setting, and never even reach the stage of locating an
alternativethe oportunity to talloith someone is enough for them. In a typical year, at
any rate, some 250 clients are,servedby the program and durin any given month an aver-
age of 24 counselors are prepared to offer their time and help. The majority of the clients
are recommended by their schools or by the juvenile justice system.

The actual alternative activities that young people llecome involved in through the pro-
gram have been as limitled wring,as the concept of alternatives itself. r ing one month, for
example. Youth Alterntives clients were referred to and became part of the following
activities and programs: arts and crafts, karate; reforestation, backpacking. a Humane'
Society dog show, horseback riding, designing posters for Youth Alternatives, astrology,
camping, and voltinteering in a local hospital. In addition, many of the young people were
Placed in jobs. We found that employment is the most important alternative of all," says
Tate. "It's the most satisfying and vital. When they have a job and have some coins
jingling in their pockets, money that they've earned, it really helps them to feel good about
themselves.

PARENTING AND FAMILY COMMUNICATION
t

Classes for Single Parents to Begin at Three Locations '
)

. . One-Parent Family Education will begin an eight -week class for single parents at
three locations this week. .0

Designed to improve communication and enrich relationships within families, the
course offers a supportive group setting in which single parents cats discuss their ,
needs-and experiences.. -

Fee for the class is $35;$1.5 for welfare recipients. Free childcare is available. One-,

Parent Family Education is a nonprofit organization. For. more information, phone

-
395-9540. , ,

This
.

,

is announcement:quoted directly from a major metropolitan newspaper, could have
appeared in a newspa er in almost any large communityisthe country in the last five -

years..Patenting. family communication, and family education courses constitute a major
trendrWPiether identi d as a drug abuse prevention strategy or not they dearly respond

. to an important.need. .

"Most people have the idea that,,ust because you-can procreate without any instruction,
that gives you the ability to parent,' says Lin Woodard, the founder and director of
Project INFO, a family education prograMin Whittier, California.."You have to be trained
to be a plumber, to drive a car, to be an electrician, to be a teacher --but there's no train-
ing for the hardest job in the world: patenting. Families can easily get into destructive

patterns wi
i

thout even knowing it: And when they find out it may be too late. Well, it can :
be prevented." '

Project INFO is unlike most parenting and family communication programs across the
country in/hat it.deals wittinall the members'of a family and the attendance of the entire

' -
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family is a requirement for participation. A majority of the families who enter Project
INFO's sewn-Cession training program are referred either by school disciplinary authorities
or the juvenile justice system: often families are asked to participate as a requirement for
a youth's continued attendance at school, or as an alternative to clisciplinary, action.

l'Our program, is both primary.preventimand early intervention," says Woodard. "lf a
faMily comes in on referral. it might be early intervention for the family member who was
referred but primary prevention for the younger brothers and sisters. Usually the worst
problems have already developed. For example, the family conversation has declined to
the level of mere maintenancethey only talk to each other about basic daily functions
Nice washing dishes and schedules. When the family reaches the point where there's no ex-
change except maintenance talk, one of those fancily members is going to be in trouble.
It might be the mother who decided to have a gin and tonic in the middle of the day-or dad
who decided he has to have an affair to feel better or a kid who thinks that downers make
algebra more tolerable. We have families coming to us firer training who haven't spent the
sane evening together for seven consecutive weeks in many years."'

Parenting and family communication training is no substitute for economic well-being:
of course. Nor will it fend off any of the other harsh pressures of modern day living that
may contribute to family problems.

What it can do is make family members more considerate of each other, help parents
to build their children's self-esteem, and provide families with healthy, constructtive ways
of solving the normal conflicts of family life. .-

Many parenting and family communication training prop-- ms owe aiarge debt to
Thomas Gordon, who developed a pioneering pr
ing P.E.T.t) that spawned a series of books!, a traogram

entit ed Parent Effeetiveness Train-
ing institu e, and thousands of PTE.T.
classes every year in oommunities all over the country. The numerous books by Rudolf
Dreikurs on parenting and child discipline are another major,source of ideas. And the
techniques of Transactional Analysisare,also commonly used as part of parenting and
family communication training. The field also has its popularizei-s at the level of daily
newspapers and magazines: Eda LeShan, Lee Salk, and many others.

Whatever its source, parenting and family communication training is usually based on a
rationale that is both simple and profound. Eleanor Sarris, curriculum director of Project
INFO. explains it in the following way: .

O Destructive and harmful ways of parenting, even in "normal" and healthy familiei,
are passe() from one generation to another. This chain can betasily brok6n, how-
ever. Parenting and family communication training cart have a positive iMpact not
just on present probI&ns, but on future generations. /- !0 Beeadse of the constant closeness and intimacy of a family, parents and children
may inadvertently fall into predicted patterns: They may develop expectations of
each other that an become self-fulfilling propheciesoften negative ones. They
may treat each other without consideration or respect. If they merely stopped to ask

%themselves, "Would I treat a friend this way?" they probably would refrain from '.
many ofthepegative things they do and say to each other, or at least think twice ,

beforeAloinetnd saying them.
O Communication, or the lack of it, is a crucial factor in a family's ability to get

along together. .

.,
P.E,T. training begins by addresing the roadblocks to communication that commonly

occur in familiesrGordon calls these "the dirty dozen": .
0 Ordering, directing, commanding .
0 Warning, admonishing, threatening
0 Exhortingz moralizing, preaching ,

10,Advising, giving suggestions or solutions
0 Lecturing, giving logical arguments

00 Judging, disagreeing, criticizing, blaming
0 Pr'ai§ing. agreeing
0"Name-calling, ridiculing, shaming
0 Interpreting, analyzing, diagnosins -
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O Reassurih. sympathizing. consoling, supporting
O Probing, questioning, interrogating

. O Withdrawing, distracting, humoring, diverting
Although some of these may sound like positive, supportive resp onse's, Gordon argues

that all of them are ways of making another person feel inadequate or unimportant, secon-
dary to the concerns and wishes of the listener. All of thern are ways of saying_nonverbally,
"What you jtst said may be important to you. but it isn't so important to me, TherefOr,e,
you're not so important to me and whatever is bothering you isn't,very important to
either."

A child comes home from school one day angry and upset, for example, and says, "I
late everybody and I'm not going to my piano this afternoon." The unwary parent
might easily respond with a communication roadblock such as:

on't be silly. Of course, you're going to your piano lesson. Now hurry up
afid practice."

"You think you've had a bad day. The washing machine broke down this
morning. and the laundry room was flooded when I came home fromshopping."

"Oh, it can't be all that bad. You're just out of sorts."'
one of these 'responses encourages communication and none of them attempts to find out

what might be bothering the child. All of them are a way of communicating, "Whatever
is bothering you doesn't matter." .
Given the very oommOn conditioe.of pooNcommunication in families, one of the basic
building blocks of parenting and family communication training is a technique labeled
active listening or responsive listening, a skill that the parent can use to indicate that he
or she has heard what the child is saying and unaerstandi what the child is feeling. In the
above example. the parent might have said, "It sounds like you've had a bad day." No
judgment,or rejection is indicate& the child is encouraged to confide and express himself/
herself. The parent can paraphrase the chi /d, or even just n'od, to indicate that he or she
has actually heard what'the child is saying.

Another common family communicatiorttechniqUe is the use of "rniessages, usuajly
in situations involving anger. A teenage sotrhas asked to borrow thecar, for example
and arrives home two hours late without having telephoned. His father could say, 'You're'
so irresponsible that you can't have the use of the car for a month. You always do things
like this. The leastyou-c.ould have done was to phone and say you were going to be late.
But not you' !" Obvious,ly, this is a "'you" message: it compounds the ange and resentment
by adding the weight of a judgment not just about the objectionable be r. but about
the teenager himself. The father could have sent an "r message: ':I-was ribly worried
when I didn't hear from you, because I was concerned aboutrwhere you might be and if
ydu were all right. And I'm also upset because I had tocancel an appointment that I
couldn't get to in time." The father has still acknowledged his,tinger7but he has not used
it as a vehicle for condemning his son altogether.

A third parenting and family communication technique often used in training programs
is a method forproblem-solving and conflict resolution. The main-objective of this tech-
nique is to avoid the typical sitgation in "whit" the parent and child engage in a power
struggle which can only be concluded by one OrThe other "winning." Thus. problem-solving
and conflict Tolution are seen as a cooperative, mutualedemocratic'effort- ,

One approach to family problem-solving and conflict resolution is for the parent and
child to examine together the Various steps of the decision-making and problem-solving
process described earlier in this.chapter, in the discussion of affective education: define
the problem or conflict; list the possible choices or' alternative ways of resolvingit; investi-
gate the consequences of each alternative; and choose the alternative that is most mutually
satisfying. .10

Another method is involved in Rudolf Dreikurs'."logical consequences" approach, a
way of resolving conflict's by testing the consequences of a decisionci- a particular form
of behaVior. Dreikurs gives the example of a young boy who resisted doing his assigned
chores. Finally his mother reached an agreement with him: since she also disliked doing
many of her "chores," they would both stop doing their chores and do what they.wanted



instead. The next day the boy awoke happy in the knowledge that he had not been nagged
at to take the garbage out the night before and that he could skip making his bed and
brushing his teeth. He also discoered.sto his dismay. that his mother was not awake, as
usual. and making, his breakfast. When he called to her, she explained that she preferred
to stay in he'd that day. Nor had she made his lunch when he cattle home from school. She
was too bum that afternoon to drive him to a BopScout meeting. or even to pay mach
attention to him. The b()% directly experienced in this situation the logical consequences
of their "agreement." As-Dreikurs explains it, he learned "alesso-rIthat very few children
experience: that order exists for their benefit as well as for other members tfthe family."17

In addition to using techniques similar to the ones described abisve, Project INFO stresses
methods for dealing with two other key aspects of the family dynamic: anger and affection.
Exercises focusing on anger are carefully handled, since. unlike most parenting and family
communication training proeranis. Project INFO intokes all family members. "No matter
what the exercise is:" says Woodard, "we discourage families front working on real prob-
leins during the workshbps."

Each of Project INFO'S seten evening sessions is evenly dkided into tw o parts. During
the first hour the parents in each family separate from their children and work with groups
of other parents and children: then the families reunite and participate together in the same
group for..khe second hour. One real-life exercise that Project INFO does encourage is a
iime for mutual sharing. in which the,parents tell their children something that happened
to them w hen they were teenagers'that they have never revealed beforea dream or a
wish, for exampleand then the children, in turn, share something with their parents that
they he never shared before. Tftis is one aspect of what the program describes as the
need to develop a "nourishing climate" within the family.

The success of parenting andlamily communication training can be measured in part
by the huge response that the dozens of different training program's and books on the
subject htpx e generated. The strategy provides immediate, palpable relief to troubled
families and it can be mastered easily. One father who participated in Project INFO on-
fides, "I know Fm very strict and authoritarian and I think this has helped all of us.irrour
family understand each other betterAustInowing some of the-things that go on under the
surface in a family has meant a lot to me." A mother'of a teenage girl says enthusiastically. 4
"My whole relationship with my daughter has changed. She's even doing her chores now
without me having to remind her And I feel different about myself. If somebody came up
to me and admired tiny necklace before I might said, 'Oh. I got it for three dollars°
at Woblworth:s.' Now.l think I could just accept the compliment. I think I learned some- .,
thing about accepting myself, not lust accepting my daughter." An evaluation of the impact,
of Project INFO on its youthful participants amply supports the enthusiasm of these
parentg, The recidivism fate for drug abuse. one year later, of young people referred to the
program by the schools or the juvenile justice system.during the first two years averaged

07eleven percent. *,

"We can't help everybody," cautions Lin Woodard. "Many of the families that come to
the program. are in crisis. We have to refer some of them for further professional help. ,

This isn't a-counseling or psyehotherapy program; it's an educational program. But the
nature of the crisis differs. A Woman who's just found out that her child is using marl-
huana may be in just as severe a crisis as a.person whose whole,family is falling apart. We
do what we can for all these families. For many of them, just the knowledge that somelicay

. cares is terribly important."
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' 1 CHAPTER 3
Organizational Models

. .
The strategies,' programs, arid techniques disCussed irethe preceding chapter represent an
overview of activities that are generally.included in drug abuse prevention programs. Yet,
to focui exclusively on these stt4egies would be to miss an aspect.of prevention that has
gained increasing impottance in recent years: the development of new organizational
models both for implementing programs and for creating institutional change. . .

The rationale for new organizational prevention models is rooted in the idea that drug
abuse, particularly among the Nation's youth, is symptomatic of new kinds of individual
and societal problems. Often traditional youth-serving institutions have not been able to
deal with these problems adequately; on occasion., they have evecontributed to the .

problAns.
Affective education deals with an aspect of human development that schools have tradi-

tionally neglected, for example. The value of this strategy is significantly diminished,-how-
ever, if it is implemented piecemeala common illustration would be a school that offers
an elective class in human development or values clarification taught by one or two
teachers who are interested in the 'subject. "Business as usual" can easily continue in-such e
a school withopt ariyone, excepeperhaerflre teacher of the human 'development class,
realizing that the school has begun tb take the idea of drug abuse pr6vention sefic?usly.

Unfortunately, isolated, piecemeal drug abuse preOention'efforts in school settings are
quite typical. Therefore, changing schools ,primarily through extensive inservice training
and organization development techniquesis a major item on the agenda of school-based
individuals and organizations concerned with drug abuse prevention. The school-based
change agent has become an important organizauonal model.

Community-based drug abuse programs are frequently young organizations that began in
response to needs that no othertommunity institutions were meeting. Many.of the drop-in
centers; youth counseling centers, and hot lines that now engage in drug abuse prevention
fit into this second organizational model and havirig matured since their initial appearance
in the 1960s, many of them are also beginning to play new roles and provide new kinds of
services in. their communities.

4.
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.0n occasion, well established community based drug abuse ageneies may become'cata-
I,vsts for community-wide coordination of drug abuse prevention programsoand youth ser-
% ices. Although the source of community-widecoordination may alpo be a.more traditional
agency. such coordination itself constitutes a third organizational model that hak profound
implications and is only beginning-to be *ell known in the prevention field.

Finally, a grpwingsense of pride and self - sufficiency within ethnic and minority commu-
nities throughout the country has prompted unique approaches to drug abuse prevention
that characterize a fourth organizational model! the. community -based program oriented
priMarily to a particular ethnic or minority group.

Whatever the organizational model, changing institutions in the larger community in
order to provide new kinds of services in response to new kinds of needs has become a ("`
paramount goal of many drug abuse prevention programs. Often institutions and the in- -

dividuali within them are threatened by change. The recent history of drug abuse -preven-
, Lion has,had its tense confrontations and bitter disputes. These [mre helped prevention

advocate's to become highly skilled in the:art of The possible and as a result many preven-
tion progranis. like the ones described in this chapter, are beginning to createsigni ant 4.
changes not just in the lives Of young people, but in the institutions whose pur is to
serve them,

. WOOL-BASED MODELS
.

Since the beginning of drug abuse crisis,of the 1960s, the schools have been bur-
dened with more than it share of responsibility for doing something about the drug
problem. It was assumed that, because the schools have a huge captive audience of young
people for twelve years; one might reasonably expect the schools to be ahle,to teach them
sortie common sense about drug use during that time. This assumption seemed logical be-
s.ause, next to the family. the schools are still the most influential factor in the develop\
merit of many young people. , :.

14,owever. it is also unfair. The schools are still tKe most influential factor in the devqlop-
ment -of many young people, next to the family, but not in the development of all youn
eople. In the last two decades, the seiieds have been running neck and neck with tele-

. % 'sion and other sources of information outside the family. So, for that matter, has the
f' mil) isee the discustign f pressures the family in chaRter IL Although several gen-
e tions ago the schooffc ja be.itii '"i pon by certain se' ments of the soeie4 for social
ad ancement and occup iorial status, that situation has als .changed. Drugs, alcohol,
television. air hang* family. segregated housing patterns, ocial and economic in- .

equality a these, social problems have been dumped like unwanted children on the
doorstep of the schools. TA schools he had to take them in, often without'being able
to provide much help at all.
4 The result hAs been wid' andkrowinrdisenchvriment with public education.
The defeat of suburban Sch .0udgets is now,a common phenomenon, in contrast to the
enthusiasm for educational spending that prevailed two decades ago. Class sizes continue
to grow in school districts across the country as.enrollinent ad budgets decline (a result
of the declining birth rate asmuch is disillusiOnment with the schools). The downward
spiral of the Nation's urban school syst4Acontinues relatively unchecked.

Because the urban school is usually beset 1)5i- more problems than any other component
of the educational system, it is genegaify.it) -ast hospitable environment for construc-

tive change. At-a time when teachers in r public-sehools have'been,diagnmed as being
victims of,a condition similar to battik fa e itoften.seems remirkable that anyone-
either teacher or student-manages tefe8 to a day in an urban.school without cominit-

.,

ting at least one act of desperation.°T ro4rtifulaffy true of'junior high schools, where.
,people face, the awkward transition between
wee of anxiety and bewilderment.

4.

in addition to whatever other pressure y6u
' childhood and adulthood can be a constant

. The Thruit Drug Prevention Pirojra
Thomas Carpenter4h.D., also.known as "Doc," chose to work at John Muirlunior High
School after moving to Los Angeles, California, from New York City. It was not the typical'
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choice of the typicafteachpr. The school is a huge, sprawling complex of buildings that
. houses 1,800 students; it islocated in the heart of the city's black and Mexican-American

ghetto and it is about as unlovely as a school could bean oversized, impersonal institu-,
tioh, remarkably similar to hundreds of others in similar neighborhoods in cities across
the country. It is the kind of school that, day in and day out, delivers nonverbal messages
about self-concept and societal values to its students that come through with much more
_vividness than any announcement that has ever blared through the school's intercom sys-
tem. They are not messages of hope. For the last two years the gargantuan Los Angeles '
Unified School District has been wrestling with the nearly'impossible problem of court- .

ordered desegregation. John Muir has not been included in any of the proposed plans: the
school boat] has determined that it is too "racially isolated" to consider.

Doc Carpenter chose to work in theinner citybecause of the challenge. "You have to
make sure-that you're going to turn the kids on," he sttys. "They,don't have anything to
lose, so it's my job to make them want to learn.:Xarpenter considers the problems of
John MUir so routine that they scarcely warrantlanalysis"It has,all the problems of the
inner city school," he says matter-of-factly. One problem in particular that Carpenter
would like to do something about is the rigid control of "a few administrators who run the
lives of all the kids in the school. They're to traditional establishment that the philosophy -

of prevention runs counter to." r
Carpenter began with slow determination. after joining the faculty at John Muir four

years ago as a social studies teacher. In his second year, he and another teacher organized
a program they called COPEthe Center On Participating Education iri which they com-
bined social sciences and language arts and relied mainly,on paperback books as texts.
Among other unconventional practices, they knOcked down a watt between two classrooms
themselves andthen enlisted the help several students and other teachers in redecorat-
ing the combined rooms as an open learning center.

A voluble talker with an epic 'walrus mustache and abundant New-York City energy,
Carpenter had no trouble making friends in the community and enemies-in the school,
thelatter primarily among the second-echelon administrators whose policies he openly
'criticized, He and several other dissident faculty members willingly let themselves be cast
as the opposition," Thus, when a group of faculty members participated in a three-day
team oriented planning session, part of the Ste Department of Education's drug abuse
prevention training program, Carpenter and Company were not invited. That there were
differences within the school staff surfaced as a clear problem, however, at the training
session; consequently, Carpenter, two students, three other teachers, and a parent finally
went to Sacramento for their own training session. The result of the second session was
an effort to get the two groups to work together cooperatively. Out of this came a pro- -

posal and, ultimately. the Thrust Drug Prevention Program, which began during the 1976-
77 school year with funds from the Los Angeles County Department of Health.

"The first team didn't actuallyend up v?irking with us very much," says Carpenter,
"although there wasn't any. real animosity. It just didn't work out. When they went up to
Sacramento, they spent most of the time there complaining aboui us, When we went up,
we talked abotjt a program,"

Carpenter's occasionally brash tactics have paid off in growing recognition of the
Thrust program's merits. Carpenter has documented these irr what one authority on the
evaluation of drug abuse prevention-programs described as "the best evaluation of a pre-
vention progranil've ever seen,'

"tarpenter Ws the boat," says Annette Peckham, coordinator of drug abuse preven-
tion programs for thotos Angelel County Department of Health, "btit hesets thingsdone."

During its first year, Thrust trainedia cadre of nearly 100 student leaders who conducted
a variety of affective education activities during homeroom periods, trained other students
in the same techniques, and rirbvided peer counseling in the newly opened rap room in
the school. With the Wp of several key consultants, Thrust also offered a series of inser
Vice training days foi faculty members, students, and parents. And Thrust funded several
"humahrelations days." which allowed students and parents to share values clarification
activities in informal environments away from the sehoolA
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.; Alameda County Training and Revelopment,Center
:

School districts are rarel in the position to p ovide leadership in fields like drug abuse
prevention. More typically, they act in respo to crises and then driftalong in a state of .,
inertia until the next crisis comes. The Alameda Qunty School Department, in Alameda ,

County, California, is an illustration of he cr iv eadership that a count education
department can initiate to remedy this situation. Th school department's gaining and
D#elopment Center has provided services to thousands of individuals and .hundreds of
schools and community-based programs since it was founded in 1970. Located in a county
with a population of over lmillion and communities that range in size from Oakland,
with 350,000 people, to tiny rural towns far away in isolated valleys, the Center has been
described as one of the most comprehensive drug abuse prevention programs in the
country. .

. .
. ,------

The Training and Development Center was set up as a component of the county school
department in 1970. At that time it was called the Drug Education Center and was funded
by the California Council on Criminal Justice as the drug abuse prevention component of
theccounty's Comprehensive Drug Abuse Program. From the beginning,ihe Center avoided
the traditional informational approach to drug education that was still in wide use at the
time. Instead, the Center recruited creative teachers and counselors to develop new kinds
of curriculum materials (see page 4 for.a description of one of these) and to provide school .

districtl, community organizations, and parents with training in values clarification, de-
cision- aking, communication skills, and other affective education techniques that were

- just'be inning to gain acceptance as drug abuse prevention strategies. .

. By 1 77, the Center had expanded to include several different programs and components:
programs in drug and alcohol abuse prevention; school and community mobilization as
part of ,an experimental State-funded alcoholism prevention project relying heavily on the
use of media; training and technical assistance for a county-wide youth counseling pro-

) gram; fhe continuing publication of a newsletter reporting on drug abuse and various
kinds f prevention programs; the development of new information and curriculum Ma-
terials and training in multicultural education. The Center's staff was kept continually- busy, oreover, providing services to a variety of county schotTls and youth-serving
agencies in organization d)telopment techniques. The Center's budget in 1977 amounted
to over 5500. '' ....

Just as important as the eenter:s numerous programs was its ability, as the hub, of an
. information and resource-sharing network, to influence youth-service policies in the

county. Partly because of the Center's activism, for example, the county board of super-,
visors voted in the Spring of 1976 to make the developmental needs of young people the

-n

The major benefit of Thrust's first year, Carpenter believes, was its direct effect on the
students who partictated. According to the program's first-year evaluation report, which
summarizes the tabulated results of an elaborate student questionnaire, unacceptable high

, risk behaviorsincluding drug abuseamong Thrust participants declined significantly
itiLcomparison with a "non-Thrust" control group. ,

Tow in its second year, Thrust is making a more concentrated effort in the area of staff
development. This includes intensive training for new teachers"if they don't survive
it's a revolving door," says Carpenter, "and that's serious for the kids; it create dysfunc-
Ilona behaviors throughout the school ",and workshops in organization development for
the administrative staff. . . .

According to the conveiignal wisdom of changing schools, one rule that should almost J
.1.

never be violated is "Keep a low profile and don'tget anybody too upset." Cleirly, this
has not been Carpenter's strategy. He has balanced his criticisms with useful contributions,
haixelL. (insery ice training, for example, and help for troubled students), and he has kept
the trust and good faith of the school's principal. "The tone of the school has changed,
says Larry Foster, who was principal of John Muir until the fall of 1977. "I think there's
a more humane and positive atmosphere. The program has encouraged positive behavior
among the students and it's increased communication among the students, the staff, and

e parents. As 1 understand it, that's what drug abuse prevention is supposed to be about."
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'top priority for re venue sharing funds. a -

An important factor in the genter's success has b'een its continual emphaiis on action
oriented training and local level decision-making. The Center gaff function primarily as
facilitators. "We managed a youth conference recently," says Center administrator Orle
Jackson, "and we had 411 kinds of different people orking togther, planning, and spiv-
ing problemspolice officers; stackers, parents, yOu name it. That was a milestone for
this county, and it's the kind-6f chi iit we've been aiming at all along. During/he con-
ference, people kept asking our staff what the problems were that they should be dealing
with. We said, 'It's up to you to decide.' They have to' work harder that way, but then
they own the problems and they own the solutions, too." ,. -

In Jackson's, view, drug abuse preverOon is more a philosophy than a,particular programf
a or set of strategies. "It's a way of thinking about drug abuse that leads to activities. The

activities don't necessarily have to be part of a prevention program. It could be.legisiation.
Maybe a concern of prevention should be passing the Equal Rights Amendment. Full
implententation of Title IX is a form of drug abuse preverition. Stereotyping people ac-,
cordingto sex roles reduOs the options for life-enriching experiences. Part of it is helping
recreation departments become more relevant talthe needs of kids. There isn't much point
in talking about altetnatives unless you alsolalk about changing institutions."

.
.. .4

COMMUNITY-BASED MODELS
Except for thefilatively few community -based drug abuse programs.(see the following
section on community-wide models) that Ijave adopted prevention as an objective, most
community-based programs have traditionally focused on crisis intervention, counseling,
information, and referral. Thus; their role has been.primarily to intervene in situations
where serious problems ha lready developed. In recent'years, however, many commu-
nity-based grams, increasin y sensitive to the need for prevention efforts, have aug- .

mented their programs to wor cooperatively with local schools. One of the most success-
ful devices fins been to provide the schools with outreach counselors.

Youth Intervention Program (Y.I.P.) ,
The Youth Intervention Program in Alameda County, California, is a direst result of a
decision by the county board of supervisors, described in the preceding section, to make
the county's youth needs the top priority for revenue sharing funds. Nearly $500,000 was
.,appropriated for the program during 1976-77 and most of this was used to pay fOr out-

. reach counselors, based in community counseling-and drug abut agencies, to wor -1r
schools. In its first year, Y.I.P. funded 35 counselors in ten °lthe county's school districts
through six comthunity-based agencies and reached an estitriated 33 percent of the youth in
the county ikho.had been identified as needing services.

The program's goals include reducing truancy and dropout rates in the county schools
and increasing the grade point averages, the potential for high school graduation, and the
levels of self - concept of yolith involved in theprogram. Essential to meeting these goals
is the role of the counselors a catalyst for change and innovation who is able to
operate outside the normal constraints of the 'traditional school counselor.

The organizational results_during the project's first year were predictably mixed. As
.# YIP. project coordinator Karl Klausner put it, "We have one school where the principal

insists there's no problem, and he's refused to let the Y.I.P. counselor have an office. In/
another school, five minutes away from the first one, the administration has been corn-
pletely,c;pen. They've said. 'We're grateful you're here and we'll give you anything you
need. A warm welcome from theschool administration was neither requited nor neces-
sary, Klausner points out, although all the schools involved did agree to accept the ser-
vices Of Y.I.P. counselors. "The first two montts of the program consisted timost entirely
of planning and getting the program established in the schools," Klausner says. "The
counselor in the resistant school has had to work harder and be more inventive than the
one in the school that welcbmed her, so in a tva y the first counselor used the situation to
her advantage."

Itt
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In some cases, no amoutu of in% entiveness could' remedy the situation. Several or the
community agencies found, fur example. that counselors %sbo %sere sufficiently mined and ,

,. qualified to work in community settings had problems adapting to schools. Although the
counselors were not requiredto base counseling credentials. one agency found that only
credentialed counselors could gain acceptance among the administration and faculty niem-.
hers-in the schools in its ser% ice area. Another agency placed a csounseltir in a summer
school'administered by a Bice priricipal honi a high school that si:as antagonistic toward ,--
the agencs. The summer school admigistrator effectisely presented the counselor from
doing his job by insisting that es ei3_,stt1dent pros idea permission form signed by his or
her,parentsdespite the fact at the superintendent of the district had waived this re-

4
'

quirement for Y.I.R. counselors. . . .

Nesertheless. in many schools the Y.1-P. counselors played a unive ti'nd vital role, '
Barbara Humphries. a round-faced. youthful woman in her mid-thirtis, is a Y.1.P. out-

reach counselor %sho %4% irks for the Conrmunity Counseling and Education Center in Fre-
niont. Californi51. a wiling suburb midway betiveenSan Francisco and San Jose. From,
eight to three. ese school dayand sometimes longer Barbara.is on call" at Thornton
Junior High School. Her job is to interact s% ith kids. parent. teachers, and school adniinis-
t ratorsand to help them with their problems.

Barbara is the kind of person they need and seek out. She is the rind of perion who takes
in a troubled teenager as a foster child in addition to raising her own younger children.
She is the kind of....erspn %%ho.embraces a seemingly endless task pros iding cdunselmn o
anentire junior high school -7, with energy and hiumor. She is ([10 ind of person kids ca
trust. But she does not pander to kids' loyalties. Adults can trust her, too. ,

Barbara is stationed in,Thornton Junior High
Adults

for th &entire school day 'five days
a week ith only occasional' relief for staff meetings at CC EC, a community-based 6
ization that hired her after she had worked,as 43 hotline volunteer for two years.

Barbara's "office" is a counter, which she shares with two other people, in a hallway
opposite the coffe machine in the school's administration center; The two otherchool
counselors have ivate, enclosed offices on the opposite side of the administration
complex. There ey spend much of the day dealing with discipline probrems.referred to
them 4) the %ice principal. Barbaia readily acknowledges that they have less time' for,
ac al counseli than she does and that the

y

have Veit confessed to some envyof her
si ation. Barba has attained the luxury o being able to counsel kids without tke usual
paperwork andiadministrative trivia that most school counselors must put up wjal, but ° .
she has sacrificed for it. The regular school counselors take home nearly twice as much in
pay as she does.

.Baibara con'f'esses with a smile Thai in a way sh e's grateful for the California drought.
It allowed her; to spx:Lrliost of the school year outdoors. She wonders where she might °

hale met kids' if it fined. ,not that the school administration Hasn't been coopera-- -

rive, she hastr plain. On the contrary, Thornt&ilunior High has a.',reputatfon for
being one of h77ffschools in Fremont and the printipatis widely cognized as one of
the most opqn-mirilltd administrators in the district. But ttise 'sch9o1 is terribly overcr-O3Oded.-
Built for aoq, it had 1,Q00 students during the 1976-77 schOol year., '

So Barbara's office i everywher`e in the school. She meets kids indiyidually on the lawn
or in the nufrnerous courtyards of this typically suburban California school building, With .
its almost ci3mplete absence of Ils. She encounters them duEing breaks between/`
classes andiat lunch. She lakes them out if. necessaci, forprivate counseling
sessions. S e also has five counseling gr upsfour with ten students each and °fie, a
"lunch gro with six. She is provided with cla,%-room space in order to meet the larger
groups. s-

Counseling kids is only part of Barbara's job. She also has-cdunseling sessions with
several farptlies,iekher their.homes or m the school (most fer the school), after

wor1ts witkseveral teac4eis tointroduce values clarification and other aff4
edueatiOn techrttques\in the classroom, providing them wit classroom demonstrations:
materials, resources, and support. She has even initiated series of "new games" in tItii
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school as part (f an effort to reach those students'who have trouble with more conventional.
competitive athletics. On some occasions she comas teachers.

At the beginning-of one of Barbara's typically unpredictefle days, she answers a note.
from a math teacher by going to his rodni to see What's op his mind. He Os her that hes
"livid" because the. principal has apparently bypassed -the suggestion: agreed on by the
members of the math department, that either he or another department member be con-
sidered as the replacement for the outgoing department chairman. The principal said that
he would have to advenise the position in order,t6allOw for fair.competition: instead .

the..math teacher says, the position was never adt ertised and theprincipal told him yester-
day that today is the final deadline for applications. "1 took it out on my wife," the math
teacher tells Barkara half-jokingly. "Welt I stomped around a lot. I want to know why he
did that. I am Mad. If Ifs because he doesn't think good enough. or Chuck, the other

. one we'recoinmended, I want him to he honest about it. if its something else, I want to .

know that too."
Barbara listens and nods as he tells her about theAarious.con<ersat ions he's had 'With

the principal. She suggests that maybe they haven't communicated well enough about tome
aspect (*the situation.She agrees that die present dilemma could have something to Jo.
with infra-faculty disptites over the California collective bargaining but she adds' t hat
in her experience the principal has never engaged in underhanded. indict-ie belm\ior. .

Maybe the best thing to do. she says, would be to go tothe principal and ask him to ex-
plain whit happened. but tci try to keep cool about it. .

/Barbara leaves the math teacher's room and drops by her "desk:. for a moment to pick
/up some notes. Students often leave requests to see.her in a private box she keeps for this

purpose.
There are two notes. One says, want to talk with you about my report The other

says,s,"Call Pat at the office. She returned your car'
Barbara goes to one ort he school's supply closets --a tiny, windowless storeroom

s where a phone has been installed in order to enable people to male private cats. First
she calls the'director of CEC to tell her that she heard this morning that a son of a
prominent community leader was arrested yesterday for selling marihuana. She wonders'
if she ought to call the student's Mother, whom she knows well, and volunteer her support.
The.director agrees to this suggestion. Then Barbara-calls the Mother. They talk for about
fifteen minutes. The Mother breaks into tears during the conversation. Barbara listens.
"I haven't seen him yet," Barbara says into the phone. But I do know that he talked with
the librarian and he was eliremely concerned and frightened." Basically, she commiserates.
Theie is not much anyone can do at this point: the boy is in trouble and is going to learn
a painful lesson. "It pay have been that those kids are-fairly fasCinating," Barbara says
into the phone. "The are so many reasons why he may have done it.' -

Outside again in one of the school's courtyards, Barbara spots a girl with disheveled
blonde hair approaching. "She's angry with me about something." Barbara says under her
breath. "I'm not 4tire whit. She's had'a lot,t4 trouble this year,'

.The girl passes Barbara with a scarcely suppressed glare. -

,'!Where are yoti.goingr Barbera asks.
The principal,' the girl answers, turning around but -not stopping: "I scat sent. She said

:,was stoned.'
"Are 'you'?' 1 /I/
'Instead of answering: the jrl makes a dancing, shrug-like gesture, looking as if she might

lit levitate, at arry moment. A '. .

. Oneher way to nieet the studept yvho.sent the other note, Barbara passes t,he.,math
teacheron his way back to his claSsroom. He stops to tell her that he's just seen the prin-

t: Rapt and everything worked out,okay. The principal apologized profusely, having for -
t ( 'gottenqo follow up on a 'conversation they had several weeks ago. No slight was intended

... and the principal phoned fhe district office to ask that the deadline be extended in order
to allow themath teachers-14).0s colleague to apply for the job.

Then'Barbara and Lfeurietlhe girl who sent the other notepeet privately for forty -five
minutes on the sun-baked lawnin front of the-administiation building. Their conversation

. .. ' I.,
s '
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cannot be heard, but the girl makes no attempt to hide her tears.
"She's thirteen,- Barbara says afterwards, "but herparentk1reat her as if she's eight.:

She is small for he age. She *as crying because.she hadn't finished li.report she was sup-
posed to do. She's afraid of her parents' reaction. Her mom ivs been yelling at her a lot .
lately. I've been .encouragiu her to tr. to help the family communication by pointing out ,
that a communication pro exists. She told me she went home last week and said,
:Mum. you're always yelling at me and I don't know what's. wrong.' Her mother said, 'Well,
you should know.

always
Barbara ,smiles at the:irony. "She's made real pemess, though.

They've started talking to each other.::
Barbara Humphries stops Walking and looks at a block of two-story. apartMent buildings ,

across the street from the school. -Fifty. percent of the people in Fremont are udder the
age of 25. she says. -There's no town center, no feeling of community. Fremont is actually.
a series of towns that ineorpoPated togerhei=19r political and,tax purposes. Those buildings
oNer-fhere are the condbminiums. They re 4ned almost entirely by absentee landlords
who, rent them out instant slums. Many of the families have only-one parent. The kids

. hine nt superision. In one of the buildings, there's a gang of teenagers that no one can
controlthey"Ae takh ON'et-the building. The parents are hardly ever home. Those kids
are totally out of control. I hate tb go there. Its scary.'. .

Although Barbara Humphries.is an exampleof a successful change-agent working com-
fortably within a school, yet based outside the school system. this approach requiresat
the eery leastartistry. imagination, and great energy. These are requirements that hav .

fed many advocates of youth service and drug abuse prevention toithe conclusion that
their energies would be more productive if appliqltompletely outside of the public e -

cat i9sal system. '
As already noted. one of the most useful and'east nized cpmmunity-based models

for youthsis the recreational alternatives piogram. C2 DAC, in Boise, Idaho,,is one
example (see chapter 2). Programs like these tend to be like the guest tt the'wedding,
however; they are invariably subservient to the allomina ing role of schools in the lives
of their young clients. '"0,..

Although the alternative schoolt `movement" of the 1 to 1960s has attracted less pub-.
licity in recent years than it did in the past., in many communitiesindefiendent alternative
schools are still recognized as an important way to reach young people and prevent a ..,,,
variety of destructive and seltdestruttiVe behtviors that might be eitier ignored or merely

_

punished in the conventional school setting. ' .

The Group ...Schoollti Cambridge, MassaChiasetts, is one exampleof an independent al-
ternative school- that has had an extremelypositive 'effect on highriskyouth who enight
not otherwisb have "made it" in the traditional system. Among the school's 75 students,
81 percent come from families that are either on weffire or are classified as low income;
51 percent live in public housing; 43 percent have dropped out of public schools; 57 per-
cent were chronic truants before coming to the Protip School; and 57 percent have been
arrested and brought into court. The two principal goals of the Group School are to pro-
vide its students with: 1) basic academic skills; and,2) pride in themselves and their-
working-class origins. One of the school's major philosophical premises is that if students
work hard enough they can have an opportunity to effect changes in society that will help
other young people avoid their own social and economic predicament. The school's rigor-
ous curriculum includes five components:

0 Academic instruction
0 Personal counseling

.0 Advocacy assistance, i.e., in legal tatters
0 Career, education, including job platement and counseling .

CI Participation in school governance and decision-ilia/Ping
The school has a full-time staff of eleven teachers and an annual budgetif approOnately

$150,000, primarily from State agencies and private foundations.
At the end of five years, the school has had more than 100 graduates, one-third of whom*

have gone onto college. Most of the rest have found and ;maintained jobs. Interviewed'about
his reactions to the school, one father §aid, "It's the best thing that ever happened to my
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son." The mother of another student said, "Rif would go thei4 on his Islands and knees if
he couldn't walk." .

In Chicago, Illinois, the Alternative Schools Network coordinates a system of 48 alterna-
tive sc,hools for, students in preschool through high school. The schools offer diversified
learning programs to meet the needs of over 4,000 young people not being served by the
public school sjrlem and unable to afford a private education. The majority of theschools

4. are in low-income neighborhoods and are attended by the same kinds of students that the
Group School attracts.

Among other projects, the network operates a T,ruancy Program designed to offer fully
accredited educational alternatives to students who have been chronically absent from
the public school system. this program, unique to Illinois, is funded by the State Office
of Education. Another project coordinated by the network is a videotai/e-program that
employs two full-time staff members who train young people to use videotape _equipment
and make documentaries about their neighborhoods. The network has a library of 75
tapes, some of which have been shown on the local_public, television station.

Some schools in thelietwork charge minimal tuition, at most $600 a year. Others are
Swported by grants from local fburidations and brtheFederal gevernMent.

The Alternative Schools Network was an outgrowth of a conference on alterhative
schools held in Chicago in 1973.'Ironically, it originated at a time,when many people wl
fliited with altsruative schools as a fad in the late 1960s were beginning to be disen-
chanted and-felling each other that the future of the "movement ' looked grim. Clsarly,
that prophecy needs re-evaluation. During the-summer of 1977, the network sponsbred a
conference on alternative schools that drew more than 2,000 participants, many from as

.tar away as New York and California. -

COMMUNITY-WIDE MODELS
, .. fb .

. .
. . t

Community-wide models for drug abuse,prevention and the coordination of youth services
are a relatively recent phenomenon. However, they'represent an idea that is likely to gain
ikTeasingimportance in the future. The rationale for a community:wide "Youth Services
System" is spelled out in A Design for Youth Development,Poliey, a publication of the

t : Center fOr Action Research, Inc. in Boulder, Colerado."This report summarizes a three, '
year study of youth policy conducted as pared a contract with the U.S. Office of Youth
Development. . . .

,Three main assumptions undVie t epores proposed community -wide youth services
system: . , .

1. The federal government will continue to decentralize decision-inskingauthoriq
to its [Vona! offices and to the States.9, . . .
2. The trend toward revenue sharing will continue. , ... l

3. The.drive in go..ternmerit for efficiency,, effectiveness, atird accountability will
increase. . ,

The principal'elei'nentsin a comprehensive youth services system, according to the
report, will be those agencies that currefitly Control most of the funds allocated for!youth
development in Most communities; the courts, the Schools, the police department, and the
welfare system. Parks and recreation agencies, community health organizations, hospitals,
and employment agencies ale otter possible components of such a system: Some of the
organizational models peevifously described in this chapter would clearly deserve tole
included as well.-At present, however, most communities Pick the kind of coordination the
report envisions. They lack, in sort, "a single authority to which.all agencies are account- -

/ able" and, therefore, "no one, in' the, community can command coordination of all . . t.-
, agencies:: The creation of a youth /services system could begin, the report notes, wiTh the

creationbflformal and: informal agreements that would link together a wide variety of -

community agencies and funding sources. .

These formal andalbfornial agreements already exist in many comffiunities across the
country. The decision of the Alameda County Board of Stiperviselno devote a significant
portion Of its revenue sharing funds to the YIP, program, for examplftrepresents'a major

. . . ,
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step toward a youth services system. The 'recommendations that led to that decision were
made by an ad hoc planning Committee that consisted of representatives from the county
schoOl,departments, community-based yOuth service agencies, and the revenue sharing
coordinator of the county administrator's office.

In Nevada City, California, the initiative fbr a similar move came from a community:
based youth service agency called Youth Self Help, This organization lobbied intensively
for coordination of youth policies and fiscal planning and finally convinced the county
board of supervisors to appropriate a significant portion of the 1977-78 revenue sharing
budget for this purpose. The Gloucester Experiment, in Gloucester, Massachusetts, is a
:different kind of Model for community7wide coordfration and change; this program has
created community-wide..change on several different programmatic and policy levels.

The initiative for community-wide coordination of youth and drug abuse prevention
services can come from virtually any source,, individual, or agency that has a legitimate,
interest in the well-being of young people. Usually it originates with a single individual,'
who'begins to build a coalition and a circle of support until several agencies and com-'
munity leaders'have been convinced to take a public:stand in favor of the approach.'
Whether the new program and working relationships these. people and agencies support
become's a formal contract or an informal agreement depends on the particular co
nity and the individuals and agencies involved.

The Charlotte Drug Education Center, whiCh serves the 350,000 residents of Charlotte/
Mecklenburg Cbunty, North Carolina, is an example of a program that reached'the status
of a community-wide resource on drug abuse prevention !rpm what can only be described
as meagre beginnings. The idea for the agency was conceived by Jonnie McLeod, a pedia-
triciavyho worked for the couip health, department in the 1960s and who became inter-
ested in drug abuse prevention wilen she saw that "the physicians didn't know how to
cope-with the drug problem. Kia$vere coining into thl emergency room at the .hospital
in an LSD crisis and people didn't know what to do." McLeod and "a group of concerned
older.ctoung people" initiated their first effort in the spring of 1969. It was a walk-in coun-
seling service located in the basement of the local YMCA building and run entirely by
volunteer labor. ,

One of McLeod's first goals after setting up 'the counseling center was to establish an
-organization to attract further funding. Vublic relations was one of my main jobs from the
beginning," she says. She spent months soliciting support from prominent citizens, includ-
ing representatives of the city's sizable blaCkscommunity, churches, business organizations,
and governmental agencies. "Msmain focui3vas letting people know what was going ;on,
what the extent eit drug abuse *as in the count, and what we were doing," says McLeod.
"At first it was entirely through personal contactet But it 'had a mushrooming effect. People
began to ask us to make presentations. Soon we re putting out a newsletteC

Mc od was disturbed to see, however, that while the volunteers fit the coulf.eling
center re giving more aqd more of their time, hard -core drug abusers contingeno
"drop ba k,' i.e., the recidivism rate was alarmingly high. "It almost has to beta one-to-
one com fitment for treatment to succeed," she says. "About 96 percent of the funds were
going for treatifient, but we kept seeing a very high rate of recidivism. I wasn't sure that ,
prevention would work, but,,I thought, 'Why not try it?" 4. .

1971, the Junior League,of Charlotte was looking for a major project for its fundrais-
ipgland volunteer programs. (McLeod convinced them to make a commitment of three

c":-.years and Et minimum of $35,000 to s$art the;Charlotte Drug Educalm Center. lust after
the Junior League agreed to this, Charlotte was designated as a pilot city for a large grant
from Ole Department of Justice that included a focus on drug abuse prevention. The newly
formed Drug F,ducation Center developed a proposal apartnership with tliepolice depart-
ment and was awarded more than $2,00,000.

proposal
purpose of the grant," says McLeod,

"was to see what changes we coulditing about in asegment of the community. It was a
luxury during theiwo and a half years of the grant not to have to 6e committed to serve

.

the whole communit5i..Even.so, that's what I wanted." .

. Another important step in the development of the. Drug Education Center was the for-
mation of, as McLeod ;puts it, "a very prestigious board." At the beginning the board
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members simply len t eir support; now, McLeod points out, they have begun to work
.actively id coordin e he Drug Education Center with other community agencies.

The actual goals f t e Drug Education Center covered a wide range of individual coping
skills and organizati development. Eventually;the Center had developed several major.
comnents: _ .

0 A continuing community-.wide study that attempts to identify" individuals in "high
risk" states; .. ., . , \,

ti A library containing books, pamphlets, filrns',and filmstrips on drugs, human rela-
tions, counseling, and family concerns;
A variety of publications including informational books and curriculum materials;
one of these, OMbudsman, ha's been identified as one of the leading guides to '
school -based hjiman" relatirops techniques inthecountry; .

Several groups for parents, including crisis counseling, classes in values clarifica-
tion, and Parent Effectivepess Training;
School programs that emphasize humanistic concepts for the elementary and sec-
ondary levels: Teacher Effectiveness Training; a'seminar.in dru&education for
teachers; and a course in drug abuse problems and humanistic education techniques.
for preservice and inservice teachers studying at severaldifferent area colleges
and universities;

O Community development programs that include one - to-one Counseling and recrea-
tional activities for residents of low income neighbortitiods; youth advocacy and
consultant services within the judicial system; and training programs fdr groups
in business and industr y.

Even with a full-time staff of 24. the Center has raore requests for services than it can .
itandleThis was not always the case, particularly iff regard to the school system: "It took .

aggressiveness on our says McLeod. "It took a lot of having lunch with principals,
pttmg to know the superintendent, making presentations to the school board, and invit-
ing administrators in to observe us in daises. It didn't just happen." McLeod also admits,
However, that one mason the Center has had. to turn down requests is kliat in the last two
years it, has "gone off in so mapy different directions."
- Perhaps most important, the Center has shifted from its' original focus on youth to a con-

-, cern kvithdrug abuse prevention.in.the total community. including the adult populatioh.
One of the latest of the Cehter's programs is training in commukications and organiiation
development strategies for employees in business and industry. The curriculum and num-'
ber. of sessions for workshops varies from one business organization to another: says Bill.
Webb; the "teamsoordinatpr" for this component. One of the major emphases is on stress
management. Workshops also deal with communication skills, xleesion-making, protitep-.
solving. goal-setting, and controveqy management. "We will get in
sary.." says'Webb. "We're interested in leading the firm into a,reali
can usually make/ a decision more effectively than hn.individual. Our
is that these (rows will form teams and continue to,have, an impact o
tions that will change their work situations and make them feel better a

other areasifineces-
ion that a. grCjiip

oped-for ot3tcorhe
their mg niza- :
out t it

The Charlotte Drug Education Center is'nOw under the direction of St ph n Newman,
who has work.eclOsely .with McLeod for several 'sears. McLeod has movaon to direct

oath Carolina
be 'nning to

an inner city Communitydevelopmeht program.hased at the University.
afCharlotte. The Center has reached astage of develdpmentwliere it
have an impact on almbst every segment of community life. Then en
been recognized atthe State level, as well: "What's happening in fort
bOlic of what ,could hippen in prevention all v r thg country," says
person of the North Carolina Dru 1 COMMiSS1 . "Our State plan for d
tion has'as its tOp.priocity the desi risition of a high level prevention committee to study
what other agencies in this State a doing in prevention. We contend that there needs to
be a prevention compo'hent in almost every agency that deals with a' symptom. We envision
a coordinating agency for prevention statewicke that might include mental health, youth
services, drugs, and many other areas. It hasta come about yet, but I think it probably
will." , . ,

's lea4e0iP has.
Carolina is sym-
Le , who, is

use preven-
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MINORITY GROUP MODELS
Alm Ost any statement or generalization Made about drug abuse prevention and organiza-
tional models in the preceding pages must be qualified or %iewed through a different per
spectiye in order to have meaning for minoritycommunities. Many strategies that are
widely accepted in majbrity cultures, for example, may be offensive or bewildering to"
members of minority groups:The very meaning of drug abuse prevention and some of the
Ira* assumptions spelled our in chapter 1 of this book need to be reconsiderecrwhen
applied to minority groups.

The Problem ...

It is within the urban milieu thathe West" Dallas Community Centers seeks to
operate. In analyiing the ghetto zinc! the barrio, the colonial model is particularly
helpful. The colonized community is bounded and closed off by some identifiable
wallsrailroad i racks. expressways, rivers. It is a community inhabited by a group of
color. ,Unemployment among youth and males and welfare rolls are disproportionately.
hieh. In the colorized community eery state of affairs is at the expense of another
state of affairs. Food is bought at the expense of shoes: clothes are bought at the ex-
pense of rent. Theft is at the expense of those who have. Youth caught up in thein-
tmical forces of e urban eolony are each day made systematic' victimvol the youth
institutions su 1 as the school and the juvenile system.

he ithow quc ation is taken from a program description of the West Dallas Commu-
nity Centers Drug Education and Prevention Program in Chinas. Texas. Now in its second
year, the prt;gram was recently identified by thelTexas Department of Community Affairs.
iissponsor. as theicading drug abuse pre%ention'program in Texas. The Drug Education
and Proention PrOgram is housed in the f4%e community centers operated by a commu-

. nit) organizationWest Dallas Community Centers. Inc.1WDCOthat has functioned
in the spraAling Nick pitOjeg:ts the "Jets") and modest single-family homes of West Dallas
formore than 40 years. Four,of the centers. those in the projects. are predominantly
black: the fifth center. located in the barrio. is predominantly Mexican-American. AV-
though.there is a high degree of cooperation and unanimity between these two traditionally
rivaling groups on the multi-racial staff of the WDCC, the housing projects and the barrio
are segregated with a nearly. mathematical precision.

The key to the success of thf WDCL' Drug Education and Prvention Program has been
relat straightfori'kard'and simple concept: urban youth teams. The primary.goal of

each urban youter team is to develop leadership. an ability to set goals and.objectives
plan), and skills in organizing_projects that makea contribution to the commu-

Each urban youtft.team the WDCC prevention program might have a dozen teams.
each yrith five to twelve youths, in operation at any time timing the school yearis set up
to-plan and complete a.specifieproject. When the project is completed. the team disbands
or undertakes a new. project. Whenever possible. the participants are paid for their work.

WDCO urban youth teams worked on a wide variety of projects in the 1976-77 school
year. Otte'team learned carpentry and helped to refurbish' an office building. Another
lamed silk-screeninf and operated its oivn busindss selling Custotn-designed T-shirts.
WDCC urban youth teams have published a newspaper, written and produced videotapes,
and planned weekend trips.

hi any other context, these activities might sound like merely amusing and interestibs .-

14 alternatives projects but not in the context of West Dallas and the Drug Education wpd
Prevention Program. "The whole foundation of the program is to give the kids hope. says
program dtiector Leonard Long. "It's hard to, see hope. though. We trYto makelt con-
crete. That's why we say that the teams should be paid for their work. I haven't seen any-

, thing that ignites a black or brown youngster better.than a job. You talk about a job and
you get their"a ttention. We say,:A lot of yriu aren't going to graduate or go to college.
You have to look at some altirnatives to male some rrion_ey. In the barrio or the ghetto.
'a kid takes his check home and the first thinghe says i,,,i\tama, what you need?' Our
overall goal is to -introduce change.That's what rug abase Kevent,ion has to be in the
barrio and the.ghetto. A transformation has to rake place within the youth. Once they an
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assist in introducing change. they're going to makit. I've seen it happen. I've seen kids
who couldn't talk conventional language and couldn't see the point of anything in school
undergo a total transformation process. It starts here in the centers.,When they tell us they,
don't know anything, we say, "Man, you can't live in West Dallas/0116 years and not learn
something. Just being able to rap on a street corner in.the ghetto is a survival skill.' But
they don't think of it that way.. because their teachers put them.down for the way they

.talk. . .14
An urban south team, therefore, functions within a deliberately conceivedpolitical and ,

socioeconomic framewok. Although this may never be precisely verbalized, it is omni-
present. A project is not just a project; it is an exercise in individual and community im-
provement. Self-esteen-r,in this context, is more than a personal matterit is a political .

affirmat ion.
One of Long's favorite stories about an urban youth team concerns.a grout:poi black

teenagers who were bused from West Dallas to a predominately white high school as part
of the city's. desegregation Wan. "After a while they started telling us that they felt really
out of it,' says Long. 'They said things like, 'We can't identify with the rodeo club-or the
scuba diving club.' And we said, 'Well, find something to identify with.' A group of our
kids initiated a meeting with the school administrators. For some. reason that was nevet'
explained to us, the administrators couldn't get to the meetirt-"Ne letthe papers.know
about it and when we asked them to come to the next meeting there Were a hundred and
seventy people there from the community.- As a result, the group of West Dallas teen-
agers planneda black oriented youth pride day in the school's auditorium.

"Drug abus e prevention in the black and brown con-in-junky." says.Leonard Long, is
assisting those yOuth'to develop mechanisms that will make them immune to self-destrtic-
Lion. Self- destruction could be anything from being a junkie to stealing hubcaps.- Javier
Laredo, a member of a journalism urban youth team, summed up the purpose somewhat
more poetically: (

4

SURVIVAL
A place. A placeik.here you can Jose your life, your pla'n, your future. Apartments
wheresthe poor and the rich and troublemakers from both sides live. These tre the
Jetbz . 1

To some. the Jets is the only place they can remember;An isolated colonya city -

within a citya nation within a nation; There have been those who move away, but
after a few months or a year they are back. The Jets is the Only place they have been
programmed to afford. There are those who never leave, to them there is no horizon.
Then there are those who leave and survive but so few extend a hand back, lifting
those left behind. * .

The "Jets" can serve to lead to success and freedom and also to failul and depriva-
tion. Although it may seem to outsiders that the Jets is a community where nothing
ever happens, it is here that our Roots began. From here tomes lot% lawyers,
doctors. bums, engineers, alcoholics, dopeaddicis, and sometimes even concerned .

social workers. . .
,4, .

In its last report, the National Council of Human Development states 83 percent of ,-
American families are satisfied with the community in which they live,. If the Jets was ,

Induded in this survey, then perhaps, it fell in the 17 percent area. Nevertheless, the -
his is where me and my friends live and well survive and change it ourselves.
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CHAPTER 4
PRINCIPLES OF PROGRAM ORGANIZATION .

One of the most common tendencies of people who decia to undertake an effort as com-
plex and time-consuming as setting up a tirug abuse prevention program is to ask, How dg
I do it? In this chapter some principles'of program organization are offered as a guide,
but they are intended primarily as points of reference rather than hard rules, They will

0 not tell anyone exactly "how to do it." Selected references in the resource section will
offer the interested reader further details and an'opportunity. to follow up on the basic
principles outlined here. ..

There is, in fact, no precise method for setting up a drug abuse prevention program acid
thus no recipe or series of steps that, if followed to the letter, wouldproduce a failsafe
product. Every program assessed in the research for this book haduniquegyalities that
werejust as important as the steps the program organizers took to get it,escablisject or
the particular drug?fbilseprevention strata they selected.

. The word "unique" deserves attention. Every drug abuse prevention program is unique
because:

Cl The people involVed in it are unique.
Cl The community or school in which iris located is unique.
CiSince these first two factors are unique, every other aspect of the program will

also be unique.
The purpose of this chapter, then, is td inform the reader of a variety of factors that

should be considered in organizing and implementing a drug abuse prevention program.
Some of these factors are based on the need for an intelligent appraisal of the program's
ability to survive in a competitive world (getting 4 funded, for example). Others frankly
recognize the need to satisfy the expectations of individuals, agencies, and bureaucracies
thatmay not necessarily be 'as enthusiastic or "plugged in" to the program as are the in-
dividuals who are.trying totautfch it or keep it alive (evaluating the program systematically,
for example, and presenting the evaluation in a,convincing way). Lit many instances, these
factors are based on ,documented examples encountered in the research for this book,

Far more important than any single principle ofprogram organization, or even all of

1
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them together, is the question of who will use these principles. In, short, who organizes
drug abuse prevention programs? The answer is simple: almost anyone with an awareness, .

of the problem and a willingness to work. .
r Perhaps somewhere in this book the reader will recognize people who occupy positions

similar to his or hersteachers, trainers, counselors, parents, businessmenwho became
. convinced of thevalue of-prevention and decided to make a commitment to it. Perhaps

,.! , some of the readers of this book will be moved to join their ranks. There is still plenty of
A -room for them, since prevention is a. comparatively new field'and the opportunities are

numerous. _
.. ..

. Assessidia Needs . - .
°"Needs assessment" is an imposing phrase that conjures up images of hardware, software,

elaborate surveys, statisticalanalyses, and other technological wonders. In fact, a needs
' assessment is nothing more complicated than finding out exactly what problems exist in

one's school or commuriity in order to decide on programs and strategies that might help
to solve them. .

Two Of.the programs discussed in the preceding chaptersC20bAC in Boise, Idaho,
jind the Charldtte Drug Education Centerconducted extensive surveys not only of drug
use, but also of behaviors and attitudes related to drug use before they began to implement
other programmatic activities. Although surveys of this kind may be necessaryln com-
munities or school districts where people in leadership positions have trouble acceptitig
the tact that a problem exists, they take considerable time and energy. ,

mayIn many communities, documentation of the extent and nature of drug use _already
he available. Community, records and statisticaNesources.should be explored thordughly.
Correlates of drug use such as crime statistics, truancy rates, and vandalism statistics can
also be helpful. These maybe available from schools, the police department, and other,.
community agencies. .. - 4,..1:.

Assessing needs is a way of getting to know onais community and its problems. This can
be vitally important-when program initiators finally begin to seek funding and polikar
support from people in community leadership positions who. may demand evidence that-a-
problem exists. ,,... . --

.,

Conducting a needs assessment is also a way of rallying support for a proposed prbgram.
Project INFO director Lin,Woodard spent two years canvassing her community as part of ,
what she calls a "political needs assessment." Woodard's main objective was to saample

t, the opinions of various segments of the community whose'suppOrt would be needed for a
1

drug abuse prevention program. Woodard systematically ibterviewed people in the school
cdistrict, churches. the juvenile justice system, community health care organizations, busi-

nesses, and many other:community institutions. In the process she garnered increasing *

support for the idea that some form of drug abuse prevention should be attempted. Finally, ,
she was able to get the commitment of people she had interviewed in the form of inember-
Ships on the 'board of &rectors of the newly formed Project INFO. "I guess I made 400
presentations in two years," says Woodard. "One of the things I asked everyone was who
they thought wotild be important people to have involved in the organization. Then, when..
I asked those people.to participate, it would have been very hard for them to turn me

.down." . .

Althotigh.rigorous and time consuming, a political needs assessment can be conducted by
Volunteers, Woodard points out, and it can also bepart of the job of an agency employee.
"It's just a way of looking at the community," says Woodard, "that's going to elicit com-
munity action and community input:" ..

Anbther advantage of conducting a.thorough-nbeds assessment is that program initiators
will have an opportunity to test strategies before actually implementing them. In some ,

communities, for example, affective education techniques may create substantial oppose
tion. The careful program initiator may be able to use the needs assessment as a way of
explaining the strategy to people who have only heard rumors about it and who might
support it if they understood it. The program initiator may also discover,' while doing a
nepcitassessment, that the strategies he or she is proposing are already being implemented

/
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in some other school or community setting. This could lead either to a partnership, which
would strengthen both programs. or a decision to implenient.a different strategy.
Starting Out . .

The most important rule for initiating a new drug abuse prevention program is to start
small and build itslow ly. This rule a ies to seasbned program administrators as.well of
inexperienced volunteers. 0 . .

0
0 , I

Frequently an agency Staff member ay be.tempte'd to seek out a sizable grant or to
promise an ambitious program in order to expand the agency, but the pot of gold at the
end of the proposal can weigh heavily on the program, Almost invariably, if the agency
actually wins the grant,. this Will.require the hiring of several new staff members in rapid
succession, the delhert,, of greatly expanded services, and consequent administrative con-
ftsion that may be impossible to avoid, yet debilitating to. the agency. A training center
that specialized in drug abuse prevention strategies., for example., was suddenly awarded a
'contract for nearly 5500,000. The center had.only a few weeks to re0ocate its facilities and
in the rush was forced to rent a building that detracted from, its training _activities signifi-
cantly. Within a year all the top'admigistratoft ad been firedand several. other staff mem-

.- hers had eisher resigned or been askeikto leave -s well. Commented one staff member:

The staff of this agency I-tad considerable e pdrience,and knowledge in their field.
. . . .

, .
"h was growing pains.".

People who are new ,to the field.'however, ha d Oven less reason to try delivering an overly
ambitious program. Many of thestrategie§described in chapter 2 are difficult.to imple-
ment successfully without extensive-training and experience. Therefore, program initiators
should carefully study the strategies they wish to ,use before they begin.. .

Instead of trying to implement a school-wide affective education program, for example._
a teacher interested in this-strategy might ,begin simply by trying values clarification exer-,

. cises In his or her classroom, then invite other.teaehers or administrators to visit the room
to observe these techniques, and eventually develop a SuiSport group forIiirther implemen-
tation of the strategy. SMall successes, carefully planned, will lead to larger Ones.
Being Clear. . . _.

Program initiators who want to convince people in their schools or communities that the
idea of drug abuse prevention and/or particular prevention strategies deserve support('
should do all.their homework before making presentations that may influence potential

. program supporters. Ilany people will not umderstand the buToses and methods of drug
abuse prevention and will need, clear, succinct explfinations. Others may challenge pro-
posed prevention efforts with skeptical arguments about' whether or not they "work.
The program initiator is the one who will have to respond, and he/she should be ifile to
do so not only withconfidence, but will) solid, factual information. Fle/she should be pre-
pared to cite reliable evaluations of prevention* programs, and, if possible, he/she should
have' visited one or more prevention programi that are actually using the proposed strategy.
Reports of first hand observation will be far more convincing to uninformed or.skeptical
listeners than references to the prevention literartufe. * ..

Training' . -
Many of the strategies described in chapter 2 will require systematic training of all par-
ticipants and should not be attempted without it-Fortunately there are several training
centers throughout the country that specializeikaffective edlicatiQn, grotty process, com-
munication§kills,problem-solving, and similar techniques. In addition to these training
centers, independent consultants are widely turgilable. Insur41 communities the cost of a
top-rated consultant for several days of onsite training may compare fai,orably with the
expense of transporting a large group to a training.center. .

It is worth noting that some of the most important andvaluable skills that are needed in
drug abuseprevention programs are not ordinarily inCluded in conventional training ex-
penences". Primarily, these are

i

skiHs in community, leadership and organizatiop. Although
they rely to a great extent on intuition, an awarenes:s"of .comnunity organizing tactics and
strategies can be helpfUl topyogracp initiators. °: .: 411

.
! , .
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Leadership
The need for dynamic leadership has been a perennial paradox of the drug abuse preven-

,-... Lion field. On the one hand, strong leadership is usually a requirement for prevention pro-
grams to reach even the most preliminary stages of operation. As programs grow, however,
a charismatic leader may stifle the-growth of his/her staff. As one program leader put it,
'Now that theirfograrn is doing so well, 1 need to find out if it's because it'sa good pro-
gram or if its because of me.'

Ultimately this paradox .becomes the problemnokjust of th,e leader, but of the staff and
the program as well. One program director, realizing that her management style was overly
authoritarian, resolved the problem by attending a summer workshop in program manage-
ment

said, "I don think the program would have made it. Now I use a consultative man-
agement

and, as a result, made a conscious effort to change. "If I hadn't bad the training,"
l

agement system. I'm not authoritarian any more and HI always listen."
Another program was less fortunate. The director. a compelling and charismatic leader,

spent two years establishing the program as a successful prevention model, primarily by
encouraging his staff to take initiative,- be crime, and gain the support of a constituency
in the community. A staff member who was sectind in command began to challenge some
of the director's policies and finally became so provocative that the director fired him.
Immediately the fired staff member rallied a group of community supporters to4ehallenge
his dismissal. After several months of.agonized turmoitoluring which the agency camel°
a virtual standstill,the fired staff member was rehired and the charismatic director, in
turn, lost his job fired by a dissatisfied board of directors. .

. , i 4

Staffing .-
A phrase that is often used to discribe theeffect of working in drug abuse preventionlpro%
grams is "burn out." It describes the result of the intensity of human interaction that pre -
vention programs require of their staff members and the constant need to be'caring, other "ii

directed, and intellectually alert. Because of thislactor, prevention programs often have
high' rates of staff turnover. In additionstaff "members of community-based youth service . -
agencies usually receive low pay and the more talented ones move to betterlobs as quickly
as they can. "This field is a people eater," says Mary Beth Collins. 'former administrator of

.,the Substance Abuse Program for the State of Michigan.
The opposite side of the coin, according to Collins. is that many people are attracted to

prevention by ."the ability prevention has toenerate enthusiasm in people without
having a dollar sign in front of therm Thepreven tiorfmovement could neve0ave happ necle
without all the volunteer energy that's gone into it. Alternative Pursuits for America's 4

Third Century la bonference sponsored by-the National Insi,iipte on Drug Abuse in 197
that launched comMunity alternatives programs throughout the country' was based almost .

entirely en thelefforts of voltInteers. These volunteers have generated tremendous interest
in the field and they've enlisted the support of groups like the'Junior League, Rotary, and
KiwaniS. They want to turn people on to life instead of tirugs and they're willing to do it
withodt needing a S20,000-a-year job.:' . .

The basic question abourstaffing for prevention programs, according to Youth Interven- '
tion Program coordinator Karl Klausner, is not so much how long staff members can be
depended upon, but what really is the job of a prevention worker. Many prevention, workers

u- come from the ranks of counselors, Klausner says; "But a counselor can impact only a
relatively few people every year. It takes a counselor a long time to establish credibility i
and gain acceptanceand as soon as they.do that they can't handle the:demand for their,
services." Klausner sees an increasing emphasis on the prev Lion wofker's role as a re-
source broker who will be able to'connect people with available services rather than pro-
vide those services directly. "The prevention worker has to be somebody who can become

-familiar with the resources in the community, Kleusner says, "in order to refer people
\ 41'Z those services. He or, shehas to be acquainted with public agencies, community -based

programs, service clubs, church groups anything that will help to build a network of re-
sources. The prevention worker has to be bbth a counselor and a manager, but not neces-

. sarily aiained or credentialed professional. It could Ile a parent. These are generic and
1
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trainable skills. and moreand more this is what the preveption worker will have to
be.' There are agencies in most communities that aren't being utilized to the fullest. One.
of the prevention worker's jobs is to see that they are utilized."
Funding
Funding for drug abuse pre%entibn programs has never been anything but problematical.
Parts of the funding pictKe.brighten or dim from one year to another, but the general
pattern 6f insufficient funds to meet the demand has been consistent for the last decade.

The schools are particularly dard-pressed, As school budgets have been increasingly
ezed by declining enrollments and growing inflation, anything that might be classified

as a IcIlr" began to be eliminated years ago. Fortunately, most school-based strategies
can implemented at minimal cost. Program initiators interested in securing funding for
sue items as training and materials should in% estigate their school district budgets and

'sit& discretionary funds. Frequently, they maybe able to use funds from particular '
ine items. i.e., for materials or training. Since training and materials for one component

of In affective education program could cost as lin* as 5500, program initiator who lobby
effectii, el) and build a support group within their schools should be able to o these
relathely small amounts of money . Some strategies such as cross-age tutoring an be im-
plemented at no cost

Community-based agency funding is a different "game" alto getter. In most communi-
ties. it is extremely competitive. One-of the principal axioms of seeking funds for a com-
munity-1,-)ased ageney, particularly one that is small and upknown. is not to go beyond the
local le% el. Local foundations, the United Fund, civic clubs. local businesses. e%en local
.II isions of major businesses, are-possible funding sources. It is alivays desirable for
community - based agencies to acquire nonprofit State and Federal tax exempt status. of
course, since many potential donors will give more willingly if al* know they can write
off their Contribution.

In recent years. several promising new sources of -Federal funding for comniunity-based
youth-serving agencies have brightened the horizon. These include:

.0 The Law rnforcenwnt eissistanceAdministration (LEAH). which has funded ex-
.tensive pffigrams in juvenile delinquencj prevention.

0 The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). Several different
titles of this S1.3 billion piece of legislation have.the potential to benefit Commu-
nity-based youth-serving agencies, including jobs for agency staff members and for
youth. t

0 The 1977 Youth Employment 'and Demonstratjon Projects Act. This legislation,
recently signed into law. allocates approximately Si billion for yovth employment

, in sevetrqdifferent experim'ental programs that include a youth community con-
servatibtf corpt, a young adult conservation corps to maintain parks and recreation
areas: and pilot projects for youth employment training. , -

0 Revenue sharing. Although political pressures are strong in most communi-
. . ties to spend revenue sharing funds on public works projects and other capital

expenditurei, the success of a few community-based at,Tencies,indicates that concen-
trated community -wide coordination can free up some of This rtIoney for youth ser-

: vice .and drug abuse prevention activities. e

P rogram initiators should be wary of anyigreafrejoicing about the current availability
cif funds.for youth services,. At best, these funds have merely increased the ante in the
annual competition for funding that plagues most community-based drug abuse preventioti
programs andvoniumes almost as much time and energy as the services these programs
deliver to their clients.

Evaluation
valuation is the only way that a program can assure itself of continued funding," says

one :advocate of d ug abuse prevention who is currently the coordinator of a county-wide
prevention program. "Programs have to prodice information for their fimding, agencies
so that those agencies can make decisions. rat our program has done is probably "mot
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than what most programs in die country have done in evaluation and I'm still embarrassed
that it's not enough:''

Evaluation is not only extremely important to the well being of prevention programs;
but because it is so important, it also has become awesomely intimidating and difficult
for most peck who are not trained evaluators to understand.

As one long-time drtig abuse prevention worker points out, 'Drug abuse program evalu-
ation is still a very' young field. People are still defining terms." Naturally, this complicates
present efforts, which are usually under great pressure to deliver systeTatic and compre-
hensive docu entatibn of a program's impact.

Many help .books and articles have been written for the non-evaluator (see resource
section). Although program initial& and managers do not neelltc; become professional
evaluators in order to produce reliable program information, they should at least have a
clear understanding of What the professionals do.

Currently the Prevention Branch of the Division of Resource Development, National
lnstituteon Drug Abuse, is attempting to provide evaluators of drug abuse prevention
programswith a national model for prevention program evalation. According to the
guidelines'presently being considered for testing in a major evaluation demonstration
project, the following three levels of evaluation characterize the NIDA model:

0 Process evaluafiotiassesies the operation of a prevention, program and includes
such factors as a description of the services deliVered, the program.'Sutilization of
resources, and the qualification and experience ofthe program staff.

O Outcome evaluation determines whether the program's objectives were actually/
attained. This might be indicated by changes in .the drug- related attitudes, knowl-

- edge, or behavior of the program participants. 'a

Impact evaluation assesses a variety of indicators relating to drug abuse throughout
.the community, in contrast to the other two levels of the model, which are
at the program itself. Impact evaluation measures the aggregate or cumulative
effects of drug abuse prevention programs operating within the totality of the
community. 1,

At the individual participant level, the NIDA Model is exploring the potential of such
indicators as the attitudes of participants toward drug use; their perceptions of them-
selves, their families; and their community; their levels of drug use or abuse; or changes
in drug-related antisocial behai(iors. At-the community level, the NIDA model may focus
on such factors as the prevalente and, incidence of'drug use and abuse; changes in lifestyle
(for example, changes in diet, alcohol use, o,r exercise.); delinquency rates; emergency
room reports of-drug oyerdoses or drug-related deaths; levels of drug-related morbidity; L..)
youth and parent involvement in community activities; and institutional changes designed
to improve youth services.

The Prevention Branch is supporting twcsevaluation resea-rch'efforts4imed at fukher
developing the NIDA Prevention EValuation Research Model. The first is the design of a
prevention evaluation resource network that will address theprevention evaluation needs
of State and local drug abuse programs. The second invilves the development of a preven;
tion evaluation research monograph appropriate to each of the three levels of the model
(process, outcome, and impaa evaluation). _

While the NIDA model is being refine most program initiators and directors will have
to rely,asthey always have, on a combination of evahiation.professionals whom they can:
trust and their own ability to develop reliable and fa pal program information.

The actual presentation of program information and evaluation data is critical element
in the success of a program's evaluation strategy. Since most government officials and
legislators rarely have the time to read an entire evaluation report, they should be pro-
vided witlfa clear summary of the main findings. More ver, whatever form it takes, the
report,sho'uld include a brief, factual description. Frequ tlylpievaluatien reports Makethe
incorrect assumption that the reader is already well acquainted with every aspect of the
ptqram. The report should also clearly explain its methodology and premises, so that the
reader will know'exactly how the evaluation kas performed. Clear, concise, accurate pro-

,,.,
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gram information can speak volumes, to the people.who,makothe decisions about whether
programs are worth supporting. . i i -.

.1 :.Public Relations - i t..

. Public relations fol. drug abuse prevention programs is another way of .describing altof the
program's public comm,unications with its constituency. It begins with the first steps of .

organizing the program: getting the word out that the program exists, or is about to exist;
explaining what the program does and why it does it; and making.sure that people who are
import -.,`ant to the success of the program get this information. .

,

Program initiators will need to start with people they know well antitrust. In a scho4 .

for example, this might be a few other teachers meeting together for4 half-hour after
school one day, or over coffee during a free period. In a community setting, it might be a
friend of a program initiator who is a mer4ber of a club'or a civic organization. . -

1? Later on, the nature of the program's ptbric relations effott.4. will depend on whom the
program is trying to reach. Even a small program will have several different audiences or . a

constitutencies. These might inch*: `tS) 9

i 1 9
0 Audiences the program-islring to attract as clients.

Audiences that may provide the program with financial,and political support.
Audiences in similar programs and agencies that may.benefit from knowing about
the program or be able to share resources and information.
General audiences, 3

a

. 14,

Different ways of communicating will be required for these different audiences. For ex-
. ample, ,a community -based program might usea simple, inexpensive brochure to comitu- t.

nicate with potential clients. Especially if the program is oriented toward youth, an
effort should be made to communicate with young people in places where they normally

.
.

gorecreation centers, school bulletin boalds, even local"hangouts.': Flyers and painphlets .

can be produced for distribution in these settings at little cost. .-- 4
A bpochure explaining the program's rationale, methods, servicest,and history' can be

very helpful with more sophisticated audiences such as human service or government
agencies. The program may also want to make copies of annual repo4s, evaluation

\..:_,
re-

ports, and other program data available. < r.. ... .
The temptation to alert the media, particularly newspapers.and television stations, to . ..

. . each new step the program takes along its way to great Success sios uld be resisted. Careful
,.

handling of the media can pay off, however, in publicity that creates a sense of mass sup-* .

port and a political base for the program.Jt is useful, therefore, no Matter whatihe size
,: of the community., to cultivate contacts witlappOrters, news directors, and others in the, ,.

- media who have demonstrated some real intfflt st in the fields of drug abuse; yOuth develop-
', ment, education, and similar areas of social svi.RiireiBut the interest of these people should .

be attracted in a low-key manner. They should be informed v/hen themprograrn begins and
' they should be kept abreast through news, releases of important developments. If and when

a real news story breaks in connection with the program, theyegyill be more likely to give
. the story coverage than if they had never heard of the program before. ,. . ,.

' . \Coalitions !. ... .
"Coalitions" and "networks" haye becOme buzz words of the drug abuse prevention field : 4 -

in tit

general

1970s, and for godd reasons. People in the field'are keenly'aware that if drugabuse' .m commitment
h d together to convince legislators, policy makers, and the g public that this ,

is necessary.

prey tion is to beea last comitment of social policy, they will have to work long ,
.1 .. .

Pkofestonal associations such as the National Association of Pievetnion Professionals
or the International Association .Of Prevention Pr grams, both launchediu 1976,lareare,
indication of the growing strength of the pregention field and the within the
field to sharing information and resources. The NIDA-funded RYfteiMID co, Which. -

offers a variety of services to prevention programs throughouMe count 'Bother. ..

Because funds forprevention.programs are usually diffiCult to come by, agencies Within ,

. communities frequent ugt compete for grants, contracts, and political 'favor. This.can ' ' 4

t
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letd to resentmentand jealousy, part icularly toward very successful agencies or programs'
that attract the largest amounts of funding. Coalitions andnetworks have evolved despite
this pervasiQe element of competition, "-

At the community level, one form of network is an. outgrowth of what a ational Asso-
oiatiCin of,Social Workers publication describes as "natural helping networks." The main

. premise -M the book Natral Helping Networks (see resource section) is that most cOmmu-
.. nities have a built-in system of communications and helping individuals- -among families,

neighbors, store owners, and otherswho. readily volunteer their energies, help, and tarring
when peciple th4 know are in trouble. Parf of a natural helping network, for example,
might be asmall grocery store in a neighborhood where much of the neighborhood gossip
is`shared. According to the authors of Ndttiral *ping 14tworks, this kind of network can
occur even in large cities, which are often 'considered impersonal and uncaring environ-
ments: For drug. abuse prevention programs, linking up with these natural networks can
be a useful resource forfinding clients and making contactwith troubled families. Locat-
ing and dealing with irriatural helping network requires a low-key tactful approachpe-
cause these networks are not organized, they mawesist the best-intentioned efforts of
outsiders. . . ,

- "
On the larger community level, networks similar to natilral'helping networks have often

been organized to link up various youth-servingagencies that might have an interest in,
or an impact ons,'drug abuse prevention. This hats been the essential purpose of programs
like Youth Self Help, the Charlotte Drugpucation Center, The Alameda County Training

, and Deeelopment:Center, and the Glouceger.Experiment, to name ,a few that have been
prominently nientionecl in this book. Sitnijar networks.exist even at. the State and...regional
level. For example, a groiip of drug abuse prevention Coordinators,. training centers, and.,
mental health proTessionals have formed an informal organizatiorNalled the Northwest .
Regional Drug Abuse Prevention Task Fctrce. This group, which includes representatives
from agencies and programs in Alaska, California, Idaho,, Montana, Wyoming, and Wash-

.
ington, meets regularly-to design and articulate mutu concerns and goals. _

Dealing with the Schools ' . '-ii;

.` At one time, primatily in the 1960s, drug abdse prevention, in the forth of drug abuse edu-
cation,.._ was almost exclusively the province of the 'schools. Many States and school dis- ,,
trim require drug abuie eduction by,polir (er. law. In recent years, however, there has
been an increasing emphasis On community abed alternatives programs and on youtlte,
em oymentoas a means of preventing drti tile. , - ...

ale these latter trends are healthy, they, reflect a certain disillusionment with sc,bool- 0

based driig abuse education that ha,s spread*ough the rabks of prevention professionals
and others concerned,with the well-beitriotp.ing people. These youth advocates see the' .

schools as being slow to respond to scki_ al;p1Alerns and too cumbersome to be able to *.'
deal with them of Atthoughithere,10.4gp cause for disillusionment, most ,

young people in America,attend school fdi"kleitirrirtive years of their lives and the
. majority stay in School considec,ably loggerthan tliat:While schools may not be the most

flexible or comfortableplices in whichio deal probwith:lems like drugeabuse, they are-
.

nevertheless extremely important. .
- r

- .
Tlie problems with changing schools; and of-introducing innovations 4te the forms of

e drug abuse prevention, described in chapter 2 into the educational 4ystent, are not substan ,
.".", tially different than they were tell years ago. Unfortunately, those who wish to change

schools still tend p be divided between two extreme, positions; on.the one hand.ire those
^ piho are sp discouraged with the schools thaethey believe schools can do nothing right-7

. included In this group would be those people who have turned awa'ycfrom public schools
,::- and formgd'thei o*n alternative schools; on the other hand a those WM) have given up

any hop for real change in p*eif tiorvisystem and Who'cyni lyi.olerate vapid, .
piecemeal "innctvations"-tatit 't effect. 4

), . The Education syste etic reform - oriented individuals who have
. the tenacity and co v -ti,-

".t-t$.!....,
diehoots despite exhausting nature of

. the task. Oft ' '..--:_ :'.,'i
# , 4.14x,,. .... ... ..

.
. -

**the scleolsthey may come from an

A' ' '
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outside training agenciy."They may also be creative, energetic teachers within the school
MI6 are genuinely interested in doing things differently and trying new kinds of programs
and activities. Wherever possible, these two groups should cooperate with each other
toward the mutual goal.of.constructive change. But these group are in the minority.

One of the main.goills of dealing with the schools, whether from within'-or without, must
be to feach.the majority of the teachers and administrat&s, This means working slowly

,and patiently with principals, vice principals, depa ment heads, and classroom teachers.
It means not criticizing these people for not dui an adequate jObthey already receive
mote Criticism than they can comfortably absorb. It means understanding their needs and
concerns,, not just trying to browbeat them into'adopting a particular new.approach or-
strategy. kis probably the most difficult mission of the drug abipe prevention fieldthe
part, aboVe all. that will take the most time and hard work.

to-
,

4

Or

CHAPTER 5 4

Three Program.Profiles
The three programs'profiled in this chapter' hare common qualities that nia e
brief histories of themanappropriate conclusion to a book aboutthestate of th of
drug Ouse prevention today.'Not only do the stories of these programs say a great deal
about, where the field has been and how it has evolved to its,.present state they also have
important implications about theiuture,of drug abuse preyention. EachVrogram has at-.

temptegt to encompass a broad spectrum of -youth and community needs. Each has
attempted. to build for the.futbre. by creating a political.and funding base within its com-
munity. Finally; and perhaps most important, each hasehad a clear sense of institplional
cl s oange.is one,of the basic missions of abuse prevention. And each has been out -.

. standinglYsuccessful in accomplishing its: basic goals. .

Since etch of the three programs has already..been described in varying degrees earlier
in this book, certalh details about these programs will not berepeatdd here. The readet .

may fini further infornfation ibout the three programs in-the Introduction and in citipt-e-
2 and 3.

ea.
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-THE GLOUCESTER EXPERIMENT.
'GLOUQESTER,ItIASSACHUSETTS

In the summer of '1976, a gro' pi-Of top-level executives from the Prudential Insurance
Company, one of the largest Orporations ig, the United States, visited Gloucester, Massa-
chusetts, to have a look at the estored Bay View. burial ground and the education resource
center, a handsome structure bulk on a plot of land adjacent to it. Both are products.of a
group of adults and young people kirting together under the aegjs of the Gloucester
Experiment:Several meetings between the Gloucester Experiment staff, notably program
director Al Duca, and Prudential executives preceded this visit. Duca had created a huge
sculpture that adorned, Prudential's Botten headquarters and had been friendly with the
firm's director of public relations and other executives over a period of years. These 1

friendships wer nurtured byPrudentiars growing sense, of social responsibility under
bc:rard chairma Donald S. MacNaughtpn. "Prudential, under MacNtaughton'sleadership,
has recently d ined its enterprise as being socio-economic," says Rod McDonald, Pruden-
tial's director of public relations. "Today we are very much aware that social concerns
are equal in importance to the bottom line, and we:vysearched out social needs to .address.1
that can't be adequately met by the government anti other Service.agencies.". .

0 The purpdse of the visit was to pursue an idea that Duca. had been advocating ever since
the first evaluations °ie Gloucester Experiment indicated that the program was having
great success in functioning as ad_altdrhative o destructive behavior among pits partici-
pants. With clear evidence that thk -ouc,e tear 4eriment co.uld achieve its bas goals,
Duca wanted to try replicating -Irgeb a.regiCmatand national basis. Pie was
not willing to.rely on thellsual rn dissemination, howeverWhat he e
called "passive dissemination"' tion4-publications, i/idedtaepes and other

- program materials thavfiake bee 1:. "g iritiptial mechanism used by t well-estab-
lished programs to spread the .3k"ocd4i?dut."%04:1.11tey do..hstead, Duca'-wan d,to try a
method that heealled"active dikdiritgtOpri,"'ititthg-'bn the invOlvernent of.compitied

- individuals whowciuld'act p.5 cgaiNrAifdtepresentatiOes of the program in'their corn-
munities. Since fkudential.hadiitkft-of 5,000XesejyresentatiVes in the Nev'*i England, ,region atone, Duca.tigui-efl.
1&, an idea like the Glonce
to beioptimistic,- says Duct
.skills. And the haw it kb

t.they riught constioatt a Teady-mide team of disseminators
surance company have

nd organizational,'
mmunity has people

.'t Experhrien0 `!$ata people for -an i
"Alskthty have t ve managemen

yy cke.1crturcm'ties they work in. Every c

any particular project. Puttifig-gre7sg 01-41!..=0*.Paid service employees--rbacktto back
who want two offer some kr. of_piib e-but often these peopl are not working on

/ with community v.oluntee_rt.RW.Dgfo41: lyzork-atiywhere.11 worked in Gloucester."
The group who visited Gl4i.".etlaitift-60fillier day in I976 included theshairiiian of

the boardpf.Ptudential and XelfFliii.'94042lrey came by. oat and-spent the dwwalking
through the burial.groundyeitithirbri4fYgieAource enter, learning -about the background
of the project that led to the eansforniatioliblihis mall-segment of the community, and.
asking questions. Finally, Duca recallS, they sat do n in the buriakground and asked .

"What can we do for-you?" Dilta_made a brief speech in which he explained that his group
, was)not asking for money; the main contribution they needed was tine and enecgy-in

short, 'Prudential's help in the active dissemination of the Gloucester Experiment idea.
Th hairman of the begrd,tuined to iseniai wice president and asked for his opiiiicin.
"I y intuitive sense,"replied the senior vice president, "that this a good way to.go." '-

The partneulaapVas consummated when the National Institute on DrutAbuse funded
the Gloucester Experiment, in the winter of 1977, to coordinata pilot project In Prii-
dentiars New England region. Called Channel One, this pilot. roject aims at providing
ten prudential district managers with training andtechnical assistance in setting up pre-
ventiOn programs based on the concept of the Gloucester Experiment in ten communities

- ., throughout the New Engrand region: Channel One is still in early stagesof its develop=
. mentbut already programs are under way in several of its pilot communities.

ThePr.udential executives came, to Gloucester to examine products in order to gain a
'sense of.confidence in what has always been, according to Duca, basically a concept and,

S
t
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a process. Seeing the products, at any rate, gave 'them new confidence in the process.
"It was an import symbolic occasign," says Duca. ,

The process co have led to almost an wy product at all and it would have made little
difference to,Duca. wring the seven-month period' that Duca cqlls*the search:* January
through August of 1972, Duca and a group of about 15 friends and colleagues scoured the '4
community for projects and support fSr their idea. Essentially, what they wanted to do
was offer educational and work alternatives for the community's youth. We examined
the role of vocational training in the New England states," says Duca, "and the needs of .

. students in general, In Schools, vocational training has hiStorically_ been for *pushouts,' but
. alstudents need some kind of hands-on vocational experience." Ducaand his group con-
. sidered_seeral different conimunity projects before they finally decided on the restoration

of the Bay View burial ground. At first they concentrated mainly on historic buildings;
They discoveredriloweer that money for building restoration would be difficult to ob-
tain and after so eral months they turned their attention to burial grounds. All the projects
they evlored,had4wo qualities in common: high visibility (i.e., locations in heavily traf-
ficked; publiC places) and historical significancean importint factor in view,of the
coming Bicentennial. .

When Duca and ths oihersin his group finally decided on the Bay View burial ground
. restoration as a projett they still-went ery'slowly, con,tinuing to build political support

'for the idea throughout the coriamunity. "We also began, to realize the rich diversity of
work experiences inherent in something as anonymous and btnign as a burial ground::

.. Duca says. "We spent nearly a year watching and waiting and studying to see what kinds .'
of options the burial ground could offer. A majorcobjective of our concept was/0 recog-
nize that-its wasteful tolrain people in the igolatesl specialized skills that vocational

. schools were offering, when the requirements of modern society are for diversified skills.
People come put of our educational system as specialists; then they have trouble adapting.
A.person who is capablewho has had diverse work experiencewill be much better able
to adapt, Matg of the jobs, that pedple Will have in the next ten years haven't been created
yet,,We wanted to create a vehicle for employing kidsthat 'would lead to meaningful work
relOvant to deyeloping themselves and theircareers." ,

. . _The success of the idea is dramatically represented by the restod burial grouridand
. -4' tire educational resource center. In workinikon thiseprojects the-young people involved

Is . learned new, applied skills ranging,from arabeolOgy and anthropology to( carpentry and
wiring. Not so visible is the large number of Gloudester Experirrient,partiCipants who con-

, tinued exploring newrcareers after theirwork with the Experiment ended. The normal .
i-rate of Gloucester high school seniors who go on to college, for example, is 20`percent;

for the heterogeneobs Gloucester Experiment group, which included many high schopl/ , . .,
drotp011tS. it was 40 per-cent.- ' ,,,i,

. . he effect ofthe program on its jcOuthful participants was only part of the p_racese, how-
. ever-Just asimportant, accordingloDuca,las Ora the program's im_pagt on several

different-aspects &the broadly defined community. The Gloucester Experinient's main..
goal is to develop gommunitpartnerships that will.lead to institutional change.. Duca*
*explains thii process by drawing a series of concentric circleseach one represents one:
level of cotrimunity, the effects of the process spread out*prd,froin e level to anther,_, .

.. reaching increasingly broader areas. .- :,- I .

4 ,_ .. '1 ,
0"The first level is the subsection of the community insyhic Me. ro ct is located:.

-..../ In the case of the Gloucester Experinhent, this is.the Bay View communi a neighbor- '
hood of Gloucester, which is the second largest city by land area-ln Masia usetts and-
consists of several scattered, densely populated areas that once were individual towns

. and villages. . 42.w .

0 A second leyel is the city-wide community. The Gloucester Experiinent was instll-
mental,.for example, in creating an alternative course at thehigh school in burial ground
restoration that a lowed the original group of participants to receixe, credit for works done

Tiutside theclatsrobta. Subsequently, the school district *t up a sifecial department 'for ,

alteniative programs. The Experiment also set a precedent for the development of Seieral,-
% .

.1
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other career denters.throughgut thecity. liv.00peration with the local dfug abuse4treat-
ment center, Project Nuva, the Experiment helped to initiate new prevention projects,
primarily around the concept of career development. ".-A,,skheiped us see that there was a
purpose fortis here anti a-role for prevention,' says Project Nuvq director Bill Dubin.

. "A/lot of people in the community.are writing CETA proposals now around the idea of
conamunitypartnership. People buy it because its heat* and it makes sense "1

o Atthird level is what Duca Calls "Bey'ond Gloucester.' Participants in the Moucester
Experiment visited neighboring communities, and even Boston, inner-city communities, to
act as activedisseminat of the GlOucester Experiment concept. Asa result, nearly a
dozen community develo
food market to.the resfo
communities. .1

O Affourth level is t
Duca Anis group d"
prohibited under exi
cated legislative pro

ment projects rangipg from a small truck farm to a cooperative

- ..
tiOn of a blacksmith shop have been launched ithese

.. t
at of Slate policy and legislation. At the beginning of the project

covered thntlhe removal ogfavestones from burial grounds was
Ling State law; consequently, they initiated the lengthy and compli-
ss that, led to a new law allowing them to remove the stones for

The fifth level is reeional, pariicularly through the in orthe Prudential

universality of the loucester'Experiment throtighotit the. ew England yegion.
Insuran&e,Compan6 in hannel One. This demonstcation rject was desiped to,test the

\ 0 The sixth level is the level of the FedetA government,"which has sullported the con-
'cem of the EXperiment for four years and disfeminated it throughOut the country.

10 The seventh level a newly erperging.Federal/State/communify/private sector part-
, nership that has -begun to create new directions for economic development tproughout-

the New.England region. Six years ago the-New England Regibnal CominissiOn.was estab-
lished by the Federal government-to revit$liZe the region's economic bate by developing
new industries: After six yeais, few, new induitries were developed and now a new coali-
tion, the New England Governofs' Council, has taken a different approach to the mission.
According to Al Duca, "It isn't just jobsve hgve to focus onit's work. I think that the
Governors Council is beginning to realize thlt v

e
e have to invent-new-work, not just Locus

on revitalizingold jobs." c °

I AI Duca Aims -up the Gloucester Experirnent pros with a characteristic burst of Op-
tiMisrn and enthusiasm: "The schools art,* the problerk the government isn't the prob.

' Ian, the community isn't the problem," he says. `The balk issue of prevention is creating
social and cultural opportunities for mental health and this involves all oisoCiety's'institu-
tions..S0 there's no point in attacking any of these institutions in themselves or blaming

. fhem. kip a matter of time. We're involved in a massive transition. Were moving intora
new sequence of discovery.",

. .

. . ,
Youth Self Help, acoiriprehensive_in4ep ndent youth service agency that is well on its
way to being the unofficial division of yo h services for Nevada County, California, exert);
plifies what many,youtlf-semice,programs ncounter,in rural communitiesand the battles -

they must/fight. It is impossible to view an agency like Youth Self Help.without realizing
' that it exists within a setting that can be unreceptive to the point Of cold.hostility. '- ,

Agin many rural communities that -lie in the path of urbari migration'today, conflicts
Of age group orientation, tradition, and valup are comnion in Nevada City, Actually,
Nevada City is one of two cities-with a combined-population of about 8,000the other

.,in the heart of one Of California=s fastest growing counties..
yearsago, old timers like to remomber, almost every1464 in the- ,, .

ey areOad livedthere for at 1940 years: Now hordes pour .
in every year from the e Aiietropolitahltitons rnostly welkeducated.wlflies . . .
with plenty of children:The e, range of Nevada CounlY.Istiisproportionate,-shew.ed in

i the directions of bethyouth a d the elderly., ,
ir .

I

YOUTH SELF KELP
NEVADA CITY, CALIFORNIA

one isLrats.Valleyth
-Until as recently as fiv
NeVnda City/Grass Val
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As a result bf this sudden growth, conflicts between the "new" and the'old" can often

be abrasive. On the one, hand, observes the*county's probation officer, Bill Heafey, "Mot
Of the older residents just aren't concerned about kids. They don't want to be bothered."
On the other hand, families who fled the pressures of the city, almost invariably to provide

4 their ilaildren with a bet-ter way of life, quickly discover that; as Heafey puts it, "Pine trees
and oirlbaves aren't going to change a kid's personality." The county has substantial
problems of juvenile delinquency and &lig ard alcohol,abuse among its youth. Yet the
dwands for services far exceed the county's ability to spend. When Heafey came to
Nevada City in 1968, there was no recreation department (there is-still no recreation
department), no department of mental health, and no youth service agency where ydung
people in trouble could go for help. `''here were threepeople you could go to," says '*
Heafey, "the probation officer, the minister, and the bartender."

In response to this clearly perceivedneed, probation officer Bud Burke starteda com-
munity-service organization called Youth Self Help in 1971. The organization consisted
of several different components: a day-care center, a counseling center, a fund-raising
thrift shop, and a job placement service. It was starred largely bar volunteer and housed

' in an abandoned school buildingin Nevada City,.which the agency rented from the county
school department for 5200 a year. One established resident of Nevada City:recalls that

. 'Youth Self Help was known permarily as a refuge for troubled.youth, e§pecially youth who
were deeply involved with drugs. 'Some of the more conservative monfbers of the com- -

murrity didn't like it at all,- he recalls.'"They used,to say that'whenever a hippie came
to town his. first stop would be the welfare department and his second stop would be Youth
Self Help." lit is an image with which the organization continues to struggle, Milsirmuch ''
less than it-used to, . 5

' In fact, Youth Self Help has matured considerably since 1971. One might everi.say that
the organization has cut its hair and joined the establishment. ,

A major factor in the changes that have taken placiitwithin the 'agency has lien the
sudden infusion of new money that began, in the spring of 1975. First, Youth Self HP _

. . - received severiCETA positions. Within.a year carnet!' grant for an early age alcohol
project tfirough.the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)

. and'a S110.000franf from the Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCIP);,,the State
agency representing LEAA programs. By 1976, the organization's annual budget was over

'S150.000. - . .. e , . s .

On the surface, such a sizable amount of new money ma seem like the answer to eviry
programdirectoes &earns. In a way it was. It- enabled t agency to hitt an exceptionally

. well - qualified staff. The new money al created prob ms, however, that soon became all
too apparent. One m'or problem w its highly temporary nature. The NIAAAitrant wai-
for only three years. The OCJP ge t would be cut in half during the second'year. Nor ".

. did the CETA funds have any guarantee or permanence. 4+ sizable organization had been
I floated on soft money with the continual annual threat of extinction thatosoft money:

implies:Moreo%er. at a.time when the organization should have been turning most s :
attention to developing sound; well ;structured programs, it was also required to devote
a great deal of its energies to proving its accountability and efficiency to its sponiors. "The

- problem with taking all that State and Federal money, says one sympathetic observer, "is
tlutt,you have to spend two dollars to explain what' you've done with every otherdollar
yo ji spent.- r o

e . .

- r The result was not 'bxactly chaos, but neither was it an orgapization that ran like a Evro-
pean railway..In the Spring.of 1977,i meticulous OCJP report criticized Youth SelfHelp

.. for poor receidkeeping. IVIOmentarily.the organization was in serious trouble, possibly
even in danger of losing the next year s'OCJP.runding. A,te.am of OCJP .evaluatcat'visited .
Nevada City in June to go through the records and finally came away satisfied after a series
ofgrueling interviews with program directorCleveSunnirigham and his staff. -

. ,"00P own% a lot of the blame, because' hey bought this kystern,fornine mqnths, says,*. . :
Cunningham. ':When they first 'got here, they summoned me to the probation office con- .%
rgrence roorn. I met with the head of Region D,'OCJP and his herd of riical_office0 and,

. -,40- .
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the county auditor controller. But finally the conversation got turned around tohow it
could be straightened out. At ,first, they wanted to run a full financialaudit.of t'he agency:
The next day the OCJP peopietame to the agency,and.I gave there a tour of the installa-
tiottand I told them all about what we're doing here. At the end of the of rnoon, the
hea:d4 the OCJP team turned to tne and said, 'This is thi first time that ve ever visited

. a prO-gfain and it didti't close down when. Iieft.'" ,
.... If one of thereasons for the growth and development of Youth SelflIelp is the sizable
amount of new money that hW.IT0thed the agency forvard, the other reason is Clev'
Cunningham. A retired Army colonel %flio talks the salt-and-pepper language of a poet

,. of the trenches, Cunningham has clearly dedicated onetof his lives entirety to Youth Self. .°
Help. Part of the reason, he readily admits, is that in anotherone of his lives hops a full-
.fledged alcoholic; "I sawan opportnnity to create a situation that wouldpieitefiNhat," .

Cunningham says, "and I grabbed it.' Thetparticular opportunity was the position of coor-
. .,, dinator'of the early age alcohol education program funded by NIAAA, which Cunningham

_took over in the fall of 1975. Cunningham also'moved his family from the Bay Area to
Nevada City at that time. It was not a careless or impetuotis move. In a way, it was 41*
opportunity to testput a dream. "We're here to be,stange.agents,:' says Cunningham:
To affect the way kids are reared, the way they work, the way they're educated. Otir

. dream is to be a.youth service agency where any of the 7.400 kids in Nevada County sari,
come and exeerjence us in a variety of ways during the pifiod of time that they are
labelgrl youth,' ' .. - '
. If tWservices that Youth Self Help offers are any:indication of the degree to whichte

dream has been-realized, it is well on its way to !tuition,.
,These services'include: ,. . - .

ID A day:care prograrn forapproximately 100 children; t
0 Schobl programs that emphasize affective sducation. techniqes at the elerneritaty

. levels and group eounseling and life careef plan'nihg at the secondarY levels;
0 Parenteducation programs; - f
0 Recreationprograms throughout the 'week; . - :t,

.

ID A summerday camp': .
--,i1,'S

.

. ID Crisis counseling and individual and family eounseV.0 amts- needed basis ;'
" 0 A job-trainingprogram for youth w.lio are cmProb..., far om the juvenile justice .

system;. '. ,.

A job-placement service that helps young people.to'find jobi-andialso provit -.

local employers with part-tine help.
Cunningham became director of.Youth.Self Helpwhen his preilecesspr.lkarett ttis,

resigned to have a baby. Hazing worked clo'sely with Betti4 for a year, however g-
han . was primed for the job. . '-' \, ..

"Unger Karen, the organization used consensus...decision-Making; says Cunni ham-
-"Under me,, it's more authoritarian. I use the military-Model. My board end My sta are
comfortable with the pro tram; I think. %say, 'This is what needs to.be dene,' but I d n't ,

,subvert the authority of the others in thechain of cdnynand." . -- i
Military.rnetaphors are virtually inexitabl in- Cunningham's conversation. In fact, Cun-

ningham makes no atteinpt to hide his straigegy. "A very important fact about me is that
I'm a soldier," he says. "I was a very good soldier; One,e a soldier has defined his objee-
tivei and analyzed his mission, he writes a.plan to eith8r capture-or destro hisopponents :-

OP else to neutralize therm We aren't .Mioltiavellian or devious here. 9 manipulate
' events', but not people. Very clearly, aia,stafi. with some-leadership wild input, we agreed
that what we should,be is a youth-service bureatf meeting she need.s.of the healthy or of the
sick. There are pockets of resistaricelo that notion in the.eorrimunity. -In our opinion,'
t hey're caused by ignorancesor °Vested interest. As a strategy.We vd been dispelling the
.lignorancea,rid either conveing key people in th'e populace to our:side or continumg to
!target those key people."

. 4 . . _4

.
,target

basic strategy so fai has focused on tw9 closely related objectives. The.
Hitt istheorg,anization of apoalition of youthservice.atid,hun)an-service.agencies in the . ' ,. . . . >,.

.
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county. This organization, called the United Service Council, has ftuictioned for a year
and includes almost every county human-service agency. Although the Council failed iri
1976 to get the approval of the county supervisors [or 'a fundraising campaign that would

' have allqwed payroll deductions, it has met regulaily and become a highly visible organiz,
ing mechanism. he second objective has been to reinforce the credibilityof Youth Self
Help by overcoming The natural resistance of small-rural communities to embrace the
"new.- 'This-has involved a concentrated, day-inand day-out publicielations effort ranging
from new programs within the agency to Cunningham's own perso al contacts with people.

yin the community. Both strategies have been amazingly successful by any measure.'
This summer day cam4 for which was launched for the flit time in 1977,

suddenly made people in the community who had viewed Youth Self Help as an agency
just for troubled youth aware that Cunningham's goal of a total youthservare agency was
dose to being a reality, "I think Youth Self Help has become more established in the com-
munity," says Ron Hunt, coordinator of the county's CETA youth program-4"People-are
beginning to understand what they're doing. The summer recreation program has, given
them plenty of brownie points." .

One of the' people Cunningham has cultivated is Barbara Sailor, a resident of Nevada
City for.18 years and until recently director,of the established and 'respectable"
'tread "old")-com munityibasid agencies in the county, the Community Workshop, which
provides assistance to the mentally retarded. "Youth Sell Help definitely could have a ".
very solid place in the community,' says Sailor. "I don't inow th,o, it's there yeta pro-
gram in this community has to be established a-good 'many years bedgire its accepted.
Yduth Self Help has had some identity problems, problems articulating to the community
exactly 'what their programs are. Now we're beginning to:see more clarity frorn
Askedlier opinioabout the agency's chances of permanence in the county, Sailor re- *,
-ponds tiptighttplly.."When you look at Youth Self Help," she says;'"which has to depend
almost Ontirely on grants, I just don't knbw. I don't know how you operate a program like(s.
that. Qur program is completely self-supportirmand we don't have that problem. I'm not
sulirhe county supervisors will go for Youth Self Delp being a county:funded program.
T y,take a very close -look at social servicesin.this county and they aren't overjoyed
with giving revenue .ghari4 money for anythingexcept roads and buildings."

Although there was reason for skepticism, Cunningham and his allies in the United
Council finally prevailed on the Board of Supervisors in tht4uriimer of 197ifo

allogate *1,000 in revenue sharing funds to'eight different human-service programs;
/' 524,000 of this amount went to Youth Self.Help. "'The United Services Council got the

.././ supervisors to say yes, human needs are our responsibility, and yes, the yokh of this
7. county are bur responsibility," Cunningham said after this victory. "Now our next step ,

. is to buy our own building and we're in business."

PROJECT PROMISE
WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA .

Late in the'summer of 1974, Marshall Newman, who had world both as A junior high
school social studies teacher and a narcotics investigator in evada, took the job of drug

t -',eddVation coordinatoi for the WaShoe County School District. The Washoe County dis-
-

trice, with one of the.largest school populations in the State, includes the rapidly growing
Reno-Spark's area and booming Incline Village, on the northeast shore of Lake Tahoe 45

--r---miles:away.-Like _most _othlexadis_count -Wide school districts, the Washoe CountVis
trict also eitensive geogrvhicallynearly nil es y 5-Triitatir lias.:53-schoo 'ImPst

. of which are located in the Reno-Sparks area.. .
. The mere size and geographical scope of the district were challenge enough,ut
Newman had to deal with more immediate problem. The district was'com fitted to send-
ing aleam of five district personnefor two weeks of resikntial training e U.S.'
Office of EdtiCation regionatraining center in Oakland, California, in' tober. Although '
district officials had made the arrangements and recruited the teardm mbers before the
end of the lastischool year, only one ortbe original team members was till available to ,

2
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go. The first test of Newman's ability to do his job was recruiting three more team mem-
bers to leave thedistrict for two weeks and, more important, entering into' this ambitious
entetprise4vith at least.some Lippe that the team would be successful.

Newman was lucky. The group that went to Oakland was as one of the trainers at the
center put it, "one of the most together teams that's ever come.through here."-The group's
instant compatibility, personal friendship, warmth, and openness created a solid foundation
for an,ef fort to build a system-wide drug abuse prevention program ov.er a period of several
years. That effort, which the team gave the name ;Project Promise," still continfies.

According to Newitian, the two weeks of training at the Region yin center was a criti-
cal factor in the team's later success. The center is one of a national system o( training ;
centers established by the US: Office of Education's Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education
Program in 1972. Still in operatidn, the centers train a dozen or more teams at a time in
a series of two-week residential cycles. Although the training techniques of the 4arious
Centers differ in degree and style, they commonly include organization development
methods, strategies for setting up And implementing school and community-based preven-
tion programS, apd presentationsoi model drug abuse prevention strategies.
--,:"1-had very fell expectations-o f the training:' recall's Newman. "I assubed we would
have some help frdm people who had Sgt, up pfograms themselvet. I knew from the litera-
ture they sent me that we would be working from nine in the morning until nine at night
in various.workshop situations. Looking back on it, I think the most important thing, we
gained involved team building. Thesenter provided an tmosphete of acceptance and
positiveness. It gave'us an opportunity to view programs and learn new skills and meet a
lot of interesting people. Essentially, it gave us a chance for thirteen day's to interactyvith
each other, get to know each other, and learn a lot, of things.we needed to know about. 4making a program work." .

One of itre requirements of atteiting training at the OE regional centers is the team's
commitment to implement an action plan uport returning to its community. Althcitigh the
Washoe County team had been charged with developing a peer counseling program, ac-
cording to Newman, "None of us really had a clear idea of what peer counseling meant

- before we went for training. Myboss told me iwas a program that would help us extend
'the counselors' services through studentsiand we should give it a tray's; By the end of the
trainEng cycle, however, the team had a very clear idea of what peer counseling meant,

,. primarily through presentations of the Dade County; Florida PRIDE program (see page
29).and.a similar 'program in ttie Bay Areas
' The PRIDE program, on which the peer counseling component of Project Promise is''
modeled, was initiated with county funding of $1,2 Million. This enabled PRIDE tg,,,hire
resource people for each school in`the county, During its first lialf.year, the Wash3t
Cou4pty teat' had to make do with energy and personal commitment alone. A laCk of time
and resourcenould continue_to pe a problio:

But it was a problem that Newman .and company anticipated and were prepared to deal
-with.':Ilie ttanyreturned home.with three basic goa 1) to get its peer counselipi pro-
gram to succeed; 2) to implement drag abuse preven n efforts at all levels of the school
distriet; and 3) to coordinate and establish a single id ity

efforts
all fife school district's

, 'Orng abuse preve tion efforts7 hence the name Proje romise. , ..

The team had Is° developed some valid organhatio 1 principles. "We agreed that we
would alwaysalope ate from a position of strength," says Newman, "and that we would
deal only with jpeo le who were supportive. When we began the peer t oAqseling program
we got the students who were. turned on to it to turn on other students trained teachers
in other tediniques aridT.ve got them turned,on., We approacheiltne administration only
with those things they needed to know. 'This strategy has workedall the way through.
Teachers have spread it around. The counselors havesupgprted it. They school adminis- .

trators began to see how positive things were and they began to tell other adMinistratocs /
intheir meetings aboutt, all these. good things." ..,. . .

ilpon its q3turnffrom Oakland, the team met oice everygtwo,weeks, after school and on.
weekends. During these meetings the tom members reported to each other on the progress

4.0
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they.zvere ha. ing in de. eloping support for the program in their respective schools and
designed training packages and curriculum materials that would be used in the peer coun-
seling classes And in inserviee training sessions for teachers. Peer counseling classes were
initiatedill three of the high schools in January 1975. At the same time, Newman arid an-
Other team member offered a series orinsen ice training workshops in counseling and
affeetke techniques. Meanwhile, the group Actively recruited new members. During the
summer of 1975 the team set up a week-long training session at a lodge in the nearby
Sierras and in ited 28 of themost promising recruits. The training consisted primarily
of re.iows of programs that were being implemented in the district under Project Promise.
group work in interpersonacommunications. and 'team buildinga trairehig cycle._in short,
that was similar to the one the team. itself had experienced at the Oakland training center.
Al, though the participants .olunteered their time, the .eipenses of the worlshaps were paid
out of a S2-1,000 Federal grant That Newman had obtainedduring the spring in order to

'expand the program. "It was one of the best conferences l'v,e ever been to," says Newman.
"By the time that week was 1:inishal. e had an additional. 28 people thoroughly com-
mitted to doing the program. All except two of.thern -aretill doing it." r, .

Project Promise continued to grow during the following year and.:itst 13 months after
the first team went fortniining.in Oakland. a second team also attended a tfaining cycle
at the Region VIII center. this time to develop an action plan focusing on a parent educa-
tion component:By the end of the second year, 35 of the district's schools Were involved
in Project FroTise and the program contained a variety-of compounis raging from kin-
dergarten through twelfth grade and inditcling parent education, as well. Newman and
member's of the two teams had also produced a series a training manuals, curriculum
guides. and a %ideotape and slide presentation deicribing the program's activities.

Although'Project Promise havexpanded through the Washoe County distt:ict in a rela-
tively!short time. New mao cautions that-the "snowbar, principle of program organization
can easily tend to water down the quality too fast. We try to select the,people who have

, shown the greatest amount of strength and then wejtcrease their strength. We keep call-
ing them back for further training. We realized soon,after the beginning that if.we moved
too fast. we were going to sacrifice a great deal of quality, so we pulled in Qui-, horns and
sldwed down.",

Another Project Promise strategy has also been problematicalthe use of ;'Area Re-
source People.. Usually members of one of the original teams. the "ARP's" have two days
a month each. paid for by general school funds and outside grant4, in which to provide
sem ices.and techniCal assistance to between fOur and tern different schools. Observes one
ARP; Laurie Albright. 7it's difficult enough to organize my own school. Two years ago I
was the only person ,who knew about peer counseling. -I recruited people anci then we-had
ict small Core group. Three of us have carried it in my school for the last yeair. I talked
with my principal. who has been very supportive, and I said 'HoW are we going4o get
people involved in this if its always voluntary ?' So he decided to have a mandatory

. faculty meeting where our team is going to introduce the faculty to some of these tech-
niques. He's also going, to reorganize the curriculum to have valuels clarification. decision-
making, and a career class." Nevertheless. Albright adimits;the ARP'g respontibility "could
be a full-time job in one school."

"Last year I went into eight out of ten classes Project Promise recruit Gail
Meier, "and did an activity onc a week. I recr wo other teachers in my school and
wrote 17pa. proposal. The principal-was skeptical, I think, but he said, 'All right, go
ahelid.' So now the.three pf us teach a values clarification class. There's apathy among
many of the facult still, but I've found the greatest support for What we're doing comes
from the-parents at the kirk folk spot about these activities at home..
Par.ent;have told me their kids really want it and,need.h. I think Project Promise TOW--
answer to'90 percent pf the problems kids havein schooldropouts, absenteeism,-drugs,

verything."
.
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RESOURCES

The list of available-resources in the field of drug
abuse pee% ennon grows longer every year. Books.
articles. curri:ula..iudio% isual materials, and train-

. ing centers specializing in drug abuse Prevention
strategies and organizational techniques have pro-
liferated throughout thecountry. Even a represen-
native catalog of these resources would nearly

_double the size of this book. The purpose of this
section is to present kin overview of the most prac:

- Heal resources onwhich to base more cohcentrateil
investigatipns ot particular strategies and program

, . Perhaps the most important resource that pro-
. gram initiators and others interested in promoting

. drug abuse.prevention programs will want ro ex-
plore is existing drug prevention programs iti their
communities or in neighboring communities. If the
'program initiators are unable to locate programs
..by inquiring among people t ey know. they may '
be able to obtain informutio about prevention
programs from the local sch of district or juvenile
fusfice agencies. .

Other primary resources about drug abuse pre --
vention and prevention programs include:

Slagle Slaie Agencies -for Drug Abuse Preven-
tion (SSAs). Each State has a single agency for the
various drug abuse prevention, treatment. and re-

. habilitation programs whhinthe State. The SSAs .

are a good place to contia.first if you want to find
out about 'programs And services close to your .0..
home. They are Wed on the inside back cover (!rf.
hisTamphlet.

0 The Prevelaion Branch of the National
Institute on .Drug.Ablite 4 the fOeus for all pre-
vention programs and.aaivitres within NIDA.
Theit address is: .

Prevention Branch .

Division of, Resource Development
. Vationilinstitute-on-Drilg-Abuse" Room I0A-30 .

Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane -

Aio'ckville. Maryland 20857 .:.
* -

14

The National Cliaraigholise for Drug Abuse
Information. perated Iti4thepational Institute on
Drug Abuse, rovides the latest information on
drugs. preve ion. and treatment free to anyone
requesting it. Contact:

National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse
Information

Room 10A-56
Ilk5600 Fishers Lane

Rockville, Maryland 20457 ,,s
1300 443-6500

.1

PYRAMID. an information sharing and technical
assistance suppbrt system funded by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse. Address: 39 Quail Court.
Suite 201, Walnut Greek, California 94596. 000) -
227-0438 outside California) or (415) 93%6666 .
(inside' California).

.The Prevention Resource Bulletin. a newsletter
published by the National Institute on Drug Abuse,

( that qontains pp-to-dete information on new pre;
ventioa programs. strategies.and developments
in the field.
Available from: 4608 North Park Avenue

Chevy Chase. Maryland 200ir
.

National Clearinghouse for Dru& Abuse I forma-
don. Address: Parklawn Buiktng. 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockville Maryland,20457. '

National Clearinghouse for AlCohol Information.
Address:9119 Gaither Road. Gaithersburg, Matt,-
land 20760.

O Balancing Head and Heart: Book 2. Eleven
Stratoies_,_- Book 1. Implementation and
Resources.
Available from: Prevention Materials Institute -

P.O. Box 152
LafaYette, California 94549

-
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Q Resources for Youth, the newsletter of the Na-
tional Commission onResourfes for Youth.
Available from Nat'llimal Commission on Resources

for Youth
*36 West 44th Street
New York, New'York 10036

0 Youth Alternatives. the newsletter of the Na-
tional Youth Alternatives Project. .

4vailablelrom:fiational Youth Alternatives-
Project .

1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

th Rrintary Prevention in Drug Abuse: An Anno-
tated Guideto Literature.
Available from: National Clearinghouse for Drug

Abuse Information
Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville. Maryland 20857

Thefollowing kooks are recommended for fur-
[het investigatIon-14 specific prevention strategies
and topics. -

° Drug Abuse Provontion and.Youth Policy
Kenniston, K. All Our Children: The American
Family (Indy. Pressure. New York: Harcourt,
Brace, .lovanovich, 1977. 4;

A Minitelosu Primer oss the Prevention oi Chemi-
cal Use Problems. Chemical Dependency Programs
Division. Minnesota Department of Public Welfare.
Available from:

Documents Section .,
Department of Administratigtt
14C1Centenn41 Building
St. Paul. Minnesota 55155

A Design for Youth Development Policy. Center
f or,Action Research. Inc.. Boulder. Colorado.
Available from:

Center far Action Research. Inc.
2019 10th Street
Boulder. Colorado 80302

Drug Abuse Prevention For Your Family -
Drug AbusePrevention For You and Your Friends
Drug Abuse Prevention-For Your Communitx

. Drug Abuse Prevention For Older Americans
Drug Abuse Prevention For the Medik
Drug Abuse Prevention (general audience) .

Pre4etacitSn del Abuso de las Drogal (Spanish
Language)

Available from:
National Clearinghouse for Drug Abus e

InfOrMation
Parklawn Buikjing

5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville. ryland 20857

Orogigfr/Pito ology
Brech.er. E.M. and the editors of Consumer
Reports7:Licit-anitritit-DrugsrBoston:
Brown, 3972.

Simmer§, M., et. al., Our Chemical Culture: Drug ..

Use and Misuse. Madison, Wisconsin: Stash Press,
19'4:-

*
?"A .

Drug Abuie Prevention Strategies
.

Information:
Brecher. E.M. and the editors of Consumer Reports.

Licit and Illicit Drugs: Boston: Little, Brown, 1972.
Deciding (curriculum materials).,
Available from;

Alameda CountySchool Departmen t
Training and Development Center
685 A Street
Hayward, California

Affective Education:
Simon. S .B., Howe, L.W., and Kirshenbaut H.

Values Clarification. New York: Hart Publish-
ing Company, 1972.
arris.T.A. tm 01( You're OK. New York:
Harper and Row. 1973.

Ombudsman, Charlotte Drug Education-Center,
(curriculumanaterials).

1 Available from:
Charlotte Drug Education Center. Inc.
1416 Morehead Street, Spite 201
Charlotte'. North Caroliff28204

The New Model Mi (curriculum materials).
Available from:

Order Department - .
Edubational Research Council of America
Rockefeller Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

. -Canfield. -.I. and Wells,.H.C. 100 W ays to Enhance
Self Concept in the Classroom. Englewood
Cliff New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976.

Glasser, W.M. Schools Without Failure. New York:
Harper and Row, 19697

Peer.ind CrossAge Tutodng and Counseling:
Youth Tutoring Youth and Learning and Growing .

Through Tutoring. National.Commission 4 .,

Resources for Youth.
Availablefrom: . .

.-- National Commission on Resources for Youth
36 West 44th Street
New YorkoNew York 10036

Samuels. D. and M. The Complete Handbook of '
Peer Counseling. Miami: Fiesta Publishing Corp.,
1915.

* Lae Career Planning:
Bolles, R.N. at Color Is &Parachute? ,.

Berkeley: T n Speed Press. 1976. .

Bolles, R. and rystal, J.C. Where I Go From
Here With My Life. New York: Seabury Press,,1974.

Glasser-Kirschenbaum. B. and H. Skills for Littg
(curriculumsuide). Quest. Inc.. 1977.

- Available from:
Quest, Inc. . . ' irl
2.707 North Main Stet

Findlay. Ohio 45840
Alternatives:
Cohen, A.Y. -Alternatives to Drug Abuse: Steps -

Toward Prevention;" National Institute on Dtug
Abuse.

___Availiblarbm:
National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse

Information
Parklawn Building r
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville. Maryland 20857
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Glasser. W. Positive Addictio n. New York: Harper
and Row, 1977.

McCloskey. M. and Kleinbard, P. Youth Into
Adults.

Available from:
National Commission on Resources for Youth
36 West 44th Street
New York. New York 10036 "MP

, New Roles for Youth ht_School.and CU:minif.
National Commission on Resou .es for Youth.

Ayailable from:
Citation Press
50 W. 44th Street
New York. New York 10036.

11 farentings
Gordon, T. Parent Effectiveness Tiaining. New

York: Peter H. Wyden. 1972.
A Fantily.lgyspome 10 the Dria Problem. National

Institute on Drug Abuse.
Available from:

National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse
Information
Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane .

Rockville( Maryland 20857
Since You Care }curriculum guide). Erie uncil

on Qrug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention.
'Available from:

Erie County Council on the Prevention of
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse

155 West 8th Street
Erie. Pennt_ylvania 16501

Dreikers, R. Parents' Guide to Child Discipline.
New York: Hawthorrk Publishing CO..

Prograps Organization
Funding: -
Natiimal Youth Alternatives Project. Stalking the

Large Green Gunn.

.
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Available from:
National Youth Alternatives Project

4: 1346 Connecticut Ave_ N:W.
Washington. D.C. 20036

Grantsmanship Center News (periodica%
Available from: 11,

The Grantsmanship enter
1015 West Olympic oulevard
Los Angeles. California 9001S.

Evaluation:
Abrams. A., Gal-field. E.F.. and Swisher, ED. (eds.}

Accountability in Drug Education: ,4 Model for
Evaluation, 1973;

$

. I

...-Ne,

Available front:
The Drug Abuse Council_Inc.
1828 L Street. N.W. 1

i
Washington. D.0 20036

Blanton. J. and Alley. S. Program D'evelopineni:
A Manual for Organizational Self.Situdr. Wash-
ington, D.C.: National Institute of Health. 1975.- _ ir

Community Organifingt
Collins. A.H. and Pancoast, D.J.. Natural Helbilig

Netwqrks. Washington. D.c.Nitiont.Associa-
tion otSocinl Workers. 1977.

PYRAMID. The Media Iviviiiiil.
Available from: (- /

39 Qua Court. Suite 201
$

'W t Creek, California 94596
Alternative Schools Network -

1105 West Lawrence, Room 210. s

,t hicago. Illinois 60604 7
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. ,SINGLE STATE AGENCIES
ALABAMA ,. \
Dri.g.Abese Prograrn'Section '
ghltsion of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
U8partmtnt of Mental'Health'

. 145 Motion Skeet
ontgomerf. AlallamaS6104 . '

A51A) SKA - .

fiit`o$ Drug Abuse,. '

t:

.. 9 Dept. &Health & rocial Services
el Zpuch H-OID f

Juneau.,Alaska 99801
",ARIZONA ". .

'. Drug Abuse Programs
= .

Division Of Behavioral Health tervicei - -,

. Department of Health Services ) °
2500 East Van Buren 4

,Phoenix, Arizona 85008
ARKANSAS ' '
Office of Diug'and Alcohol Abuse Prevention'

',,Dept. of Social & Rehab. Servic'es
151 Building ..r ,
1515 West 7th
Little Rock. Arkansas 72203
CALIFORNIA
California Despartment of Health
Substance Abuse Division -

Boons 1592.7,4 P Street °
Saeramentokalifornia 95514 -

- COLORADO . .
_ Alcohol & Drug_AbuspDiVision-,,s,

Department oil Health ,.
. 4210 East 1 Ith Avenue

Denver. ColOrado 80220
CONNEOTICUT t
Conntepcut Alcohol and Diqg Council
De artment oI Mental-Walsh,

ashington Street
'Hartford. Connecticut 06113 -

DetAwmit
Bureau of -Subsmiice Masa .
Govonor. Bacon;HealtE.Center "
Cotfagi n8 -s
Delarvare City. Delaware 8706 ,
;FLORIDA V,
Spread of Drug Abuse Prevention
Winton of Mental Health. .
Dept. or,Health & Rehab. Services

, '1323 Winewood
Dllahassee.Borida 32301 .

a

1

2

ILUAOIS
Dangerous Drugs Commission
300 North State Street, 15th Floor

-04/iicago. Illinois 60610
INDIANA
Division of Addiction Services
Department of Mental Health,
5Indianp Square . , .s

India napolif Indiana 46204
IOWA
loWa Drug Abuse Aiithoriiy
615 East 14th Streett
Des MOines. Iowa 50319 -
KANSAS
Drug AhuseU nit
Dept of Social, and RehabpServices
Biddle Bldg.
2700 W. 6tb,Street .
TOPeka. Kansas 66608
KENTUCKY
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Branch
Division.for Prevention Services
Bureau of Health Services
Department of Human Resources
275 East Main Street

',Feankkih. Kentucky 40601 .
LOUISIANA
Bureau of SubtZtanceAbuse
Division of Hospitals
Louisiana Health ancliuman

' Resource Adininistration
Weber Building. 7th Floor
Baton Rouge; Louisiana 70801
MAINE
Office.of Alcoholism and Drug -

Abuse PreventiOn
BureairaRehibilitatOn

Winthrop Street
Aughstachfaine 04331/
MARYLAND

f.

Drug AbuseAbministratiori
Dept. of Health & Mental Hygiene
Herbert Orator Office Building
201 W. Preston Street ;
Baltimore. Maryland 21200
MASSACHUSEITS.
Division Of Drug Refiabilitetkons
Department of Mental Health '
199 Pordind Street
Boston. MAssachusete 02114
MICHIGAN

. Office of Substance Abuse Services
. 3500 NOrth LoganStreet

. P.O.ctioz 30035
Lansingl.Michigain 48909.
MINNESOTA
Drug 404 Alcohol A-uthority.
Chemical Dipendency Division

- Dept. of Pif5Tie Welfare
402 Metro Square BUilding

. '7SfiPaul.,MinneSota 55101 '

GEORGIA
, ,,

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section -
= Div. of Mental Health & Retardation
, De,paftment of Human Resources ":-ti 618 ponce De Leon Avenue. ,si.E. . .

Millie. Georgia 30308 .., ,.

. . HAWAII , .. ' .

z
, ... Alcohol apd Drug AtiuseBranch . ,, .",

. s Ogiciteennt tHmacaltsitimi. 1...9 acx:11...4041.--.

. 4 ".-1 Lonelulii. Havali 9hp3 ...

4
''':' IDAHO ':' ., -.

, Bureau of SubstaneefAbuse

...De_parement of Healtip-and,Welfgie , i ; .01," DaIrtment of Mental Health
- ' Ili Divisieu q(Comigunitk Rehabilitation, ^ ,, '"Divition of-Doi-Misuse

El Buildink-Roon13.17 :. ..
41- . ise Idaho 83720-

s

. . *,
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1 1 Le6State,Offiae Building
4 p' ' Joelticin?Mississippi 3920). .., i

4'. PAIO:PURI ; ' .
,Oivistqn of Iticoholisin & Drug Abuse

DeparttnentOf Mental Wealth. .,
=Missouri Blvd. ,

. liffet4oti City. MiSsourt65101
, .
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MONTANA
Addictive Diseases Division
Department ea institutiops
1539 lith Avenue
Helena. Montana 59601
NEBRASKA --
Nebraska Commission op.Drugs
P.Q. Box 94726 . ,

State Capitol Butldirig
Lincoln. Nebraska, 68509
NEVADA

.

---1 Bureau of Alcohol & Drug Abuse
03, Rehabilitatiori Division .

Department of Human Resources
505 East King Street.
Carson.Coty:blevada 89710
NEW HAMPSHIRE )
Office of Drug Abuse Prevention
3 Capital Street, Room 405
Concord. Now Hampshire 03301

4

V.
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4
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4

r

N EW JERSEY -
Division of Narcotic and Drug Abuse Coitrol
Depanment of Health T
541 Last State Street
Trentrin, New Jersey.08609
NEW MEXICO
Drug Abuse. Agenty
Department of Hospitals & Institutions
113 Washington
Santa Fe. new Mei,to 87501
NEW Yogi(
Office ofprug*Abuse Services
ExeCutive Park South
Albany, New York' 12203

a NORTH CAROLINA
o North Carolina Drug Commission

Box .19324
Raleigh. North Carolina 27609
NORTH DAKOTA
Division of Alc
'Dspariment of H
909in Avenue
Bismarck. North
OHIO

' Ohio Bufeau of Drug Abuse
Division of Mental Health
Dertment of Manta Heolth anti
Melltal Retardation
2929 Kenny Roads Room B207
Columbus, Ohio 43221
OKLAHOMA
Division of Drug Abuse Ser vices
Dcpartmearof Mental Health
P.0, Box 53277. Capitol Station
Okrahoma.City. Oklahoma 73105
OREGON

ism and Drug Abuse
4

olii 58505

Programs for Alcohol and Drag Problems
Mental Health Division .

"'Dept:mew of Human Resources .
2575 Bittern Street. N.E.
Salem. Oregoto97310
PENNSYLVANIA-
Governor's Council on Dr% and Alcohol Abuie
Rkterside Office Center
Building Pl. Suite N
2101 North Front Streets.

.Hsurisbirg.,Pennsyboania 17110
ts

i RHODE 1StAND ,
Rhode Island! Drug Abuse Ptogram
.Department of Mental Health and,
Retardation and Hospitals
303 General Hospital
Rhode Island Medical Center
Cranston, Rgode Island 02920 4.

...t

SOUTH CAROLINA
South C,arolini Commission on Alcohol

* 'aogi Drug Abuse ,

3700 Forest Drive
P.O. Box 4616
Columbia, South Carolina 29240
SOUTH DAKOTA
Division of Drugs and Substance Contro l
Department of Health
Joe Foss Building
Pierre, South Dakota 57501
TENNESSEE
Alcohol and Drug Abuke Section
Department of Mental Health
501 Union Street, 4th boor
Nashville, Tepnessee 37219

' TEXAS
Drug Abuse Division
Department of Community Affairs
Vox 13166, Capitol Station

-Austin. Texas 78711

a

401-7

UDivTtiHon of Alcoholism and Drugsi
554 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

yEam
AlcoholAnd Drug Abuse Division
*Depadment of Social & RehabiSeptices
State Office Building

. kfontpelier,,VettnOnt 05602
VIRGINIA
Department of Mental Healtli/
Mental Retardation

.:',Division of Substance Abuse Control \
...Commonwealth of Virginia

P.O. Bbx.1797
Richmond, Virgini;23214
WASHINGTON . '-
Office ofbrug Abuse Prevention,
Community Services Division
DSHS, OB-43E
Olympia, Washington 98504
WEST VIRGINIA
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Department of Mental Health s
1800 Washington Street, East
Charleston;, West Virginia 25305
WISCONSIN ;
Bureau of Alcohol &.0ther Drug Abuse
,Division beMeniallbigiene
Department ofealtli and Social Services
One West Wilson Street. Room 523
MadisonVrtsconsinla3702
WYOMING

.Drug Abuse Programs
At State Office.Budding West

Cheyenne, Wyommg 82001 .
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